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The simplest applicci( bus of 07crPiodynomirs to chris 'iui'ly s iynifhoni syc(cun5 are to (he
discussion of the plmic troositmruc of purr sobstancrs We shub see that cr phaSe diogranu
is a mop of the pressures and temperatureS 01 which each phosc of a substance is the
most stable. First, we describe the n(rrpretiitioui of empirically determined phase
diagrams for a selection of materials. Then we (i/ni to a consideration of the factors
that determine the positiouucand shapes of the boundaries brtwccn the regions on a
phase diagram. The practical importance of the expressions we derive is that they show
how the vapour pressure of a substance varies with lenuperoture and how the melting
point varies with pressure. We chin!l see that (hi' transitions between phos con be
classified by not ing how various llierr?iudynonisc funrHiiuus change when the transition
occurs. Finally, we c'ouus,dir the (nerin iuilyniiiii ui/i ' IS sum	 of /um;uum I surfaces, such os

surface term 5mm onit cajuil/mury rim in.

6.10 Capillary action	 Vaporization, melting, and the conversion of graphite to diamond are all examples of
Checklist of key ideas 	 changes of phase without change of chemical composition. in this chapter we describe such

processes thermodynamically, using as the guiding principle the tendency of systems at
Further reading	 constant temperature and pressure to minimize their Gibbs energy. Because we are dealing

with pure substances, the molar Gibbs energy of the system is the same as the chemical
Exercises	 potential, p, so the direction of spontaneous change is in the direction of decreasing

chemical potential. Once again we see how the properties of the chemical potential mirror
Problems	 its name: a pure substance with a high chemical potential has a spontaneous tendency to

move to a state with lower chemical potential.

Phase diagrams
One of the most succinct ways of presenting the physical changes of state that a substance
can undergo is in terms of its phase diagram. We present the concept in this sction.
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o PHYSICAL TRANSFORMATIONS OF PURE SUBSTANCES

6.1 Thi.' 'st;jhiIiits 01 phases
A phase of a substance is a form of matter that is uniform throughout in chemical
composition and physical state. Thus, we speak of solid, liquid, and gas phases of a substance,
and of its various solid phases, such as the white and black allotropes of phosphorus, A phase
transition, the spontaneous conversion of one phase into another phase, occurs at a
characteristic temperature for a given pressure. Thus, at I alias, ice is the stable phase of
water below 0'C, but above 0C liquid water is more stable. This difference indicates that
below 0°C the chemical potentia l of ice is lower than that of liquid water, and that above
0°C the opposite is true (Fig. 6.1). The transition temperature, T, is the temperature at
which the two chemical potentials are equal and the two phases are in equilibrium at the
prevailing pressure.

When considering phase transitions, it is always important to distinguish between the
thermodynamic description of the transition and the rate at which the transition actually
occurs. A transition that is predicted from thermodynamics to be spontaneous may occur
too slowly to be significant in practice. For instance, at normal temperatures and pressures
the chemical potential of graphite is lower than that of diamond, so there is a
thermodynamic tertdency for diamond to change into graphite. However, for this transition
to take place, the C atoms must change their locations, which is an immeasurably slow
process in a solid except at high temperatures. The rate of attainment of equilibrium is a
kinetic problem, and is outside the scope of thermodynamics. In gases and liquids the
mobilities of the molecules allow phase transitions to occur rapidly, but in solids
thermodynamic instability may be frozen in. Thermodynamically unstable phases that
persist because the transition is kinetically hindered are called metastable phases. Diamond
is a metastable phase of carbon under normal conditions.

6.2 1hac hts;i udarics
The phase diagram of a substance shows the regions of pressure and temperature at which
its various phases are thermodynamically stable (Fig. 6.2). The lines separating the regions,
which are called phase boundaries, show the values of p and Tat which two phases coexist
in equilibrium.

Consider a liquid sample of  pure substance in a closed vessel. The pressure of  vapour in
equilibrium with the liquid is called the vapour pressure of the substance (Fig. 6.3).
Therefore, the liquid-vapour phase boundary in a phase diagram shows how the vapour
pressure of the liquid varies with temperature. Similarly, the solid-vapour phase boundary
shows the temperature variation of the sublimation vapour pressure of the solid. The
vapour pressure of a substance increases with temperature because at higher temperatures
the Boltzmann distribution populates more heavily the states of higher energy,
corresponding to molecules that have escaped from their neighbours.

(a) Critical points and boiling points
When a liquid is heated in an open ves5cl, the liquid vaporizes from its surface. At the
temperature at which its vapour pressure would be equal to the external pressure,
vaporization can occur throughout the bulk of the liquid and the vapour can expand freely
into the surroundings. The condition of free vaporization throughout the liquid is called
boiling. The temperature at which the vapour pressure of a liquid is equal to the external
pressure is called the boiling temperature at that presure. For the special case of an
external pressure of I attn, the boiling temperature is called the normal boiling point, Tb.

With the replacement of I attn by I bar as standard pressure, there is some advantage in
using the standard boiling point instead: this is the temperature at which the vapour
pressure reaches I bar. Because I bar is slightly less than I atm (1.00 bar = 0.987 atm), the

.	 .Solid
C

0.

era

Liquid

\
na '::: ,J	 \Gas.c

1So1id	 Liquid	 Gas
Tstabte.	 stable	 stable

T1

Temperature, T

G.t The schematic temperature dependence of the
chemical potential of the solid, liquid, and gas
phases of a substance (in practice, the tines are
curved). The phase with the lowest chemical
potential at a specified temperature is the most
stable one at that temperature. The transition
temperatures, the melting and boil i ng temperatures
are the temperatures at which the chemical
potentials of two phases are equal.
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Vapour,
pressure, p

Liquid
or solid

63 The vapour pressure of a liquid or solid is the
pressure exerted by the vapour in equilibrium with
the condensed phase.

standard boiling point of a liquid is slightly lower than its normal boiling point. The normal
boiling point of water is 100.0C; its standard boiling point is 99.6°C.

Boiling does not occur when a liquid is heated in a closed vessel. Instead, the vapour

pressure, and hence the density of the vapour, rise continuously as the temperature is raised
(Fig. 6.4). At the same time, the density of the liquid decreases slightly as a result of its
expansion. There comes a stage when the density of the vapour is equal to that of the
remaining liquid and the surface between the two phases disappears. The temperature at
which the surface disappears is the critical temperature, T, of the substance. We first

encountered this property in Section 1.4d. The vapour pressure at the critical temperature is
called the critical pressure, p. At and above the critical temperature, a single uniform phase
called a supercritical fluid fills the container and an interface no longer exists. That is, above
the critical temperature, the liquid phase of the substance does not exist.

(b) Melting points and triple points
The temperature at which, under a specified pressure, the liquid and solid phases of a
substance coexist in equilibrium is called the melting temperature Because a substance
melts at exactly the same temperature as that at which it freezes, the melting temperature
of a substance is the same as its freezing temperature. The freezing temperature when the
pressure is I atm is called the normal freezing point. T, and its freezing point when the
pressure is I bar i5 called the standard frfezing point. The normal and standard freezing
points are negligibly different for most purposes. The normal freezing point is also called the
normal melting point.

There is a set of conditions under which three different phases of a substance (typically
solid, liquid, and vapour) all simultaneously coexist in equilibrium. It is represented by the
triple point, a point at which the three phase boundaries meet. The temperature at the triple
point is denoted T,. The triple point of a pure substance is outside our control: it occurs at a
single definite pressure and temperature characteristic of the substance. The triple point of
water lies at 273.16 K and 611 Pa (6.11 mhar, 4.59 Torr), and the three phases of water
(ice, liquid water, and water vapour) coexist in equilibrium at no other combination of
pressure and temperature. This invariance of the triple point is the basis of its use in the
definition of the thermodynamic temperature scale (Section 4.2c).

As can be seen from Fig. 6.2, the triple point marks the lowest pressure at which a liquid
phase of a substance can exist. If (as is common) the slope of the solid-liquid phase
boundary is as shown in the diagram, then the triple point also marks the lowest
temperature at which the liquid can exist; the critical temperature is the upper limit.

6.3 Three typical phase diagrams
We shall now illustrate how these general features appear in the phase diagrams of pure

substances.

(a) Water
Figure 6.5 is the phase diagram for water. The liquid-vapour boundary in the phase diagram
summarizes how the vapour pressure of liquid water varies with temperature. It also
summarizes how the boiling temperature varies with pressure: we simply read off the
temperature at which the vapour pressure is equal to the prevailing atmospheric pressure.
The solid-liquid boundary shows how the melting temperature varies with the pressure. Its
very steep slope indicates that enormous pressures are needed to bring about significant
changes. Notice that the line has a negative slope up to 2000 atm, which means that the
melting temperature fails as the pressure is raised. The reason for this unusual behaviour can
be traced to the decrease in volume that occurs on melting, and hence it being more

IIii • LJ
(a)	 (b)	 (c)

6.4 (a) A liquid in equilibrium with its vapour. hI
When a liquid is heated in a sealed container, the
density of the vapour phase increases and that of
the liquid decreases slightly. There comes a stage.
Id, at which the two densities are equal and the
interface between the fluids disappears. This
disappearance occurs at the critical temperature.
The container needs to be strong: the critical
temperature of water is 374 C C and the vapour
pressure is then 2111 atm.
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6.5 The experimentally determined phase diagram for water showing the different solid phases. Note the
change of vertical scale at 2 aim.

favourable for the solid to transform into the liquid as the pressure is raised. The decrease in
volume is a result of the very open molecular structure of ice: the H 2 0 molecules are held
apart (as well as together) by the hydrogen bonds between them, but the structure partially
collapses on melting, and the liquid is denser than the solid.

The motion of glaciers may be a consequence of the decrease in melting temperature
with pressure: glacial ice melts where it is pressed against the sharp edges of stones and
rocks and the glacier inches forwards. However, for many substances surface melting also
occurs below the normal melting point, and the explanation of glacier motion (and ice
skating) may be more subtle. The reduction in chemical potential of the water below that of
the ice may stem from differences in the energy of interaction between water and ice and
the rock surface.

At high pressures, different structural forms of ice come into stability as the bonds
between molecules are modified by the stress. Some of these phases (which arc called ice II,
III, V. VI, and Vll) t melt at high temperatures. Ice VII, for instance, met at 100C but exists
only above 25 kbar. Note that five more triple points occur in the diagram other than the
one where vapour, liquid, and ice I coexist. Each one occurs at a definite pressure and
temperature that cannot be changed.

I	 Ice tO uas an Ihmon. or iiossbsy a t,annent, not iherrncdynansicaliy siable. state.
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(b) Carbon dioxide
The phase diagram for carbon dioxide is shown in Fig. 6.6. The features to notice include the
positive slope of the solid-liquid boundary (the direction of this line is characteristic of most
substances), which indicates that the melting temperature of solid carbon dioxide rises as
the pressure is increased. Notice also that, as the triple point lies above I atm, the liquid
Cannot exist at normal atmospheric pressures whatever the temperature and the solid
sublimes when left in the open (hence the name 'dry ice'). To obtain the liquid, it is necessary
to exert a pressure of at least 5.11 atm. Cylinders of carbon dioxide generally contain the
liquid or compressed gas; at a temperature of 25°C that implies a vapour pressure of 67 atm
if both gas and liquid are present in equilibrium. When the gas squirts through the throttle it
cools by the Joule-Thomson effect, so when it emerges into a region where the pressure is
only I atm, it condenses into a finely divided snow-like solid.

Supercritical carbon dioxide (that is, highly compressed carbon dioxide above its critical
temperature) is used in supercritical fluid chromatography (5fC), a form of chromato-
graphy in which the supercritical fluid is used as the mobile phase. The technique can be
used to separate lipids and phospholipids and to separate fuel oil into alkanes, alkenes, and
arenes. A more mundane application of supercritical carbon dioxide is in the decaffeination
of coffee, in which caffeine is extracted from green coffee beans.

(c) Helium
The phase diagram of helium is shown in Fig. 6.7. Helium behaves unusually at low
temperatures. For instance, the solid and gas phases are never in equilibrium however low
the temperature: the He atoms are so light that they vibrate with a large-amplitude motion
even at very low temperatures, and the solid simply shakes itself apart. Solid helium can be
obtained, but only by holding the atoms together by applying pressure.

When considering helium at low temperatures it is necessary to distinguish between the
isotopes 5 He and 'He, because quantum mechanical effects become important and these
two isotopes differ not only in mass but also in the spin of their nuclei.' As a result of
quantum mechanical effects, pure helium-4 has a liquid-liquid phase transition at its .'-line
(lambda line); the reason for this name i5 explained in Section 6.7. The liquid phase marked
He-I behaves like a normal liquid. The other phase, He-11, is a superfluid. It is so called
because it flows without viscosity. The phase diagram of helium-3 differs from the phase
diagram of helium-4, but it also possesses a superfluid phase. Helium-3 is unusual in that the
entropy of the liquid is lower than that of the solid, and melting is exothermic.

Phase stability and phase transitions
We shall now see how thermodynamic considerations can account for the features of the
phase diagrams we have just described.

6.4 The thermodynamic criterion of equilibrium
We shall base our discussion on the following consequence of the Second Law:

At equilibrium, the chemical potential of a substance is the same throughout
a sample, regardless of how many phases are present.

Nuclear win s a q.aanlum ,neuAan.cul property that will be eresvntererj in rno,r detail in Part 2. At this stagc it can be visualized
as a sprn,nq not,00 of the nucleus. A 'Hr nucleus fan zero spin, a 'He 'ruckuS p535 nonzero sun.

2	 3	 4	 5
2.17	 4.22 5.20
(T2)	 (Tb) (Ta)

Temperature, T/K

6.7 The phase diagram for helium (*He). The .-line
marks the conditions under which the two liquid
phases are in equilibrium. Helium-11 is the superfluid
phase. Note that a pressure of over 20 bar must be
exerted before solid helium can be obtained. The
labels hcp and bce denote different solid phases in
which the atoms pack together differently: hep
denotes hexagonal close packing and bce denotes
body-centred cubic (see Section 21.1 for a
description of these structures).
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Same
D—^ chemical

5.8 When two or more phases are in equilibrium,
the chemical potential of a substance (and, in a
mixture, a component) is the same in each phase
and is the same at all points in each phase.

When the liquid and solid phases of  substance are in equilibrium, the chemical potential
of the substance is the same throughout the liquid and throughout the solid, and is the same
in the solid as in theliquid (Fig. 6.8).

To see the validity of this remark, consider a system in which the chemical potential of a
substance is hi at one location and p 2 at another location. The locations may be in the same
or in different phases. When an amount do of the substance is transferred from one location
to the other, the Gibbs energy of the system changes by —Pt dn when material is removed
from location I, and it changes by +/1 2 dvi when that material is added to location 2. The
overall change is therefore d( = (p2 - ) do. If the chemical potential at location 1 is
higher than that at location 2, the transfer is accompanied by a decrease in G, and so has a
spontaneous tendency to occur. Only if p 1 - 112 is there no change in G, and only then is the
system at equilibrium.

Molecular interpretation li.i The tendency towards equality of chemical potential is a
disguised form of the tendency to greater entropy as expressed by the Second Law. Suppose
that in location I the molecules experience less favourable attractive forces than in
location 2. Then the entropy of the surroundings will increase if molecules migrate from
location I to location 2 because heat will be released into the surroundings and increase
their disorder. However, to judge whether a process is spontaneous, we need to consider
the total entropy change, and there may be a difference in molecular disorder between the
two locations, lithe disorder of the molecules in location I is greater than in location 2, the
entropy of the system will decrease when molecules migrate from location I to location 2.
For example, location I might be a gas phase and location 2 might be a liquid phase. The
transfer of molecules from location 1 (gas . to location 2 (liquid) is spontaneous if the
increase in entropy of the surroundings exceeds the decrease in entropy of the system. The
opposite trarisfe', from location 2 (liquid) to location I (gas) is spontaneous if the increase
in disorder of the system is greater than the decrease in disorder of the surroundings. The
change is spontaneous in neither direction if the changes in entropies of the system and its
surroundings cancel, which is expressed by setting the chemical potentials of the two
phases equal to each other. The chemical potential takes into account the contributions of
the enthalpy change to the surroundings and the change in entropy of thr molecules
themselves.

6.5 The dependence of stability on the conditions
At low temperatures, the solid phase of a substance has the lowest chemical potential and,
provided the pressure is not too low, is usually the most stable at low temperatures.
However, the chemical potentials of phases change with temperature in different ways, and
as the temperature is raised the chemical potential of another phase (perhaps another solid
phase, a liquid, or a gas) will fall below that of the solid. When that happens, a phase
transition occurs if it is kinetically feasible to do so.

(a) The temperature dependence of phase stability
The temperature dependence of the Gibbs energy is expre55cd in terms of the entropy of the
system by eqn bItt (()G/JT 1, =—SJ. Because the chemical potential of a pure substance is
equal to the molar Gibbs energy of that substance, it follows that

()= —Sn,	 (1)
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6.9 The pressure dependence of the chemical
potential of a substance depends on the molar
volume of the phase. The lines show schematically
the effect of increasing pressure on the chemical
potentials of the solid and liquid phases (in practice,
the lints are curved), and'the corresponding effects
on the freezing temperatures. (a) In this case the
molar volume of the solid is less than that of the
liquid and ic(s) increases less than p(l). As a result,
the freezing temperature rises. (b) Here the molar
volume is greater for the solid than the liquid (as
for water), ti(s) increases more strongly than ji(l).
and the freezing temperature is lowered.
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This relation shows that as the temperature is raised, the chemical potential of a pure
substance decreases. S. >0 always, so the slope of a plot of p against T is negative.

Equation 1 implies that the slope of a plot of It against temperature is steeper for gases
than for liquids, because S,(g) > S,(I). The slope is also sleeper for a liquid than the
corresponding solid, because Srn(l) >S(s) almost always, on account of the greater

disorder of a liquid. These features were illustrated in Fig. 6.1. The steep negative slope of
la(l) results in its falling below p(s) when the temperature is high enough, and then the
liquid becomes the stable phase: the solid melts. The chemical potential of the gas phase
plunges steeply downwards as the temperature is raised (because the molar entropy of the
vapour is so high), and there comes a temperature at which it lies lowest. Then the gas is the
stable phase and the liquid vaporizes. When we bring about a phase transition, what we are
actually doing is modifying the relative values of the chemical potentials of the phases. The
easiest way of doing tht is by changing the temperature of the sample.

(b) The response of melting to applied pressure
Most substances melt at a higher temperature when subjected to pressure. It is as though
the pressure is preventing the formation of the less dense liquid phase. Exceptions to this
behaviour include water, for which the liquid is denser than the solid. Application of
pressure to water encourages the formation of the liquid phase. That is. water freezes at a
lower temperature when it is under pressure.

We can rationalize the response of melting temperatures to pressure as follows. The
variation of the chemical potential with pressure is expressed (from eqn. 5.10) by

V.	 (2)
all) T

This equation shows that the slope of a plot of chemical potential against pressure is equal to
the molar volume of the substance. An increase in pressure raises the chemical potential of
any pure substance (because V. >0). In most cases, 1/0) >1',,, (s) and the equation predicts

that an increase in pressure increases the chemical potential of the liquid more than that of
the solid. As shown in Fig. 6.9a, the effect of pressure in such a case is to raise the melting
temperature slightly. For water, however, Vm(l) <Vm(S), and an increase in pressure
increases the chemical potential of the solid more than that of the liquid. In this case, the
melting temperature is lowered slightly (Fig. 6.9b).

Example 6.1 Assessing the effect of pressure on the chemical potential

Calculate the effect on the chemical potentials of ice and water of increasing the pressure
from 1.00 bar to 2.00 bar at 0°C. The density of ice is 0.917 g cm- 3 and that of liquid water

is 0.999 gcm 3 under these conditions.

Method From eqn 2, we know that the change in chemical potential of an incompressible
substance when the pressure is changed by ftp is ftp = PAp. Therefore, to answer the
question, we need to know the molar volumes of the two phases of water. These values are
obtained from the mass density, p, and the molar mass, Al, by using V,, = M/p. We

therefore use the expression

Ali MftpAli-
p

Convert all data to SI units, and use I Pa m 1 = I J.
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Answer The molar mass of water is 18,02 gmoI (1.802 x 10 2 kgmoL 1 ); therefore,

	

(l.802> 102_kgmol)x(l.00x_IO_Pa)
f1(icc) = 	 + 1.97 JmoI917 kg rn-3

= (l.8O2xl0 2 kgrnoL 1 )x(l.00x 105 Pa)
±l.S0Jn,o1Alt(water)	

999 kg m 1

Comment The chemal potential of ice rises more sharply than that of water so, if they are
initially in equilibrium at I bar, there will be a tendency for the ice to melt at 2 bar.

Self-test 6.1 Calculate the effect of an increase in pressure of 1.00 bar on the liquid and
solid phases of carbon dioxide (of molar mass 44.0 gmoI) in equilibrium with densities
2.35 gcm 1 and 2.50 gcm , respectively.

	

I4(1) = + 1.87 JmoI'*	 s) = +1.76 Jmo1: solid forms]

(c) The effect of applied pressure on vapour pressure
When pressure is applied to a condensed phase, its vapoLr pressure rises: in effect, molecules
are squeezed out of the phase and escape as a gas. Pressure can be exerted on the condensed
phase mechanically or by subjecting it to the applied pressure of an inert gas (Fig. 6.10): in
the latter case, the vapour pressure is the partial pressure of the vapour in equilibrium with
the condensed phase, and we speak of the partial vapour pressure of the substance. One
complication (which we ignore here) is that, if the condensed phase is a liquid, then the
pressurizing gas might dissolve and change its properties. Another complication is that the
gas phase molecules might attract molecules out of the liquid by the process of gas
solvation, the attachment of molecules to gas-phase species.

The quantitative relation between the vapour pressure, p, when a pressure A!' is applied
and the vapour pressure, p', of the liquid in the absence of an additional pressure is

	

p = p ev!'/IrT	
(3)°

This equation shows how the vapour pressure increases when the pressure acting on the
condensed phase is increased.

Justification 8.1

We calculate the vapour , pressure of a pressurized liquid by using the fact that at
equilibrium the chemical potentials of the liquid and its vapour are equal: p(l) = p(g). It
follows that, for any change that preserves equilibrium, the resulting change in p(l) must
be equal to the change in p(g); therefore, we can write dp(g) = dji(1). When the pressure
P on the liquid is increased by dP. the chemical potential of the liquid changes by
d/1(1) = Vm(1) dP. The chemical potential of the vapour changes by du(g) = V(g) dp
where dp is the change in the vapour pressure we are trying to find. If we treat the vapour
as a perfect gas, the molar volume can be replaced by V(g) = RT/p, and we obtain

RT dp

P

Next, we equate the changes in chemical potentials of the vapour and the liquid:

Vm(l)dP

This expression can be integrated once we know the limits of integration.

Pressure, AP

Vapour
plus inert

pressurizing
gas

Piston
permeable
to vapou,
but not
to liquid

(a)	 (b)

6.10 Pressure may be applied to a condensed phase
either (a) by compressing the condensed phase or
(1$ by subjecting it to an inert pressurizing gas.
When pressure is applied, the vapour pressure of
the condensed phase increases.
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When there is no additional pressure acting on the liquid, P (the pressure experienced

by the liquid) is equal to the normal vapour pressure p; so, when P = p , p = p too.

When there is an additional pressure AP on the liquid, with the result that P = p + AP,
the vapour pressure is  (the value we want to find). The effect of pressure on the vapour
pcssure is so small that it is a good approximation to replace thep in p + Is.? by p* itself,
and to set the upper limit of the integral to p' + AP. The integrations required are

therefore as follows:
pRTf=f +M 

V. (1) dP

We now assume that the molar volume of the liquid is the same throughout the small
range of pressures involved. Then both integrations are straightforward, and lead to

RT In () = Vm(1)AP

which rearranges to eqn 3.

Example 6.2 Estimating the effect of pressure on the vapour pressure

Derive an expression from eqn 3 that is valid for small changes in vapour pressure and
calculate the fractional increase of the vapour pressure of water for an increase in pressure

of 10 bar at 25°C.

Method The question centres on the approximation of the right-hand side of eqn 3 when
the exponent is small. For the approximation, we note that the exponential function e is

equal to the expansion I + x + V + .; so if x 4 1, a good approximation is er 1 + x.

Answer If Vm ts.p/RT 4 1, the exponential function on the right of eqn 3 may be

approximated by 1 + VmIsp/RT:

.1	 V,Ap
pp

which rearranges to

p — jf . VmtSP
P.	 RT

For water (which has density 0.997 gem - 3 at 25°C and therefore molar volume

18.1 CM  mol')

VmAP - (1.81 x 10 mmot')x(l.Ox 106 Pa)

RT -	 (8.3145 JK- t mol') x (298 K)

Because V 0 AP/RT	 1, the approximate formula can be used, and we obtain

(p p')/p = 7.3 x 10 ', an increase of 0.73 per cent.

Self-test 6.2 Calculate the effect of an increase in pressure of 100 bar on the vapour
pressure of benzene at 25°C, which has density 0.879 gcrn3.

(36 per cent: because the change is so large, use eqn 31
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G. I I When pressure is applied to a system in which
Iwo phases are in equilibrium (at a), the equilibrium
is disturbed. It can be restored by changing the
temperature, so moving the state of the system to
b. It f0110w5 that there is a relation between dp and
dT that ensures that the system remains in
equilibrium as either variable is changed.
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6.6 The location of phase boundaries

We can find the precise locations of the phase boundaries—the pressures and temperatures
at which two phases can coexist—by making use of the fact that, when two phases are in
equilibrium, their chemical potentials must be equal. Therefore, where the phases a and /3
are in equilibrium,

It. (P, 7) = f111 (p, T)	 (4)

By solving this equation for p in terms of 1', we get an equation for the phase boundary.

(a) The slopes of the phase boundaries
It turns out to be simplest to discuss the phase boundaries in terms of their slopes, dp/dT.

Let p and 7' be changed infinitesimally, but in such a way that the two phases a and /3

remain in equilibrium. The chemical potentials of the phases are initially equal (the two
phases are in equilibrium). They remain equal when the conditions are changed to another
point on the phase boundary, where the two phases continue to he in equilibrium (Fig. 6.11).
Therefore, the changes in the chemical potentials of the two phases must be equal, and we
can write dpa = dji. Because, from eqn 5.9, we know that

dji = Sn1 dT + V. dja

for each phase, it follows that

—S0 di' + Vam dp - Sym dT + Vpm dp

where	 and S j, are the molar entropies of the phases and V0 and Ve.m are their molar
volumes. Hence

- V,)dp = (S m - Snm)dT

which rearranges into the Clapeyron equation:

(IP -

(IT - AirY

(5)

(6)

In this expression A iroS = Sr,,, S, 0 and AwV = V m - Vxm are the entropy and volume
of transition. The Clapeyron equation is an exact expression for the slope of the phase
boundary and applies to any phase equilibrium of any pure substance.

(b) The solid-liquid boundary
5)

U)
U)
5)

0
quid

Temperature, T

G. 	 A typical solid—liquid phase boundary slopes
steeply upwards This slope implies that, as the
pressure isl'aised, the melting temperature rises.
Most substances behave in this way.

Melting (fusion) is accompanied by a molar enthalpy change AH and occurs at a
temperature T. The molar entropy of melting at T is therefore i\H/T, and the Clapeyron

equation becomes

dp - A55H	 (7
dT - i'LS0V

where AV is the change in molar volume that occurs on melting. The enthalpy of melting
is positive (the only exception is helium-3) and the volume change is usually positive and
always small. Consequently, the slope dp/dT is steep and usually positive (Fig. 6.12).

The formula for the phase boundary can be obtained by integrating dp/dT, assuming
that A 5)H and AV change so little with temperature and pressure that they can be
treated as constant, lithe melting temperature is T when the pressure isp, and T when the

pressure is p, the integration required is

fp	
'r ,H (TdT

JP.	 AVj1..T
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Therefore, the approximate equation of the solid-liquid boundary is

P =
12.:-

	 (i-)

	
(8)

This equation was originally obtained by yet another Thomson—James, the brother of
William Lord Kelvin, When T is close to 1' the logarithm can be approximated by using

(.T)	 / 
t - 

T — T\ T — T
In	 - In [ 

because In (1 ±x) x when .v ' I; therefore,

P ;:t P
	 (T -	

(9)

This expression is the equation of a steep straight line when p is plotted against T (as in
Fig. 6.12).

(c) The liquid-vapour boundary
The entropy of vaporization at a temperature T is equal to ,,,pH/T; the Clapeyron equation
for the liquid-vapour boundary is therefore

dp -	 vap'1	
1wTT- T&jj)V

The enthalpy of vaporization is positive; AvapV is large and positive. Therefore, dp/dT is
positive, but it is much smaller than for the solid-liquid boundary, It followsthat dT/dp is
large, and hence that the boiling temperature is more responsive to pressure than the
freeing temperature.

Example 6.3 Eslimutinq lhc cflcct of pressure on the boiling point

Estimate the typiedl size of the effect of increasing pressure on the boiling point of a liquid.

Method To use eqn 10 we need to estimate the right-hand side. At the boiling point, the
term is Troutons constant (Section 4.3a). Because the molar volume of a gas is so
much greater than the molar volume of a liquid, we can write

Avap V = V. 	 l",,,(])	 V(g)

and take for V(g) the molar volume of a perr..ct gas wt low pressures, at least).

Answer trouton's constant has the value 85 JK mot- '- The molar volume of a perfect
gas is about 25 LmoL' at I arm and near but above room temperature. Therefore,

dp	 85 J 	 riiot	 -i= 3.4x 10 Pa 
dr	 25x 10 m3rnol'

This value corresponds to 0034 atm K ',and hence to dT/dp = 30 K atm , Therefore, a
change of pressure of 10. aIm can be expected to change a boiling temperature by about
+3K.

StIt-test 6.3 Estimate dT/dp for water at its normal boiling point using the information
in Fable 4.2 and V,,,(g) = RT/p.

[28 Katm]
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Temperature, T

t.13 A typical liquid-vapour phase boundary. The
boundary can be regarded as a plot of the vapour
pressure against the temperature. Note that, in
some depictions of phase diagrams in which a
logarithmic pressure scale is used, the phase
boundary has the opposite curvature (see Fig. 6.7).
That phase boundary terminates at the critical point
(not shown).

CL

Temperature, T.

Because the molar volume of a gas is so much greater than the molar volume of a liquid,

we can write V5(g) (see the example above). Moreover, if the gas behaves perfectly,

V(g) = RT/p. These two approximations turn the exact Clapeyron equation into

dp -AvaPH
dT - T(RT/p)

which rearranges into the Clausius-Clapeyron equation for the variation of vapour
pressure with temperature:

flv,	 (110
dT RV

(We have used th/x = d In .t.) If we also assume that the enthalpy of vaporization is

independent of temperature, this equation integrates to

p=pe	 (12)°

where p' is the vapour pressure when the temperature is T and p the vapour pressure when

the temperature is T. Equation 12 is the curve plotted as the liquid-vapour boundary in

Fig. 6.13. The line does not extend beyond the critical temperature Tc, because above this

temperature the liquid does not exist.

(d) The solid—vapour boundary
The only difference between this case and the last is the replacement of the enthalpy of
vaporization by the enthalpy of sublimation, A11. Because the enthalpy of sublimation is
greater than the enthalpy of vaporization, the equation predicts a steeper slope for the
sublimation curve than for the vaporization curve at similar temperatures, which is near
where they meet (Fig. 6.14).

6.7 The Ehrenfcst classification of phase transitions
There are many different types of phase transition, including the common examples of
fusion and vaporization and the less common examples of solid-solid, conducting-
superconducting, and fluid-superfluid transitions. We shall now see that it is possible to use
thermodynamic properties of substances, and in particular the behaviour of the chemical
potential, to classify phase transitions into different types. The classification scheme was
originally proposed by Paul Ehrenfest, and is known as the Ehrenfest classification.

Many familiar phase transitions, like fusion and vaporization, are accon. , anied by

changes of enthalpy and volume. These changes have implications for the slopes of the
chemical potentials of the phases at either side of the phase transition. Thus, at the
transition from a phase a to another phase ft.

0ja

()T() = 
Vp ,m - 'a,m	 iV

OP T 

()_() 
= S m +S0, =	

( 13)

m 

4 Near the point where they coincide (at the 	 Because AV and ijI are nonzero for melting and vaporization, it follows that for such

triple point), the solid-gas boundary has a steeper 	 transitions the slopes of the chemical potential plotted against either pressure or
slope than the liquid-gas boundary because the 	 temperature are different on either side of the transition (Fig. 6.15a). In other words, the
enthalpy of sublimation is greater than the enthalpy	 first derivatives of the chemical potentials with respect to pressure and temperature are
of vaporization and the temperatures that occur in
the Clausius-Clapeylon equation for the slope have	 discontinuous at the transition. A transition for which the first derivative with respect to

similar values,	 temperature is discontinuous is classified as a first-order phase transition.
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6.16 The A-curer for helium, where the heat
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6)5 The changes in thermodynamic properties accompanying (a) first-order and (b) second-order phase
transitions.

The constant-pressure heat capacity C,, of a substance is the slope of a plot of the
enthalpy with respect to temperature. At a first-order phase transition, H changes by a finite
amount for an infinitesimal change of temperature. Therefore, at the transition the heat
capacity is infinite. The physical reason is that heating drives the transition rather than
raising the temperature. For example, boiling water stays at the same temperature even
though heat is being supplied.

A second-order phase transition in the Ehrenfest sense is one in which the first
derivative of p with respect to temperature is continuous but its second derivative is
discontinuous. A continuous slope of p (a graph with the same slope on either side of the
transition) implies that the volume and entropy (and hence the enthalpy) do not change at
the transition (Fig. 6.1 5b). The heat capacity is discontinuous at the transition but does not
become infinite there. An example of a second-order transition is the conducting-
superconducting transition in metals at low temperatures.

The term .-transition is applied to a phase trans: .:on that is not first-order yet the heat
capacity becomes infinite at the transition temperature. Typically, the heat capacity of a
system that shows such a transition begins to increase well before the transition (Fig. 6.16),
and the shape of the heat capacity curve resembles the Greek letter lambda. This type of
transition includes order-disorder transitions in alloys, the onset of ferromagnetism, and the
fluid-superfluid transition of liquid helium.

Lu

Molicul;sr inhmrpit,itimi i,.2 One type of second-order transition is associated with a
change in symmetry of the crystal structure of a solid. Thus, suppose the arrangement of
atoms in a solid is like that represented in Fig. 6.17a, with one dimension (technically, of
the unit cell) longer than the other two, which are equal. Such a crystal structure is
classified as tetragonal (see Section 21.1). Moreover, suppose the two shorter dimensions
Increase more than the long dimension when the temperature is raised. There may come a
stage when the three dimensions become equal. At that point the crystal has cubic
symmetry (Fig. 6.17b), and at higher temperatures it will expand equally in all three
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directions (because there is no longer any distinction between them). The tetragonal -
cubic phase transition has occurred, but, as it has not involved a discontinuity in the
interaction energy between the atoms or the volume they occupy, the transition is not

first-order.

The order-disorder transition in /1-brass (CuZn) is an example of a ;.-transition. The tow-
temperature phase is an orderly array of alternating Cu and Zn atoms. The high-temperature
phase is a random array of the atoms (Fig. ala). At T = 0 the order is perfect, but islands of

disorder appear as the temperature is raised. The islands form because the transition is
cooperative in the sense that, once two atoms have exchanged locations, it is easier for their
neighbours to exchange their locations. The islands grow in extent, and merge throughout
the c:ysta at the transition temperature (742 K). The heat capacity increases as the
transition temperature is approached because the cooperative nature of the transition'
mc'ans that it is increasingly easy for the heat supplied to drive the phase transition rather

than to be stored as thermal motion.

The physical liquid surface
So far, we have concentrated on the properties of the boundaries in the phase diagram of a
substance. However, the physical boundary between phases, such as the surface where solid
is in contact with liquid or liquid is in contact with vapour, has interesting properties. In this
section we concentrate on the liquid-vapour interface, which is interesting because it is so
mobile. Chapter 28 deals with solid surfaces and their important role in catalysis.

6.8 Surfacc tension

Liquids tend to adopt shapes that minimize their surface area, for then the maximum
number of molecules are iii the bulk and hence surrounded by and interacting with
neighbours. Droplets of liquids therefore tend to be spherical, because a sphere is the shape
with the smallest surface-to-volume ratio. However, there may be other forces present that
compete against the tendency to form this ideal shape, and in particular gravity may flatten

spheres into puddles or oceans.
Surface effects may, be expressed in the language of Helmholtz and Gibbs energies. The

link between these quantities and the surface area is the work needed to change the area by
a given amount, and the fact that dA and dG are equal (under different conditions) to the
work done in changing the energy of a system. The work needed to change t surface area,

o of a sample by an infinitesimal amount dci is proportional to dc, and w irite

o

'jetragonalO
phase	 Fast

Fast	 0

(a)

.c c

Equal
rates

o- --------	 EqualIL rates

__4Equal1
rates	

Cubic
phase,

(b)

6.17 One version of a sccond-order phase
transition in which (a) a tetragonal phase expands
more rapidly in two directions than a third, and
hence becomes a cubic phase, which (b) expands
uniformly in three directions as the temperature is
raised. There is no rearrangement of atoms at the
transition temperature, and hence no enthalpy of
transition.

dw = ',' dci	 [14)

The constant of proportionality, y, is called the surface tension: its dimensions are energyl
Table 6.1 • Surface tensions of liquids at 293 K area and its units are typically joules per metre squared (J m 2)• However, as in Table 6.1,

p/(inN ni')f	 values of y are usually reported in newtons per metre (Nm', because 1 J = I Nm). The

work of surface formation at constant volume and temperature can be identified with the
Benzene	 28.88 change in the Helmholtz energy, and we can write
Mercury	 472
Methanol	 22.6 dA=ydci	 (15)

Water	 72.75

• More values arc given in the Data section at the end	 Because the Helmholtz energy decreases (dA <0) if the surface area decreases (do <0),

of this volume,	 surfaces have a natural tendency to contract. This is a more format way of expressing what

I Note that IN mi = I J m 2 .	 we have already described.
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6.18 An order-disorder transition, (a) At T = 0,
there is perfect order, with different kinds of atoms
occupying alternate sites. (b) As the temperature is
increased, atoms exchange locations and islands of
each kind of atom form in regions of the sotid.
Some of the original order survives. (C) At and
above the transition temperature, the islands occur
at random throughout the sample.

2.yI

Total area
I	 2h1

•..v,

Example 6.4 tJSiri(j the surface teflSit)fl

Calculate the work needed to raise a wire of length I and to stretch the surface of a liquid
through a height h in the arrangement shown in Fig. 6.19. Disregard gravitational potential
energy.

Metliorl According to eqn 14, the work required to create a surface area given that the
surface tension does not vary as the surface is formed is w = ye. Therefore, all we need do is
to calculate the surface area of the two-sided rectangle formed as the frame is withdrawn
from the liquid.

Answer When the wire of length / is raised through a height Jilt increases the area of the
liquid by twice the area of the rectangle (because there is a surface on each side). The total
increase is therefore 21h and the work done is 271h.

Comment The work can be expressed as a force x distance by writing it as 2yl x h, and
identifying yl as the opposing force on the wire of length 1. This is why y is called a tension
and why its units are often chosen to be newtons per metre (Nm 1 , so y/ is a force in
newtons).

Self-test 6.4 Calculate the work of creating a spherical cavity of radius r in a liquid of
surface tension y.

[4r71

6.9 Curved surfaces

The minimization of the surface area of a liquid may result in the formation of a curved
surface, as in a bubble. We shall now see that there are two consequences of curvature, and
hence of the surface tension, that are relevant to the properties of liquids. One is that the
vapour pressure of a liquid depends on the curvature of its surface. The other is the capillary
rise (or fall) of liquids in narrow tubes.

(a) Bubbles, cavities, and droplets
A bubble is  region in which vapour (and possibly air too) is trapped by a thin film; a cavity
is a vapour-filled hole in a liquid. What are widely called 'bubbles' in liquids are therefore
strictly cavities. True bubbles have two surfaces (one on each side of the film); cavities have
only one. The treatments of both are similar, but a factor of 2 is required for bubbles to take
into account the doubled surface area. A droplet is a small volume of liquid at equilibiium
surrounded by its vapour (and possibly also air).

The pressure on the concave side of an interface, p, is always greater than the pressure
on the convex side,p. This relatiOn is expressed by the Laplace equation, which is derived
in the Justification below:

Pin = PQ`n 4 	
(16)

The Laplace equation shows that the difference in pressure decreases to zero as the radius of

6.19 The model used for calculating the work of	
curvature becomes infinite (when the surface is flat, Fig. 6.20). Small cavities have small radii

forming a liquid film when a wire of length I is	 of curvature, and so the pressure difference across their surface is quite large. For instance, a

raised and pulls the surface with it through a	 'bubble' (actually, a cavity) of radius 0.10 mm in champagne implies a pressure difference of
height h.	 1.5 kPu, which is enough to sustain a column of water of height 15 cm.

2—A
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6.20 The dependence of the pressure inside a
curved surface on the radius of the surface, for two
different values of the surface tension
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Justification 6.2

The cavities in a liquid are at equilibrium when the tendency for their surface area to
decrease i5 balanced by the rise of internal pressure which would then result. When the
pressure inside a cavity is p i, and its radius is r, the outward force is
pressure x area = 47rr2p. The force inwards arises from the external pressure and the
surface tensi9n. The former has magnitude 41rr2p. The latter is calculated as follows. The
change in surface area when the radius of a sphere changes from r to r + dr is

dr = 47r(r±dr) 2 —.47tr2 = 8nrdr

(The second-order infinitesimal, (dr) 2 , is ignored.) The work done when the surface is
stretched by this amount is therefore

dw = 8irrdr

As force x distance is work, the force opposing stretching through a distance dr when
the radius is r is

F=8it'r

The total inward force is therefore 4ttrp 1 + 8irr. At' equilibrium, the outward and
inward forces are balanced, so we can write

47tr2p 0 = 41rr2p05 + 8rryr

which rearranges into eqn 16.

We saw in Section 6.5c that the vapour pressure of a liquid depends on the pressure
applied to the liquid. Because curving a surface gives rise to a pressure differential of 2y/r,
we can expect the vapour pressure above a curved surface to be different from that above a
flat surface. By substituting this value of the pressure difference into eqn 3 we obtain the
Kelvin equation for the vapour pressure of a liquid when it is dispersed as droplets of radius r:

p=p*e2'RT	 (17)

The analogous expression for the vapour pressure inside a cavity can be written at once. The
pressure of the liquid outside the cavity is less than the pressure inside, so the only change is
in the sign of the exponent in the last expression.

(b) Nucleation
For droplets of water of radius 1 pm and I rim, the ratiosp/p' at 25'C are about 1.001 and
3, respectively. The second figure, although quite large, is unreliable because at that radius
the droplet is less than about 10 molecules in diameter and the basis of the calculation is
suspect. The first figure shoes that the effect is usually small; nevertheless it may have
important consequences,

Consider, for example, theformation of a cloud. Warm, moist air rises into the cooler
regions higher in the atmosphere. At some altitude the temperature is so low that the
vapour becomes thermodynamically unstable with respect to the liquid and we expect it to
condense into a cloud of liquid droplets. The initial step can be imagined as a swarm of water
molecules congregating into a microscopic droplet. Because the initial droplet is so small it
has an enhanced vapour pressure. Therefore, instead of growing it evaporates. This effect
effectively stabilizes the vapour because an initial tendency to condense is overcome by a
heightened tendency to evaporate. The vapour phase is then said to be supersaturated. It is
thermodynamically unstable with respect to the liquid but not unstable with respect to the
small droplets that need to form before the bulk liquid phase can appear, so the formation of
the latter by a simple, direct mechanism is hindered.

12—E'
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6.21 When a capillary tube is first stood in a liquid,
the latter climbs up the walls, so curving the
surface. The pressure just under the meniscus is less
than that arising from the atmosphere by 2/r. The
pressure is equal at equal heights throughout the
liquid provided the hydrostatic pressure (which is
equal to pgh) cancels the pressure difference arising
from the curvature.
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6.22 The variation of the surface tension of water
with temperature.
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Clouds do form, so there must be a mechanism. Two processes are responsible. The first is
that a sufficiently large number of molecules might congregate into a droplet so big that the
enhanced evaporative effect is unimportant. The chance of one of these spontaneous
nucleation centres forming is low, and in rain formation it is not a dominant mechanism.
The more important process depends on the presence of minute dust particles or other kinds
of foreign matter. These particles nucleate the condensation (that is, provide centres at
which it can occur) by providing surfaces to which the water molecules can attach.

Liquids may be superheated above their boiling temperatures and supercooled below
their freezing temperatures. In each case the thermodynamically stable phase is not
achieved on account of the kinetic stabilization that occurs in the absence of nucleation
centres. For example, superheating occurs because the vapour pressure inside a cavity is
artificially low, so any cavity that does form tends to collapse. This instability is
encountered when an unstirred beaker of water is heated, for its temperature may be
raised above its boiling point. Violent bumping often ensues as spontaneous nucleation
leads to bubbles big enough to survive. To ensure smooth boiling at the true boiling
temperature, nucleation centres, such as small pieces of sharp-edged glass or bubbles
(cavities) of air, should be introduced. A bubble chamber, a device for tracking elementary
particles, depends on the nucleation of the evaporation of superheated liquid hydrogen by
ionizing radiation.

6.10 Capillary action
The tendency of liquids to rise up capilftry tubes (tubes of narrow bore), which is called
capillary action, is a consequence of surface tension. Consider what happens when a
glass capillary tube is first immersed in water or any liquid that has a tendency tti adhere
to the walls. The energy is lowest when a thin film covers as much of the glass as
possible. As this film creeps up the inside wall it has the effect of curving the surface of
the liquid inside the tube. This curvature implies that the pressure just beneath the
curving meniscus is less than the atmospheric pressure by approximately 2y/r, where r is
the radius of the tube and we assume a hemispherical surface. The pressure immediately
under the flat surface outside the tube isp, the atmospheric pressure, but inside the tube
under the curved surface it is only p — 2y/r. The excess external pressure presses the
liquid up the tube until hydrostatic equilibrium (equal pressures at equal depths) has
been reached (Fig. 6.21).

(a) Capillary rise
The pressure exerted by a column of liquid of mass density p and height h is

p = pgh
	

(18)

This hydrostatic pressure matches the pressure difference 2y/r at equilibrium. Therefore, the
height of the column at equilibrium is obtained by equating 2y/r and pgh, which gives

h	
2y	 (19)
jgr

This simple expression provides a reasonably accurate way of measuring the surface tension
of liquids. Surface tension decreases with increasing temperature (Fig. 6.22).
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6.24 The variation of contact angle (shown by the
semaphore-like object) as the ratio w, j /y changes.
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Illustration
Ysq	

If water at 25°C rises through 736 cm in a capillary of radius 0,20 mm, its surface tension
at that temperature is

y =

= x (997.1 kg m 3 ) x (9.81 m s 2 ) x (7.36 x 102 m)

x (2.0 x 10-4m) = 72 mN m

When the adhesive forces between the liquid and the material of the capillary wall are
weaker than the cohesive forces within the liquid (as for mercury in glass), the liquid in the
tube retracts from the walls. This retraction curves the surface with the concave, high-
pressure side downwards. To equalize the pressure at the same depth throughout the liquid
the surface must fall to compensate for the heightened pressure arising from its curvature.
This compensation results in a capillary depression.

6.2:1 The balance of forces that results in a contact
angle, O.

(b) The contact angle
In many cases there is a nonzero angle between the edge of the meniscus and the wall. If this
contact angle is O, then eqn 19 should be modified by multiplying the right-hand side by
cos D.

The origin of the contact ,ngle can be traced to the balance of forces at the line of
contact between the liquid and the solid (Fig. 6.23). If the solid-gas, solid-liquid, and liquid-
gas surface tensions (essentially the energy needed to create a unit area of each of
the interfaces) are denoted . y, and hg' respectively, the horizontal forces are in balance
if

Ysg = YI + 'fig con
	

(20)

This expression solves to

Cos 0,= 'fag -	 (21)
)lg

If we note that the work of adhesion of the liquid to the solid (per unit area of contact) is

Wad Yg +	 - Yai
	 (22)

eqn 21 can be written

Cos or =	 - I
	

(23)
'fig

We now see that the liquid completçly 'wets' (spreads over) the surface fully, corresponding
to O, >0, when Wad > 2' (Fig. 6.24). The liquid does not wet the surface (corresponding to
(O >90°) when W d <'Ig) . For mercury in contact with glass, O = 140°, which corresponds
to w/y = 0.23, indicating a relatively low work of adhesion of the mercury to glass on
account of the strong cohesive forces within mercury.
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transitions

6.4 The thermodynamic
criterion of equilibrium

[2 the uniformity of chemical
potential throughout a
system at equilibrium

6.5 The dependence of stability
on the conditions

LI the variation of chemical
potential with temperature
(1) and its implications for
phase Stability

[2 the variation of chemical
potential with pressure (2)
and its implications for
phase stability

partial vapour pressure
gas salvation
vapour pressure in the
presence of applied pressure
(3)

6.6 The location of phase
boundaries
the Clapeyron equatio
the slope of the solid-liquid
boundary (7) and the
corresponding formula for
the boundary (8,9)
the slope of the liquid-
vapour boundary (10)
the Clausius-Clapeyron
equation (11) and the
corresponding formula for
the boundary (12)
the slope of the solid
vapour boundary

6.7 The Ehrenfest classification
of phase transitions

[I the Ehrenfest classification
of phase transitions

I first-order phase transition
H second-order phase

transition
Li A-transition

The physical liquid surface

6,8 Surface tension
I I work of forming a surface

(14)
j surface tension

6.9 Curved surfaces
bubble

1 cavity
I droplet

Laplace equation for the
vapour pressure at a curved
surface (16)

1 Kelvin equation for the
vapour pressure of droplets
(17)

Li supersaturated phase
LI spontaneous nucleation

centres
[2 nucleate
Ci superheated
C] supercooled

6.10 Capillary action
IT] capillary rise and surface

tension (19)
[2 contact angle and

interfacial tension (21)
IT] the criteria for surface

wetting

Further reading

Articles of general interest

K.M. Schoisky, Supercritical phase transitions at very high
pressure. J. Chem. Ethic. 66, 989 (1989).

B.L. Earl, The direct relation between altitude and boiling point.
J. Chem. Educ. 67, 45 (1990).
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S.I. Sandier, Chemical and engineering thermodynamics. Wiley,
New York (1989).

H.E. Stanley, Introduction to phase transitions and critical
phenomena. Clarendon Press, Oxford (1971).

C.L, Phelps, N.G. Smart, and C.M. Wai, Past, present, and future 	 J.S.Rowlinson and B. Widom, Molecular theory of capillority.
applications of supercritical fluid extraction technology. J. Chem.	 Clarendon Press, Oxford (1982).
Educ. 73, 1163 (1996).

E.L. Skau and J.C. Ar,thur, Determination of melting and
J.M. Sanchez, Order-disorder transitions. In Encyclop'edia of	 freezing temperatures. In Techniques of Chemistry
applied physics (ed. G.L. Trigg), 13, 1. VCH, New York (1995).	 (ed. A. Weissberger and B.W. Rossiter), 5, 106. Wiley, New York
E.K.H. Salje, Phase transitions, structural. In Encyclopedia of 	 (1971).
applied physics (ed. G.I. Trigg), 13, 373. VCH, New York (1995). 	 JR. Anderson, Determination of boiling and condensation
W.B. Daniels. High-pressure techniques. In Encyclopedia of	 temperatures. In Techniques of Chemistry (ed. A. Weissberger
applied physics (ed. G.I. Trigg), 7, 495. VCH, New York (1995).	 and B.W. Rossiter), 5, 199. Wiley, New York (1971).
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Exercises
6.1 (a) The vapour pressure of dichloromethane at 24.1°C is
400 Tort and its enthalpy of vaporization is 28.7 kJ molt.
Estimate the temperature at which its vapour pressure is 500 Ton-.

6.1 (b) The vapour pressure of a substance at 20.0°C is 58.0 kPa and
its enthalpy of vaporization is 32.7 kJmol* Estimate the
temperature at which its vapour pressure is 66.0 kPa.

6.2 (a) The molar volume of a certain solid is 161.0 cm 3 mol at
1.00 atm and 350.75 K. its melting temperature. The molar volume of
the liquid at this temperature and pressure is 163.3 cm 3 moI. At
100 atm the melting temperature changes to 351.26 K. Calculate the
enthalpy and entropy of fusion of the solid.

6.2 (b) The molar volume of a certain solid is 142.0 cm 3 mol at
1.00 aIm and 427.15 K, its melting temperature. The molar volume of
the liquid at this temperature and pressure is 152.6 cm 3 mo1. At
1.2 MPa the melting temperature changes to 429.26 K. Calculate the
enthalpy and entropy of fusion of the solid.

6.3 (a) The vapour pressure of a liquid in the temperature range
200 K to 260 K was found to fit the expression
h3(p/Torr) = 16.255 - 2501.8/(T/K). Calculate the enthalpy of
vaporization of the liquid.

6.3 (b) The vapour pressure of a liquid inthe temperature range
200 K to 260 K was found to fit the expression
ln(p/Torr) 18.361 - 3036.8/(T/K). Calculate the enthalpy of
vaporization of the liquid.

6.4 (a) The vapour pressure of benzene between 10°C and 30°C fits
the expression log(p/Torr) = 7.960 - 1780/(T/K). Calculate (a) the
enthalpy of vaporization and (b) the normal boiling point of benzene.

6.4 (b) The vapour pressure Of a liquid between 15°C and 35°C fits
the expression log(p/Torr) = 8.750 - 1625/(T/K). Calculate (a) the
enthalpy of vaporization and (b) the normal boiling point of the
liquid.

6.5 (a) When benzene freezes at 5.5°C its density changes from
0.879 gcm 3 to 0.891 gcm. Its enthalpy of fusion is
10.59 kJmol'. Estimate the freezing point of benzene at 1000 atm.

6.5 (b) When ethanol freezes at -3.65°C its density changes from
0.789 gem -3 to 0.801 gcm 3. Its enthalpy of fusion is
8.68 k.JmoI* Estimate the freezing point of the liquid at 100 M.Pa.

6.6 (a) In July in Los Angeles, the incident sunlight at ground level
has a power density of 1.2 kW m 2 at noon. A swimming pool of area
50 m 2 is directly exposed to the sun. What is the maximum rate of loss
of water assuming that all radiation is absorbed?

6.6 (b) Suppose the incident sunlight at ground level has a power
density of 0.87 kW M-2 at noon. What is the maximum rate of loss of
water from a lake of area 1.0 ha? (1 ha = 14 m2.)

6.7 (a) An open vessel containing (a) water, (b) benzene, (c) mercury
stands in a laboratory measuring 5.0 m  5.0 m  3.0 m at 25°C.
What mass of each substance will be found in the air if there is no
ventilation? (The vapour pressures are (a) 24 Torr, (b) 98 Torr. (c)
1.7 mTorr.)

6.7 (b) On a cold, dry morning after a frost, the temperature was
-5°C and the partial pressure of water in the atmosphere fell to
2.0 Torr. Will the frost sublime? What partial pressure of water would
ensure that the frost remained?

6.8 (a) Refer to Fig. 6.5 and describe the changes that would be
observed when water vapour at 1.0 atm and 400 K is cooled at
constant pressure to 260 K. Suggest the appearance of the cooling
curve, a plot of temperature against time.

6.8 (b) Use the phase diagram in Fig. 6.6 to state what would be
observed when a sample of carbon dioxide, initially at 1.0 atm and
298 K. is subjected to the following cycle: (a) isobaric (constant-
pressure) heating to 320 K, (b) isothermal compression to 100 aIm,
(c) isobaric cooling to 210 K, (d) isothermal decompression to
1.0 atm, (e) isobaric heating to 298 K.

6.9 (a) Naphthalene, C 10 1-1 8 , melts at 80.2°C. If the vapour pressure
of the liquid is 10 Torr at 85.8°C and 40 Tort at 119.3°C, use the
Clausius-Clapeyron equation to calculate (a) the enthalpy of
vaporization, (b) the normal boiling point, and (c) the enthalpy of
vaporization at the boiling point.

6.9 (b) The boiling point of hexane is 69.0°C. Estimate (a) its
enthalpy of vaporization and (b) its vapour pressure at 25°C and
60°C.

6.10 (a) Calculate the melting point of ice under a pressure of
50 bar. Assume that the density of ice under these conditions is
approximately 0.92 gcm 3 and that of liquid water is 1.00 gcm3.

6.10 (b) Calculate the melting point of ice under*a pressure of
10 MPa. Assume that the density of ice under these conditions is
approximately 0.915 g cm 3 and that of liquid water is 0.998 gem3.

6.11(a) What fraction of the enthalpy of vaporization of water is
spent on expanding the water vapour?

6.11(b) What fraction of the enthalpy of vaporization of ethanol is
spent on expanding its vapour?

6.12 (a) Calculate the vapour pressure of a spherical droplet of
water of radius 10 nm at 20°C. The vapour pressure of bulk water at
that temperature is 2.3 kPa and its density is 0.9982 gcm3.

6.12 (b) Calculate the vapour pressure of a spherical droplet of
water of radius 20.0 nm at 35.0°C. The vapour pressure of bulk water
at that temperature is 5.623 kPa and its density is 994.0 kg m.



PROBLEMS

6.13 (a) The contact angle for water on clean glass is close to zero.
Calculate the surface tension of water at 20°C given that at that
temperature water climbs to a height of 4.96 cm in a clean glass
capillary tube of internal radius 0.300 mm. The density of water at
20°C is 998.2 kg m-3.
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capillary tube of internal diameter 0.320 mm. The density of water at
30°C is 0.9956 gcm3.

6.14 (a) Calculate the pressure differential of water across the
surface of a spherical droplet of radius 200 nm at 20°C.

6.13 (b) The contact angle for water on clean glass is close to zero. 	 6.14 (b) Calculate the pressure differential of ethanol across the
Calculate the surface tension of water at 30°C.given that at that 	 surface of a spherical droplet of radius 220 nm at 20°C. The surface
temperature water climbs to a height of 9.11 cm in a clean glass 	 tension of ethanol at that temperature is 22.39 mNm'.

Problems

Numerical problems

6.1 The temperature dependence of the vapour pressure of solid
sulfur dioxide can be approximately represented by the relation
log(p/Torr) = 10.5916 - 1871.2/(T/K) and that of liquid sulfur
dioxide by 1ogp/Torr) = 8,3186 - 1425.7/(T/K). Estimate the
temperature and pressure of the triple point of sulfur dioxide.

6.2 Prior to the discovery that freon-12 (CF 2 Cl 2 ) was harmful to the
Earth's ozone layer, it was frequently used as the dispersing agent in
spray cans for hair spray, etc. Its enthalpy of vaporization at its normal
boiling point of -29.2°C is 20.25 kJmoY'. Estimate the pressure
that a can of hair spray using freon-i 2 had to withstand at 40°C, the
temperature of a can that has been standing in sunlight. Assume that

is a constant over the temperature range involved and equal to
its value at -29.2°C.

6.3 The enthalpy of vaporization of a certain liquid is found to be
14.4 kJmo1 at 180 K, its normal boiling point. The molar volumes
of the liquid and the vapour at the boiling point are 115 cm 3 mo1'
and 14.5 dm' moI', respectively. (a) Estimate dp/dT from the
Clapeyron equation and (b) the percentage error in its value if the
Clausius-Clapeyron equation is used instead.

6.4 Calculate the difference in slope of the chemical potential
against temperature on either side of (a) the normal freezing point of
water and (b) the normal boiling point of water. (c) By how much does
the chemical potential of water supercooled to -5.0°C exceed that
of ice at that temperature?

6.5 Calculate the difference in slope of the chemical potential
against pressure on either side of (a) the normal freezing point of
water and (b) the normal boiling point of water. The densities of ice
and water at 0°C are 0.917 gcm 3 and 1.000 gcm 3 , and those of
water and water vapour at 100°C are 0.958 g cm 3 and 0.598 g L l,
respectively. By how much does the chemical potential of water
vapour exceed that of liquid water at 1.2 atm and I(X)°C?

6.6 The enthalpy of fusion of mercury is 2.292 kJmoI, and its
normal freezing point is 234.3 K with a change in molar volume of
+0.517 cm 3 mol t on melting. At what temperature will the
bottom of a column of mercury (density 13.6 gcm 3 ) of height
10.0 m be expected to freeze?

6.7 50.0 I. of dry air was slowly bubbled through a thermally
insulated beaker containing 250 g of water initially at 25°C.
Calculate the final temperature (The vapour pressure of water is

approximately constant at 23.8 Tori throughout, and its heat
capacity is 75.5 i K - ' mol. Assume that the air is not heated or
cooled and that water vapour is a perfect gas.)

6.8 The vapour pressure, p, of nitric acid varies with temperature as
follows:

0/°C	 0	 20	 40 50 70 80 90	 100

p/Ton 14.4 47.9 133 208 467 670 937 1282

What are (a) the normal boiling point and (b) the enthalpy of
vaporization of nitric acid?

6.9 The vapour pressure of the ketone carvone (M = 150.2 g mol').
a component of oil of spearmint, is as follows:

0/°C	 57.4	 100.4	 133.0	 157.3	 203.5	 227.5

p/Ton	 1.00	 10.0	 40.0	 100	 400	 760

What are (a) the normal boiling point and (b) the enthalpy of
vaporization of carvone?

6.10 Construct the phase diagram for benzene near its triple point
at 36 Ton and 5.50°C using the following data: tsi1 =
10.6 kJmo1, A,. H = 30.8 kJmol', p(s) = 0.891 gm3.
p(l) = 0.879 9cm3.

Thcoretical F)roblCms

6.11 Show that, for a transition between two incompressible solid
phases. AG is independent of the pressure.

6.12 The change in enthalpy is given by dIi = CdT + Vdp. The
Clapeyron equation relates dp and dT at equilibrium, and so in
combination the two equations can be used to find how the enthalpy
changes along a phase boundary as the temperature changes and the
two phases remain in equilibrium. Show that d(MI/T) = ACv dinT.

6.13 In the 'gas saturation method' for the measurement of vapour
pressure, a volume V of gas (as measured at a temperature T and a
pressure P) is bubbled slowly through the liquid that is maintained at
the temperature T and a mass loss m is measured. Show that the
vapour pressure, p, of the liquid is related to its molar mass, M, by
p = AmP/(1 -I- Am), where A = RT/MPV. The vapour pressure of
geraniol (M = 154.2 gmol'), which is a component of oil of
roses, was measured at 110°C. It was found that, when 5.00 L of
nitrogen at 760 Torr was passed slowly through the heated
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liquid, the loss of mass was 0.32 g. Calculate the vapour pressure of
geraniol.

6.14 Combine the barometric formula (stated in Problem 1.35) for
the dependence of the pressure on altitude with the Clausius-
Clapeyron equation, and predict how the boiling temperature of a
liquid depends on the altitude and the ambient tcmpe'ature. Take the
mean ambient temperature as 20°C and predict the boiling
temperature of water at 3000 m.

6.15 Figure 6.1 gives schematic representations of how the chemical
potentials of the solid, liquid, and gaseous phases of a substance vary
with temperature. All have a negative slope, but it is unlikely that they
are truly straight lines as indicated in the illustrations. Derive an
expression for the curvatures (specifically, the second derivatives with
respect to temperature) of these lines. Is there a restriction on the
curvature of these lines? Which state of matter shows the greatest
curvature?

6.16 The Clapeyron equation does not apply to second-order phase
transitions, but there are two analogous equations, the Ehrenfest
equations, which do. They are:

dp	 0(2 -a 1 	dpCpm2 Cp.mi

dT KT2	 dT - TV(a 2 - a1)

where a is the expansion coefficient, ,. the isothermal compressi-
bility, and the subscripts I and 2 refer to two different phases. Derive
these two equations. Why does the Clapeyron equation not apply to
second-order transitions?

6.17 For a first-order phase transition, to which the Clapeyron
equation does apply, prove the relation

-Cs -cp -

where Cs = (q/T)5 is the heat capacity along the coexistence
curve of two phases.

Additional problems supplied by Carmen Giunla
and Charles Trapp
6.18 A substance as well known as methane still receives research
attention. Friend etal. have published a review of the thermophysical
properties of methane (D.G. Friend, J.F. Ely. and H. Ingham, J. Phys.
Chem, Ref Data 18, 583 (1989)), which included the following data
describing the liquid-vapour phase boundary.
T/K	 100	 108	 110	 112	 114	 120

	

p/MPa 0.034 0.074 0.088 0.104 0.122	 0.192
T/K	 130	 140	 150	 160	 170	 190
p/MPa 0.368	 0.642	 1.041	 1.593	 2.329	 4.521

(a) Plot the liquid-vapour phase boundary. (b) Estimate the standard
boiling point of methane. (c) Compute the standard enthalpy of
vaporization of methane, given that the molar volumes of the liquid
and vapour at the standard boiling point are 3.80 x 10_2 and
8.89 Lmol', respectively.

6.19 In an investigation of the thermophysical properties of toluene
(RD. Goodwin, J. Piys. Chem. Ref Data 18, 1565 (1989)), Goodwin
presented expressions for two coexistence curves. The solid-liquid
coexistence curve is given by:

p/bar P3 /bar + 1000 x (5.60,+ II .727x)x

where x = T/T3 - I and the triple point pressure and temperature
are p3 = 0.4362 ibar and T3 = 178.15 K. respectively. The liquid-
vapour curve is given by:

ln(p/bar)= -lO.418/y+21.l57- I5.996y

+ 14.015y2 - 5.0120y3 + 4.7224(1 - y)',7°

where y = T/TC T/(593.95 K). (a) Plot the solid-liquid and
liquid-vapour phase boundaries. (b) Estimate the standard melting
point of toluene. (c) Estimate the standard boiling point of toluene.
(d) Compute the standard enthalpy.of vaporization of toluene, given
that the molar volumes of the liquid and vapour at the normal boiling
point are 0.12 Lmol and 30.3 LinoI', respectively.

6.20 In a study of the vapour pressure of chloromethane (Pt Bah and
N. Dupont-Pavlovsky, J. Chem. Eng. Data 40, 869 (1995)), Bah and
Dupont-Pavlovsky presented data for the vapour pressure over solid
chloromethane at low temperatures. Some of that data are shown
below.

T/K	 145.94	 147.96	 149.93	 151.94	 153.97	 154.94
p/Pa 13.07	 18.49	 25.99	 36.76	 50.86	 59.56

Estimate the standard enthalpy of sublimation of chloromethane at
150 K. (Take the molar volume of the vapour to be that of a perfect
gas, and that of the solid to be negligible.)

6.21 What pressure is required to convert graphite into diamond at
25°C? The following data apply to 25°C and 100 kPa. Assume the
specific volume, V8, and icr are constant with respect to pressure
changes.

Graphite	 Diamond
AG/(k)mo1)	 0	 +2.8678
V5 /(cmt g')	 0.444	 0.284
Kr/kPa	 3.04x 10	 0.187x 10



7	 Simple mixtures

The chapter lr gins by (levelopIng the concept of chemical potential In show that it is a
particular rose of a class of properties called partial molar quantities. Then it explores how
the chemical pa/cohn! ofn subs/once is used to describe the physical properties of a mixture.
The underlying principle to keep in mind is that at equilibrium the chemical potential of a
species is the same in every phase. We shall see, by making use of,the experimental

observations known as Raoult's and Henry's laws. that the chemical potential of a substance
can be expressed in terms of its mole fraction in a mixture. With this result established, we

can co/cu/ate the effect at a solute on certain thermodynamic properties of a solution. These
poperties include the lowering of vapour pressure of the solvent, the elevation of its boiling
point, the depression of its freetmy point, and the origin of osmotic pressure. Finally, we see
how the chemical potential of  substance in a real mix/ore con be expressed in terms of a
property known o. the octiv/y. We see how the activity may be measured, and conclude with

a brief di5cus', i IiO if how dic s;aridcirml states Ofsolutcs and solvents arc defined.

Chemistry deals with mixtures, including mixtures of substances that can react together.
Therefore, we need to generalize the foregoing material to deal with substances that are
mingled together. As a first step towards dealing with chemical reactions (which are treated
in Chapter 9), here we consider mixtures of substances that do not react together. At this
stage we shall deal mainly with binary mixtures (mixtures of two components, A and B). We
shall therefore often be able to simplify equations by making use of the relation

XA + XR = l. Another restriction of this chapter is that we shall consider mainly non-
electrolyte solutions, in which the solute is not present as ions.

The thermodynamic description of mixtures
We have already seen that the partial pressure, which is the contribution of one component
to the total pressure, is used to discuss the properties of mixtures of gases. For a more

The thernidynamic description

of mixtures

7.1	 Partial molar quantities

7.2 The thermodynamics of
mixing

7.3	 The chemical potentials of
liquids

The properties of solutions

7.4	 Liquid mixtures

7.5	 Colligative properties

Activities

7.6	 The solvent activity

7.7	 The solute activity

Checklist of key , ideas

Further reading

Exercises

Problems
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general description of the thermodynamics of mixtures we need to introduce other
analogous 'partial' properties.

7.1 PartIal iiiolar quati Ii

The easiest partial molar property to vi5ualize is the partial molar volume, the contribution
that a component of a mixture makes to the total volume of a sample.

(a) Partial molar volume
Imagine a huge volume of pure water at 25°C. When a further I mol H 20 is added, the
volume increases by 18 cm 1 , and we can report that 18 cm 3 mol is the molar volume of
pure water. However, when we add I mol H 2 0 to a huge volume of pure ethanol, the
volume increases by only 14 cm 1 . The reason for the different increase in volume is that the
volume occupied by a given number of water molecules depends on the identity of the
molecules that surround them. In the latter case there is so much ethanol present that each
H 2 0 molecule is surrounded by ethanol molecules, and the packing of the molecules results
in the H 2 0 molecules increasing the volume by only 14cm3 . The quantity 14 cm3 mo1 is
the partial molar volume of water in pure ethanol. In general, the partial molar volume of a
substance A in a mixture is the change in volume per mole of A added to a large volume of
the mixture.

The partial molar volumes of the com ponents of a mixture vary with composition because
the environment of each type of molecule changes as the composition changes from pure A
to pure B. It is this changing molecular environment, and the consequential modification of
the forces acting between molecules, that results in the variation of the thermodynamic
properties of a mixture as its composition is changed. The partial molar volumes of water and
ethanol across the full composition range at 25°C are shown in Fig. 7.1.

The partial molar volume, V, of a substance J at some general composition is defined
formally as follows:

V3 = 
anj M)"",

where the subscript n' signifies that the amounts of all other substances present are
constant.' The partial molar volume is the slope of the plot of the total volume as the
amount of J is changed, the pressure, temperature, and amount of the other components
being constant (Fig. 7.2). Its value depends on the composition, as we saw for water and
ethanol. The definition in eqn 1 implies that, when the composition of the mixture is
changed by the addition of dnA of A and dnB of B, the total volume of the mixture changes
by

dV = dnA + l"Y- "	 dn8 = VA dnA + Vd.'t8 	(2)
(NA) p,T,n,1

Once the partial molar volumes of the two components of a mixture at the composition (and
temperature) of interest are known, we can state the total volume, V, of the mixture by
using

V = nAVA + ,lxV
	

(3)

The ;UPAC recommendation is to denote a partial molar quantity by ', but only when there is the possibility of confusion with
the quantity X. for instance, the partial molar voiuo,c of PIaCI in maIn could he written P(NaO,aq) In distinguish it from the
volume of the solution, V(NaCt,aq).
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0	 0.2	 0.4	 0.6	 0.8
Mole fraction of ethanol, xC21-11501-4)

7.1 The partial molar volumes of water and ethanol at 25 *C Note the different scales (water on the
left, ethanol on the right).

Justification 7.1

Consider a very large sample of the mixture of the specified composition. Then, when an
amount nA of A is added to the mixture, the composition remains virtually unchanged, the
partial molar volume VA is constant, and the volume of the sample changes by nAVA.
When nB of B is added, the volume changes by nal la, for the same reason. The total change

of volume is therefore nA VA + nBVB. The sample now occupies a larger volume, but the
proportions of the components are still the same. At this stage, scoop out of the enlarged
volume a sample containing n A of A and nB of B. Its volume's flA VA + n1 V8 . Because V is

a state function, the same sample could have been prepared simply by mixing the
appropriate amounts of A and B. This justifies eqn 3.

Partial molar volumes (and partial molar quantities in general) can be measured in se*ral
ways. One method is to measure the dependence of the volume on the composition and to
fit the observed volume to a function of the amount of the substance by using a curve-
fitting program (that is, by finding the parameters that give a best fit of a particular function
to the experimental data). Once the function has been found, its slope can be determined at
any composition of interest by differentiation. For instance, if it was found that the volume
of a mixture was described by the function

V = A+BnA +C(n — 1)

with particular values of the parameters A. B, and C. then the partial molar volume of A at
any composition could be obtained from

I 8V
VA = l— = B+2COA

arrA ) p,Ts
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The partial molar volume of the second component is obtained from eqn 3 arranged into

V0 = ______ = A -	 ± l)C

	

1 113	 013

Illustration

The total volume of an ethanol solution at 25°C containing 1.000 kg of water is found to be
given by the expression

V/mL = 1002.93 + 54.6664b - 0.36394h2 + 0.028256b3

where his the numerical value of the molality. Because the amount of CI-I 3 CH 2 0H in moles is
equal to the numerical value of the molality in moles per kilogram, we can write the partial
molar volume of ethanol, V0 , as

=

	

v 0 /mLmol)	 54.6664 - 2(0.36394)6 + 3(0.028256)h2ab=

Sclf-test 7.1 At 25°C, the density of a 50 per cent by mass ethanol/water solution is
0.914 gem . Given that the partial molar volume of water in the solution is
17.4 cm 3 mo]', what is the partial molar volume of the ethanol?

[56.3 cm3 mol]

Molar volumes are always positive, but partial molar quantities need not be. For example,
the limiting partial molar volume of MgS0 in water (its partial molar volume in the limit of
zero concentration) is —1.4 cm 3 mol 1 ,which means that the addition of I mol Mg504 to a
large volume of water results in a decrease in volume of 1.4 cm'. The contraction occurs
because the salt breaks up the open structure of water as the ions become hydrated, and it
collapses slightly.

(b) Partial molar Gibbs energies
The concept of a partial molar quantity can be extended to any extensive state function. For
a pure substance, the chemical potential is just another name for the molar Gibbs energy.
For a substance in a mixture, the chemical potential is defined as being the partial molar
Gibbs energy:

(

aG)"". '
P3 =[4]On3

That is, the chemical potential is the slope of a plot of Gibbs energy against the amount of
the component J, with the pressure and temperature (and the amounts of the other
substances) held constant (Fig. 7.3). By the same argument that led to eqn 3, it follows that
the total Gibbs energy of a binary mixture is

G=nAPA±nRpB	 (5)
7.3 The chemical potential of a substance is the	 where PA and ;i.,, are the chemical potentials at the composition of the mixture. That is, theslope of the total Gibbs energy of a mixture with 	

chemical potential of a substance in a mixture is the contribution of that substance to therespect to the amount of substance of interest, in	
total Gibbs energy of the mixture.general, the chemical potential varies with

composition, as shown for the two values at a and	 In an open system of constant composition, the Gibbs energy depends on the
b. in this case, both chemical potentials are positive, 	 composition, the pressure, and the temperature. Thus, G may change when p, T. and the
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composition change, and, for a system of components A, B .., the equation
dG = Vdp - ScIT becomes

dG= Vdp — SdT+pdn+p8 dn+ ... 	(6)

This expression is the fundamental equation of chemical thermodynamics. Its implications
and consequences are explored and developed in this and the next three chapters.

At constant pressure and temperature, eqn 6 simplifies to

dG = pA dn + p 1 dn 8 +	 (7)

We saw in Section 4.6c that under the same conditions dG =	 Therefore, at constwd
temperature and pressure,

/AA 4- uB dn B + .

That is, non-expansion work can arise from the changing composition of a system. For
instance, in an electrochemical cell, the chemical reaction is arranged to take place in two
distinct sites (at the two electrodes), the electrical work the cell performs can be traced to its
changing composition as products are formed from reactants.

(c) The wider significance of the chemical potential
The chemical potential does more than show how G varies with composition. Because

G= U+pV — TS

a general infinitesimal change in U for a system of variable composition can be written

dU = —pdV - Vdp + SdT + TdS + dG

= —pdV—Vdp+SdT+TdS+(Vdp_SdT+pAdnA+pBdnB+...)
= —pdV+TdS+,uAdnA+pBdnB+...

This expression is the generalization of eqn 5.2 (that dU = T dS - p dV) to systems in which
the composition may change. It follows that, at constant volume and entropy,

dU = p, dnA 1- PB dn5 +

and hence that

= anj
	 (9)

Therefore, not only does the chemical potential show how G changes when the composition
changes, it also shows how the internal'energy changes too (but under a different set of
conditions). In the same way it is easy to deduce that

(a) ;, 
= -)	

(h) ji = (-)
	

(10)
TV.,'?

Thus we see that the p, shows how all the extensive thermodynamic properties U, H, A, and
G depend on the composition. This is why the chemical potential is so central to chemistry.

(d) The Gibbs-Duhem equation
Because the total Gibbs energy of a mixture is given by eqn 5 and the chemical potentials
depend on the composition, when the compositions are changed infinitesimally we might
expect U of a binary system to change by

dG = p,' dn A + 11B dn 5 + nA dpA + 11 0 dpB
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However, we have seen that at constant pressure and temperature a change in Gibbs energy
is given by eqn 7. Because G is a state function, these two equations must be equal to each
other, which implies that at constant temperature and pressure

A dpA + nB dpfl = 0
	 M

This equation is a special cast ofthe Gibbs-Duhem cAuation..

n3 dp = 0
	

(12)

The significance of the Gibbs-Duhem equation is that the chemical potential of one
component of a mixture cannot change independently of the chemical potentials of the
other components: in a binary mixture, if one partial molar quantity increases, the other
must decrease:

dB=—dA	 (13)
nfl

The same line of reasoning applies to all partial molar quantities. We can see in Fig. 7.1, for
example, that where the partial molar volume of water increases, that of ethanol decreases.
Moreover, as eqn 13 shows, and as we can see from Fig 7.1, a small change in the partial
molar volume of A corresponds to a large change in the partial molar volume of B if nAN
is large, but the opposite is true when this ratio is small. In practice, the Gibbs-Duhem
equation is used to determine the partial molar volume of one component of a binary
mixture from measurements of the partial molar volume of the second component

Example 7.1 Using the Gibbs-Duhem equation

The experimental value of the partial mola r volume of K 2 SO4 (aq) at 298 K is given by the

expression

VK2SO/(c m mol') = 32.280 + 18.216b"2

where b is the numerical value of the molality of K2 SO4 . Use the Gibbs-Duhem equation to
derive an equation for the molar volume of water in the solution. The molar volume of pure
water at 298 K is 18.079 cmmol*

Method Let A denote K 2 SO4 and B denote H2 0, the solvent The Gibbs-Duhem equation for

the partial molar volumes of two components is

OAdVA +n8 dV8 = 0

This relation implies that

dV8 = - dVAnfl

Therefore, VB can be found by integration:

V = -
	

dVAn.

The first step is to change the variable VA to the molalit'y b, and then to integrate the right-

hand side between b 0 (pure B) and the molality of interest.

Answer It follows from the information in the question, that, with A = K2SO4,

dVA 
= 9.108b2

db
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7.4 The partial molar volumes or the components
Of an aqueous solution of potassium sulfate.
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Therefore, the integration required is

VB =	 - 9.1O8f1ru/2dh
0 H

However, we need to note that the molalit'y is related to the amounts of A and B by

nA

nBMB

where M is the molar mass of water (in kilograms per mole). Therefore,

V = V _9.108M0f&/2db

= V - (9.l08Mb31)

It then follows, by substituting the data, that

V0 /(cni 3 rnoI ') = 18.079 —0. 1094b312

The partial molar volumes are plotted in Fig. 7.4.

Sclf-tcsl 1.2 Repeat the calculation for a salt A for which VA/(cm3 mol') =
6.218+5.146b— 7.147b2.

[VB/(cm3 m01) = 18.079 - 0.0460 2 + 0.085901

7.2 The thermodynamics of mixing
The dependence of the Gibbs energy of a mixture on its composition is given by eqn 5, and
we know that at constant temperature and pressure systems tend towards a lower Gibbs
energy. This is the link we need in order to apply thermodynamics to the discussion of
spontaneous changes of composition, as in the mixing of two substances. One simple
example of a spontaneous mixing process is that of two gases introduced into the same
container. The mixing is spontaneous, so it must correspond to a decrease in G. We shall now
see how to express this idea quantitatively.

(a) The Gibbs energy of mixing
Let the amounts of two perfect gases in the two containers be nA and ii 5 ; both are at a
temperature T and a pressure p. At this stage, the chemical potentials of the two gases have
their 'pure' values and the Gibbs energy of the total system is given by eqn 5 as

Gi ' APA + nfiPB

P'AfPA"' + RT I 	 + h1B{1B ±RT In

It will be much simpler notationally if we agree to let p denote the pressure relative top°;
that is, to replace p/p by p, for then we can write

G = nA {/-I- RT In p) +n{p +RTlnp}	 {14}

Equations for which this convention is used will be labelled {1}, {2} .... .to use the
equations, we have to remember to replace p byp/p again. In practice, that simply means
using the numerical value of p in bars. After mixing, the partial pressures of the gases are PA
and p , with PA + p = p. The total Gibbs energy changes to

Gf = nA (PAO RT In PA} - 	 + RT In PA)	 {15}
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Total pressure	 I
I	 60

40

CL

a,

a,a)

20

N	
p

CL

0	 Mole fraction of A, XA 
1

0	 Mole fraction of
methylbenzene, X(C6H5CH3(

P The total vapour pressurr and the two partial 	 Two similar liquids, in this case benzene and
vapour pressures of an ideal binary mixture are	 nethylbenzcne (toluene), behave almost ideally,
proportional to the mole fractions of the	 and the variation of their vapour pressures with
components. 	 composition resembles that for an ideal solution.

This law is illustrated in Fig. 7.9. Some mixtures obey Raoult's law very well, especially when
the components are structurally similar (Fig. 7.10). Mixtures that obey the law throughout
the composition range from pure A to pure II are called ideal solutions. When we write
equations that are valid only for ideal solutions, we shall label them with a superscript ', as in
eqn 23.

For an ideal solution, it follows from eqns 22 and 23 that

PA = i& + RT In XA	 (24)°

This important equation can be used as the definition of an ideal solution (so that it implies
Raoutt's law rather than stemming from it). It is in fact a better definition than eqn 23
because it does not assume that the gas is perfect,

tslt,lt'ctjl;ir intuiprutalion 1.1 The origin of Raoult's law can be understood in molecular
terms by considering the rates at which molecules leave and return to the liquid. The law
reflects the fact that the presence of a second component reduces the rate at which A
molecules leave the surface of the liquid but does not inhibit the rate at which they return
(Fig. 7.11).

The rate at which A molecules leave the surface is proportional to the number of them at
the surface, which in turn is proportional to the mole fraction of A:

rate of vaporization = kxA

where * is a constant of proportionality. The rate at which molecules condense is
proportional to their concentration in the gas phase, which in turn is proportional to their
partial pressure:

rate of condensation = k'p

At equilibrium, the rates of vaporization and condensation are equal, so

It follows that

k
PA—.VA

-.)

co

 Jo

I A pictorial representation of the molecular
basis of Raoult's law. The large spheres represent
event molecules at the surface of a solution (the
Nermost tkte of Spheres), and the small spheres
art Solute mOlecules. The latter hinder the escape of
solvent molecules into the vapour, but do not
hinder their return,
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7.12 Strong deviations from ideality are shown by	 1.13 When a component (the solvent) is nearly pure.
dissimilar liquids (in this case carbon disulfide and 	 it has a vapour pressure that is proportional to the
acetone (propanone)). mole fraction with a slope p; (Raoult's law). When It

is the minor component (the solute), its vapour pres-
sure is still proportional to the mole fraction, but the
constant or proportionality is now K (Henry's law).

For the pure liquid, XA	 1; so

k
PA =

Equation 23 then follows by substitution of this relation into the previous one.

Some solutions depart significantly from Raoult's law (Fig. 7.12). Nevertheless, even in
these cases the law is obeyed increasingly closely for the component in excess (the solvent)
as it approaches purity. The law is therefore a good approximation for the properties of the
solvent if the solution is dilute.

(b) Ideal-dilute solutions
In ideal solutions the solute, as well as the solvent, obeys Raoults law. However, the English
chemist William Henry found experimentally that, for real solutions at low concentrations,
although the vapour pressure of the solute is proportional to its mole fraction, the constant
of proportionality is not the vapour pressure of the pure substance (Fig. 7.13). Henry's law
is:

PB = XHKB 	 (25)°

In this expression x0 is the mole fraction of the solute and KB is an empirical constant (with
the dimensions of pressure) chosen so that the plot of the vapour pressure of B against its
mole fraction is tangent to the experimental curve at X = 0.

Mixtures for which the solute obeys Henrys law and the solvent obeys Raoult's law are
called ideal-dilute solutions. We shall also label equations with a superscript when they
have been derived from Henrys law.
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7.14 In a dilute solution, the solvent molecules (the
green spheres) are in an environment that differs
only slightly from that of the pure solvent The
solute particles, however, are in an environment
totally unlike that of the pure solute.
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Mulrcul,rr InI, Ipr. 'I wi '.7 The difference in behaviour of the solute and solvent at low
concentrations (as expressed by Henry's and Raoutt's laws, respectively) arises from the fact
that in a dilute solution the solvent molecules are in an environment very much like the
one they have in the pure liquid (Fig. 1.14). In contrast, the solute molecules are
surrounded by solvent molecules, which is entirely different from their environment when
pure. Thus, the solvent behaves like a slightly modified pure liquid, but the solute behaves
entirely differently from its pure state unless the solvent and solute molecules happen to be
very similar. In the latter case, the solute also obeys Raoults law.

Ex;iiiiplc 7.1 llv.ilii;ii:.. j	 .;,iliiilv ul Rii.iiL', and Henrys laws

The vapour pressures of each component in a mixture of propanone (acetone, A) and
trichioromethane (chloroform, C) were measured at 35°C with the following results:

XC	 0	 0.20	 0.40	 0.60	 0.80	 1

Pc/Torr	 0	 35	 82	 142	 219	 293

PA /T(	 347	 270	 185	 102	 37	 0

Confirm that the mixture conforms to Raoutt's law for the component in large excess and to
Henrys law for the minor component. Find the Henry's law constants.

Method Both Raoult's and Henry's laws are statements about the form of the graph of
partial vapour pressure against mole fraction. Therefore, plot the partial vapour pressures
against mole fraction. Raoult's law is tested by comparing the data with the straight line
p j = x3p for each component in the region in which it is in excess (and acting as the
solvent). Henry's law is tested by finding a straight line p = x1 K; that is tangent to each
partial vapour pressure at low x, where the component can be treated as the solute.

Aiiwcr The data are plotted in Fig. 7.15 together with the Raoult's law lines, Henry's law
requires K = 175 i'orr for propanone and K = 165 Torr for trichloromethane.

Cotnmcit Notice how the system deviates from both Raoult's and Henry's laws even for
quite small departures from x = I and x = 0, respectively. We deal with these deviations in
Section 7.6.

SclI-tel '.4 The vapour pressure of chioromethane at various mole fractions in a mixture
at 25 °C was found to be as follows:

x	 0.005	 0.009	 0.019	 0.024
p/Torr	 205	 363	 756	 946

Estimate Henry's law constant.
[4 x 104 Ton]

Some Henry's law data are listed in Table 7.1. As well as providing a link between the
mole fraction of solute and its partial pressure, the data in the table may also be used to
calculate gas solubilities. Thefollowing example illustrates the procedure.

Example 7.4 Usinj I eni y's law

Estimate the molar solubility (the solubility in moles per litre) of oxygen in water at 25°C
and a partial pressure of 160 Tori, its partial pressure in the atmosphere at sea level.

Table 7.1 Henry's law constants
for gases in water at 298 K

K/Torr

CO,	 1.25x106

H 1	5.34x IO

N 2	6.51 x

02	3.30x iO

More values are given in the Doto
section at the end of this volume.
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7.15 The experimental partial vapour pressures of a mixture of chloroform (tnchloromethane) and
acetone (propanonel based on the data in Example 7.3. The values of K are obtained by extrapolating
the dilute solution vapour pressures as explained in the Example.

Method The mole fraction of solute is given by Henrys law as = p3 /K,, where pj IS the

partial pressure of the gaseous solute J. All we need do is to calculate the mole fraction that
corresponds to the stated partial pressure, and then interpret that mole fraction as a molar
concentration. For the latter part of the calculation, we calculate the amount of 02 dissolved

in 1.00 kg of water (which corresponds to about 1.00 L water). The solution is dilute, so the
expressions for the mole fraction can be simplified.

Answer Because the amount of 0 7 dissolved is small, its mole fraction is

n(0)	 n(02)
X(02)	 Oin(Ho)

Hence,

P1(02 ) 
x(02)0120) = p(02)n(1120)

(160 Torr) x (55.5 mol)
= 2.69x 10-4mol

3.30 sr I0 lorr

The molality of the saturated solution is therefore 2.69 x 10' mol kg' corresponding to a

molar concentration of approximately 2.7 x 10' mot 1.I.

Cornmnl Knowledge of Henrys law constants for gases in fats and lipids is important for
the discussion of respiration, especially when the partial pressure of oxygen is abnormal, as
in diving and mountaineering, and for the discussion of the action of gaseous anacsthetjcs.
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7.16 Experimental excess functions at 25°C. (a) HE
for benrene/cyclohexane; this graph shows that the
mixing is endothermic (because A j ,H = 0 for an
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ScU-tt'sl 1.5 Calculate the molar solubility of nitrogen in water exposed to air at 25°C;
partial pressures were calculated in Example I.S.

[0.505 mmolL']

The properties of solutions
In this section we consider the thermodynamics of mixing of liquids. First, we consider the
simple case of mixtures of liquids that mix to form an ideal solution. In this way, we identify
the thermodynamic consequences of molecules of one species miligling randomly with
molecules of the second species. The calculation provides a background for discussing the
deviations from ideal behaviour exhibited by real solutions.

7.4 Lk1uid inxItircs

The Gibbs energy of mixing of two liquids to form an ideal solution is calculated in exactly
the same way as for two gases (Section 7.2a). The total Gibbs energy before liquids are mixed
is

G, = APA + B/2B

When they are mixed, the individual chemical potentials are given by eqn 24 and the total
Gibbs energy is

G 1	lA(4+'Thrh1A}+nB{11B+RTIflXB}

Consequently, the Gibbs energy of mixing is

m jxG = nRT{XA In XA + X6 In X }	 ( 26)°

where n = A + 0H' As for gases, it follows that the ideal entropy of mixing of two liquids is

nriu 8 = - rrR{XA In x 4- x15 In XB}	 (27)°

and the ideal enthalpy of mixing is zero.
Equation 26 is the same as that for two perfçet gases, and all the conclusions drawn

there are valid here: the driving force for mixing is the increasing entropy of the system as
the molecules mingle, and the enthalpy of mixing is zero. It should be noted, however, that
solution ideality means something different from gas perfection. In a perfect gas there are
no interactions between molecules. In ideal solutions there are interactions, but the average
A-B interactions in the mixture are the same as the average A-A and B-B interactions in
the pure liquids. The variation of the Gibbs energy of mixing with composition is the same as
that already depicted for gases in Fig. 7.5; the same is true of the entropy of mixing, Fig. 7.7.

Real solutions are pomposed of particles for which A-A, A-B, and B-B interactions are
all different. Not only may there be an enthalpy change when liquids mix, but there may also
be an additional contribution to the entropy arising from the way in which the molecules of
one type might cluster together instead of mingling freely with the others. If the enthalpy
change is large and positive or if the entropy change is adverse (because of a reorganization
of the molecules that results in an orderly mixture), then the Gibbs energy might be positive
for mixing. In that case, separation is spontaneous and the liquids may be immiscible.
Alternatively, the liquids might be partially miscible, which means that they are miscible
only over a certain range of compositions.

The thermodynamic properties of real solutions may be expressed in terms of the excess
functions, XE , the difference between the observed thermodynamic function of mixing and
the function for an ideal solution. The excess entropy, SE, for example, is defined as

SE = Inln5 - nx1t	 [28]
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1.18 The vapour pressure of a pure liquid
represents a balance between the increased disoriler
arising from vaporization and the decreased
disorder of the surroundings. (a) Here the Structure
of the liquid is represented highly schematically by
the grid of squares. (h) When solute (the dark
squares) is present, the disorder of the condensed
phase is relatively higher than that of the purr
liquid, and there is a decreased tendency to acquire
the disorder characteristic of thevapour.
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1.17 The chemical potential of a solvent in the
presence of a solute. The lowering of the liquid's
chemical potential has a greater effect on the
freezing point than on the boiling point becasa.gat
the angles at which the lines intersect (which are
determined by entropies; recall Fig. 6.1).

where A,S' 11111 is given by cqn 27. The excess enthalpy and volume are both equal to the
observed enthalpy and volume of mixing, because the idea) values are zero in each case.

Deviations of the excess en&gies from zero indicate the extent to which the solutions are
nonideaL In this connection a useful model system is the regular solution, a solution for
which ffh -/ 0 but S = 0. A regular solution can be thought of as one in which the two
kinds of molecules are distributed randomly (as in an ideal solution) but have different
energies of interactions with each other. Two examples of the composition dependence of
excess functions are shown in Fig. 7.16.

7.5 Cu)Liçjatrvc prciperIit.s

The properties we now consider are the elevation of boiling point, the depression of freezing
point, and the osmotic pressure arising from the presence of a solite. In dilute solutions
these properties depend only on the number of solute particles present, not their identity.
For this reason, they are called colligative properties (denoting 'depending on the
collection').

We shall assume throughout the following that the solute is not volatile, so it does not
contribute to the vapour. We shall also assume that the solute does not dissolve in the solid
solvent: that IS, the pure solid solvent separates when the solution is frozen. The latter
assumption is quite drastic, although it is true of many mixtures; it can be avoided at the
expense of more algebra, but that introduces no new principles,

(a) The common features of colligative properties
All the colligative properties stem from the reduction of the chemical potential of the liquid
solvent as a result of the presence of solute. The reduction is from for the pure solvent to
p 4 RT In XA when a solute is present (In xA is negative because XA <1). There is no direct
influence of the solute on the chemical potential of the solvent vapour and the solid solvent
because the solute appears in neither the vapour nor the solid. As can be seen from Fig, 7.17,
the reduction in chemical potential of the solvent implies that the liquid-vapour equilibrium
occurs at a higher temperature (the boiling point is raised) and the solid-liquid equilibrium
occurs at a lower temperature (the freezing point is lowered).

Molecular iiltrpre'tulinis 1.3 The molecular origin of the lowering of the chemical
potential is not the energy of interaction of the solute and solvent particles, because the
lowering occurs even in ideal solutions (which have zero enthalpy of mixing). If it is not an
enthalpy effect, then it must be an entropy effect.

The pure liquid solvent has an entropy that reflects the disorder of its molecules. Its
vapour pressure reflects the tendency of the solution towards greater entropy, which can be
achieved if the liquid vaporizes to form a more disordered gas. When a solute is present,
there is an additional contribution to the entropy of the liquid, even in an ideal solution.
Because the entropy of the liquid in the solution is already higher than that of the pure
liquid, there is a weaker tendency to form the gas (Fig. 7.18). The effect of the solute appears
as a lowered vapour pressure, and hence a higher boiling point.

Similarly, the enhanced molecular randomness of the solution opposes the tendency to
freeze. Consequently, a lower temperature must be reached before equilibrium between
solid and solution is achieved, Hence, the freezing point is lowered.

The strategy for the quantitative discussion of the elevation of boiling point and the
depression of freezing point is to look for the temperature at which, at I attn one phase (the
pure solvent vapour or the pure solid solvent) has the same chemical potential as the solvent
in the solution. This is the new equilibrium temperature for the phase transition at I atm,



Equal at
equilibrium

1 11 The heterogeneous equilibrium involved in the
calculation of the elevation of boiling point is
between A in the pure vapour and A in the
mixture, A being the trslvent and B an involatile
solute.
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and hence corresponds to the new boiling point or the new freezing point of the

solvent.

(b) The elevation of boiling point
The heterogeneous equilibrium of interest when considering boiling is between the solvent
vapour and the solvent in solution at I atm (Fig. 7.19). We denote the solvent by A and the
solute by B. The equilibrium is established at a temperature for which

= js(I) + RT In XA	 (29)

(The pressure of I atm is the same throughout, and will not be written explicitly.) We

show in the Justification below that this equation implies that the presence of a solute

at a mole fraction v lj causes an increase in normal boiling point from T to T -1- AT.
where

RT2
AT=K.t K=—

L

JI.ISlIliCiItO)I1 1.2

Equation 29 rearranges into

\g)—p(I)AvaG
n(	 RT	 - RT

where	 is the Gibbs energy of vaporization of the pure solvent (A) and .eg is the mole

fraction of the solute; we have used XA 4- x = I. We now write

15v t, G = Avnp Il - TAPS

and ignore the small temperature dependence of AH and iX 1,S. Then,

A -H A S
In (I —XB)

When x0 = 0, the boiling point is that of pure liquid A, T, and

A 2H AS
In!

Because In 1 = 0, the difference of the two equations is

R G 'I")

We now suppose that the amount of solute present is so small that x 8 4 1. We can then

write In (I - x) z -- x15 and hence obtain

	

- A, p1! (1	 I

Finally, because Tz T, it also follows that

I IT — TAT
T T	 rr	 T.2

with AT T - T. The previous equation then rearranges into eqn 30.

Because eqn 30 makes no reference to the identity of the solute, only to its mole fraction,
we conclude that the elevation of boiling point is a colligative property. The value of AT
does depend on the properties of the solvent, and the biggest changes occur for solvents

(30)°
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A(I)+B	 I:
-j-- t/(I)

Equal at.
..equilbrium

A(s)

with high boiling points. 2 For practical applications of eqn 30, we note that the mole

fraction of B is proportional to its molality, h, in dilute solutions and write

tsT=Khh	 (31)

where K5 is the empirical ebullioscopic constant of the solvent (table 7.2).

(c) The depression of freezing point
The heterogeneous equilibrium now of interest is between pure solid solvent A and the
solution with solute present at a mole fraction X13 (Fig. 7.20). At the freezing point, the

chemical potentials of A in the two phases are equal:

	

= p(l) -I- RT In x	 (32)

The only difference between this calculation and the last is the appearance of the solids
chemical potential in place of the vapour's. Therefore we can write the result directly from

eqn 30:

2
AT = K'XK 	K' = 

RT
	 (33)°
zr5II

where AT is the freezing point depreon, T - T, and Ar,0H is the enthalpy of fusion of the
solvent. Larger depressions are observed in solvents with low enthalpies of fusion and high
melting points. When the solution is dilute, the mole fraction is proportional to the molality
of the solute, is, and it is common to write the last equation as

Table 7.2 Cryoscopic and ebuflioscopic con-
stants

Kr!
(Kf(mol kg - ')) (K/(mol kg - 1

Benzene	 5.12	 2.53
Camphor 40
Phenol	 7.27	 3.04
Water	 1.86	 0.51

• More values are given in the Data section.

AT = K1!,	 (34)

/ 20 The heterogeneous equilibrium involved in the	 where K1 is the empirical cryoscopic constant (Table 7.2). Once the cryoscopic constant of a
calculation of the lowering of freezing point is	 solvent is known, the depression of freezing point may be used to measure the molar mass of
between A iii the pure solid and A in the mixture.
A being the solvent and B a solute that is insoluble	 it 	 in the method known as cryoscopy; however, the technique is of little more than

in solid A.	 historical interest.

(d) Solubility
Although it is not strictly a colligative property, the solubility of a solute may be estimated
by the same techniques as we have been using. When a solid solute is left in contact with a
solvent, it dissolves until the solution is saturated. Saturation is a state of equilibrium, with
the undissolved solute itt equilibrium with the dissolved solute. Therefore, in a saturated
solution the chemical potential of the pure solid solute, 4,(s), and the chemical potential of
B in solution, Pu' are equal (Fig. 7.21). Because the latter is

B(dissolved in A)

t8(solution)

Equal at
equilibrium	 jt() -i- RT In .CB

we car, write
BIsI

1.11 The heterogeneous equilibrium involved in the
Calculation of the solubility is between pure solid B
and it in the solution.

jt, (s) = p;(1) -1 R7 lit •tt
	 (35)

This expression is the same as the starting equation of the last section, except that the
quantities refer to the solute B. not the solvent A.

By Ti, i os rum Sr rn 4 ],,) , A,,// p is a con sruo i here fore eqn 30 has the form AT c P and is indrpcndent of

itsfl
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7.22 The variation of solubility (the mole fraction
of solute in a saturated solution) with temperature
(T' is the Freezing temperature of the solute).
Individual curves are labelled with the value of
s1f/Rr.

P	 p4-Il

Equal at
equilibrium

7.23 The equilibrium Involved in the calculation of
Osmotic pressure, 11, is between pure solvent A at a
pressure p on one side of the semipermeable
membrane and A-as a component of the mixture
on the other side of the membrane, where the
presssrr is 	 4- 11,

1 SIMPLE MIXTURES

The starting point is the same but the aim is different. In the present case, we want to find
the mole fraction of B in solution at equilibrium when the temperature is T. Therefore, we
start by rearranging the last equation into

=	 -- /t(I) =
Ri	 RT

-	 A1-5.JI + truS

Rl'- 

At the melting point of the solute, T', we know that 4s 10 G = 0, so	 GIRT = ft too;
consequently, this term may be added to the right-hand side to give

-	 tHLs 5S A15Ii A155S

	

Ii X . -	 +	 + RT -
-	 1\rut1

RT RP

It then follows that

tsfu SHfl	 .1 )
tn.tB	 0

R .T T'

Equation 36 is plotted in Fig. 7.22. It shows that the solubility of B decreases
exponentially as the temperature is lowered from its melting point, and that solutes with
higO melting points and large enthalpies of fusion have low solubilities at normal
temperatures. However, the detailed content of eqn 36 should not be treated too seriously
because it is based on highly questionable approximations, such as the ideality of the
solution. One aspect of its approximate character is that it fails to predict that solutes will
have different solubilities in different solvents, for no solvent properties iippear in the
expression.

(e) Osmosis
The phenomenon of osmosis (from the Greek word for 'push') is the spontaneous passage of
a pure solvent Into a - solution separated from it by a semipermeable membrane, a
membrane permeable to the solvent but not to the solute (Fig. 7.23). The osmotic pressure,
11, is the pressure that must be applied to the solution to stop the influx of solvent. One of
the most important examples of osmosis is transport of fluids through cell membranes, but it
is also the basis of osmometry, the determination of molar mass by the measurement of
osmotic pressure. Osmometry is idely used to determine the molar masses of
macromolecules,

In the simple arrangement shown in Fig. 7.24, the opposing pressure arises from the head
of solution that the osmosis itself produces. Equilibrium is reached when the hydrostatic
pressure of the column of solution matches the osmotic pressure. The complication in this
arrangement is that the entry of solvent into the solution results in its dilution, and so ft is
more difficult to treat than the arrangement in Fig. 7.23, in which there is no flow and the
concentrations remain unchanged.

The thermodynamic treatment of osmosis depends on noting that, at equilibrium, the
chemical potential of the solvent must be the same on each side of the membrane. As shown
in the Justification below, this equality implies that for dilute Solutions the osmotic pressure
is given by the vant Hoff equation:

	

I-! = [B]RT	 (37)"

where [B] .. ,r 11 /V is the molar concentration of the solute.

Cd
0

go
(.5

0.
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Justification 7.3

On the pure solvent side the chemical potential of the solvent, which is at a pressure p, is
fL(p). On the solution side, the chemical potential is lowered by the presence of the solute,
which reduces the mole fraction of the solvent from I to XA . However, the chemical

Solution potential of A is raised on account of the greater pressure, p + 17, that the solution
experiences. At equilibrium the chemical potential of A is the same in both compartments,
and we can write

IV

Solvent--f--

I.

/1p) = PA(XA,P + 11)

The presence of solute is taken into account in the normal way:

/LA(XA,P + 11) = j4 (p + II) + RT In -A

We saw in Section 5.2b (eqn 5.14) how to take the effect of pressure into account:

tp+n
VmdP

P

where V. is the molar volume of the pure solvent A. When these three equations are
combined we get

fp+Jl
—RTInXA = /	 V,1dp

Jp

For dilute solutions, In ZA may be replaced by In (1 —x5 ) —xe. We may also assume
that the pressure range in the integration is so small that the molar volume of the solvent
is a constant. That being so, V. may be taken outside the integral, giving

RTx = II V11

When the solution is dilute,xB	s/A• Moreover, because flA Vm = V, the total volume of
the solvent, the equation simplifies to eqn 37.

Because the effect of osmotic pressure is so readily measurable and large, one of the most
common applications of osmometry is to the measurement of molar masses of
macromolecules (proteins and synthetic polymers). As these huge molecules dissolve to
produce solutions that are far from ideal, it is assumed that the van't Hoff equation is only
the first term of a virial-like expansion:

II = (B1RT{I +B[B] + .. .}	 (38)

The additional terms take the nonideality into account; the empirical constant B is called the
osmotic virial coefficient. The osmotic pressure is measured at a series of mass
concentrations, C, and a plot of [1/c against c is used to determine the molar mass of B.

Example 7.11 IJ'1inq osnlornctry to determine the molar mass of a

fli ;i C () fl ( I i( , It'

The osmotic pressures of solutions of poly(vinyl chloride), PVC, in cyclohexanone at 298 K
are given below. The pressures are expressed in terms of the heights of solution (of mass
density p = 0.980 gcm 3 ) in balance with the osmotic pressure. Determine the molar mass
of the polymer.

c/(g L ')	 1.00	 2.00	 4.00	 7.00	 9.00
h/cm	 0.28	 0.71	 2.01	 5.10	 8.00

proportional to
osmotic pressure

Semipermeable
membrane

7.24 In a simple version of the osmotic pressure
experiment. A Is at equilibrium on each side of the
membrane when enough has passed into the
solution to cause a hydrostatic pressure difference.
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CD 0.6

c/(g L1)

7.25 The plot involved in the determination of
molar mass by osmometry. The molar mass is
calculated from the intercept at c = 0; in Chapter
22 we shall see that additional information comes
from the slope

1 SIMPLE MIXTURES

Meflmd We use eqn 38 with [BJ = c/M, where c is the mass concentration of the polymer
and M is its molar mass. The osmotic pressure is related to the hydrostatic pressure by
ii = pg/i (Example 1.21 with g = 9.81 ms -2 . With these substitutions, eqn 38 becomes

h RT / Bc	 RT(RTB\
1+	 + . l =±llc+

C pgM \. M	 / pgM \pgM /

Therefore, to find M, plot /1/c against c, and expect a straight line with intercept RT/pgM at
C = 0.

Ancwcr The data give the following values for the quantities to plot:

c/(gL')	 1.00	 2.00	 4.00	 7.00	 9.00
(h/c)/(cmg 'L)	 0.28	 0.36	 0.503	 0.729	 0.889

'l
The points are plotted in Fig. 7.25. The intercept is at 0.21. Therefore,

RT
M=— x --

pg 0.21 cmg L

- (9.3145 JK 1 ntol') x (298 K)
- (980 kgm 3 ) x(9.81 ms)	 2.1 x 10- ml kg-

= 1.2x 102 kgmol'

Comment Molar masses of macromolecules are often reported in daltons (Da), with
I Da = I gmoi . The macromolecule in this example has a molar mass of about 120 kDa.

ScIf-test 7.6 Estimate the depression of freezing point of the most concentrated of these
solutions, taking K1 as about 10 K/(mol kg).

[0.8 mK]

Activities
Now we see how to adjust the expressions developed earlier in the chapter to take into
account deviations from ideal behaviour. In Section 5.4 we saw how the fugacity was
introduced to take into account the effects of gas imperfections in a manner that resulted in
the least upset of the form of equations. Here we see how the expressions encountered in
the treatment of ideal solutions can also be preserved almost intact by introducing the
concept of activity.

7.6 The solvent activity

The general form of the chemical potential of a real or ideal solvent is given by a
straightforward modification of eqn 22:

PA - P +RT In 
(

A )
	

.	 ( 39)

where p is the vapour pressure of pure A and p, is the vapour pressure of A when it is a
component of a solution. For an ideal solution, the solvent obeys Raoults law at all
concentrations and we write

PA =	 4 RT In VA	 (40)°
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The standard state of the solvent is the pure liquid (at I bar) and is obtained when x, =
The form of the last equation can be preserved when the solution does not obey Raoults law
by writing

PA = I ± RT In 0A	 [41]

The quantity aA is the activity of A, a kind of 'effective mole fraction, just as the fugacity is
an effective pressure.

Because cqn 39 is true for both real and ideal solutions (the only approximation being
the use of pressures rather than fugacilies), we can conclude by comparing it with eqn 41
that

CA =

	

	 (42)
PA

We see there is nothing mysterious about the activity of a solvent: it can be determined
experimentally simply by measuring the vapour pressure and then using eqn 42.

Illustration
The vapour pressure of 0.500 M KNO 3 (aq) at 100°C is 749.7 Tort, so the activity of water
in the solution at this temperature is

749.7 Tort
aA = 76rt 

0.9864
0.0 Tort

Because all solvents obey Raou It's law (that PA/P = XA) increasingly closely as the
concentration of solute approaches zero, the activity of the solvent approaches the mole
fraction asx	 I

aA - XA as .CA ] (43)

As in the case of real gases, a convenient way of expressing this convergence is to introduce
the activity coefficient, ', by the definition

CA )'A1A	 YA - I as xA - 1	 [44]

at all temperatures and pressures. The chemical potential of the solvent is then

11A = p, ±RT In 1A +RT In /A	 (45)

The standard state of the solvent, the pure liquid solvent at 1 bar, is established when
I.

7.7 The solute activily
The problem with defining activity coefficients and standard states for solutes is that they
approach ideal-dilute (Henrys law) behaviour as .r8 -. 0, not as xB -. 1 (corresponding to
pure solute). We shall show how to set up the definitions for a solute that obeys Henry's law
exactly, and then show how to allow for deviations.

(a) Ideal-dilute solutions
A solute B that satisfies Henry's law has a vapour pressure given b y pR = KH X B , where KB is
an empirical constant. In this case, the chemical potential of B is

= p -i- RT In (- = ; + RT In_
;) + 

RT In XH
\PiiJ

LI
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Both K8 and p are characteristics of th solute, so the second term may be combined with
the first to give a new standard chemical potential, which we denote p:

= i f R7' In ()
	

[46]

It then follows that

= ju t ± RT In x13	 (47)°

(b) Real solutes
We now permit deviations from ideal-dilute, Henry's law behaviour. For the solute, we
introduce a 8 in place of x in eqn 47, and obtain

1.113 = /.1 13 ±Ji'i In a	 [481

The standard state remains unchanged in this !as and all the deviations from ideality
are captured in the activity a 8 . The value of the act ivity at any concentration can be
obtained in the same way as for the solvent, but in place of eqn 42 we use

0 13 =	 (49)

As for the solvent, it is sensible to introduce an activity coefficient through

a }3 = YBXB	 [50]

Now all the deviations from ideality are captured in the activity coefficient 7' Because the
solute obeys Henry's law as its concentration goes to zero, it follows that

a8 --x8 and y8 —°Iasx13 —.0	 (51)

at all temperatures and pressures. Deviations of the solute from ideality disappear as zero
concentration is approached.

Examplc 7.6 Mcasuririg activity

Use the information in Example 7.3 to calculate the activity and activity coefficient of
chloroform in acetone at 25°C, treating it first as a solvent and then as a solute.

Method For the activity of chloroform as a solvent (the Raoult's law activity), form
a = p/p' and y = a/x. For its activity as a solute (the Henry's law activity), form a =p/K
and y = a/x.

Answer Because p = 293 Tour and K = 165 Tour, we can construct the following table
(with x the mole fraction of chloroform):

X	 0	 010	 0.40	 0.60	 0.80	 1.00

From Raoult's law (chloroform regarded as the solvent):

a	 0	 0.12	 0.28	 0.49	 0.75	 1.00
Y	 0.60	 0.70	 0.82	 0.94	 1.00

From Henry's law (chloroform regarded a the solute):

a	 0	 0.21	 0.50	 0.86	 1.33	 1.78
'	 1	 1.05	 1.25	 1.43	 1.66	 1.78

These values are plotted in Fig. 7.26.

Comrni'nt Notice that ' -= I as  -. 1 in the Raoult's law case, but that y - I as  -. 0 in
the Henry's law case.

Is
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02/ :/1iJ
0	 0.2	 0.4	 0.6	 0.8	 1	 0	 0.2	 0.4	 0.6	 0.8	 1

Mole fraction, x	 Mole fraction, x

ill, The variation of activity and activity coefficient of chloroform (trichloroinethane) and acetone
(propanoriel with composition according to (a) Raoult's law, (h) Henry's law.

Sell-List 1.7 Calculate the activities and activity coefficients for acetone according to the
two conventions.

(c) Activities in terms of molalities
The compositions of mixtures are often expressed as molalities, h, in place of mole fractions.
It proves convenient to introduce yet another definition of activity, but one that follows
naturally from what we have done so far. First, we note that in dilute solutions the amount
of solute is much less than the amount of solvent (° .t n), so to a good approximation
.e5 	Because "a is proportional to the molality b5 , we can write XB =	 B/1'
where h °' = I mol kg - and K is a dimensionless constant. For an ideal-dilute solution it
follows that

PB = ,u +RT In K +RT in ()
	

(52)

As before, it will simplify the notation if we adopt the convention of interpreting In as a
relative molality (that is, replacing h/be by h: in practice, using for h its numerical value in
moles per kilogramj, and signifying this convention by using the label {. .} for the equation
number. Then eqn 52 is Written

=	 RT In K 1- RT in h,,	 {53}

We now define a new standard chemical potential, p o , by combining the first two terms on
the right, and hence obtain

= p' -I RT in A B	 {54}

According to this definition, the chemical potential of the solute has its standard value fi°
when the molality of 13 is equal to he (that is, at I moi kg). Note that as ba 4 0,

- -i, ; that is, as the solution becomes diluted, so the solute becomes increasingly
stabilized. The practical consequence of this result is that it is very difficult to remove the
last traces of a solute from a solution.
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7.3 The chemical potentials of
liquids

[H Raoult's law (23)fl ideal solutionfl the chemical potential of a
component of an ideal
solution (24)
Henry's law (25)
ideal-dilute solution

I I Henry's law and gas
solubility

The properties of solutions

7.4 Liquid mixtures
C the Gibbs energy of mixing

of two liquids to give an
ideal solution (26) and the
entropy of mixing (27)

7.5 Colligative properties
colligative property
the origin of colligative
properties: the lowering of
chemical potential of the
solvent
the elevation of boiling
point (30)

fl ebullioscopic constant (31)
the depression of freezing
point (33)
cryoscopic constani (34)
cryoscopy
ideal solubility (313)
osmosis
semipermeable membrane
osmotic pressure
osmometry
van't Hoff equation for the
osmotic pressure (37)
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I.iith 13 Standard states

Component	 Basis	 Standard state	 Chemical potential 	 limits

Solven t :	Raoult	 pirc solvcnt	 =	 + RTlna
ap/, and a=yx y-.lasx -.l

(pure solvent)

Solute	 Henry	 (t) A hypothetical state of it = p + ItTlna

the pure solute	 a = p/K and a = yx	 y -.1 as  -.0

(2) A hypothetical state of p =	 + RTInu

the solute at molality h 9	 a = yb/be	 y -. I as b 0

Theimplication of this entry is that the activity of a lure solid or liquid is]. The pressure in each case isi bar.

Now, as before, we incorporate deviations from ideality by introducing a dimensionless

activity a, a dimensionless activity coefficient Y' and wiitirlg

1 B = 7B	 where	 I as b11 —. 0	 55]

at all temperatures and pressures. the standard state remains unchanged in this last stage
and, as before, all the deviations from ideality are captured in the activity coefficient y. We

then arrive at the following succinct expression for the chemical potential of a real solute at

any molality:

/1 = )A -I- RT In a	 (56)

It is important to be aware of the different definitions of standard states and activities
and they are summarized in Table 7.3. We shall put them to work in the next few chapters,
when we shall see that using them is much easier than defining them.

Checklist of key ideas
The thermodynamic description fl the entropy of mixing of	 partially miscible liquids

of mixtures	 two perfect gases (A 1 ,5 S,	 -, excess function (XE , 28)
18)	 regular solution

7.1 Partial molar quantities
EJ partial molar volume (1)
C the total volume of a

mixture (3)
C partial molar Gibbs energy

and the definition of the
chemical potential (4)
the total Gibbs energy of a
mixture (5)

F-1 the fundamental equation
of chemical
thermodynamics (6)

[1 the chemical potential in
terms of (1 (9),!! (1 Oa),
and fl (lOb)

C the Gibbs-Duhem equation
(12)

7.2 The thermodynamics of
mixing

C the Gibbs erirgy of mixing
of two perfect gases
(1\mjxG, 17)

Activities

osmotic virial coefficient

7.6 The solvent activity
solvent activity and
chemical potential (41)
the determination of
activity from vapour
pressure (42)
the Raou It's law basis of
activity and activity
coefficient (44)

7.7 The solute activity
1 the chemical potential of a

solute in an ideal-dilute
solution (47)
the activity of a solute (49)
and the Henry's law basis of
activity coefficient (50)

C chemical potential of a
solute in terms of its
molality (54) and the
activity on this basis (55)
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Exercises
7.1 (a) The partial molar volumes of acetone (propanone) and
chloroform (trichloromethane) in a mixture in which the mole
fraction of CHCI 3 is 0.4693 are 74.166 cm  mo1 and
80.235 cm3 moI, respectively. What is the volume of a solution
of mass 1.000 kg?

7.1 (b) The partial molar volumes of two liquids A and B in a mixture
in which the mole fraction of A is 0.3713 are 188.2 cm3 mo1 and
176.14 cm3 mol', respectively. The molar masses of the A and B are
241.1 gmol' and 198.2 gmol'. What is the volume of a solution
of mass 1.000 kg?
7.2 (a) At 25°C. the density of a 50 per cent by mass ethanol-water
solution is 0.914 gcm. Given that the partial molar volume of
water in the solution is 17.4 cm3 mol , calculate the partial molar
volume of the ethanol.
7.2 (b) At 20°C. the density of a 20 per cent by mass ethanol-water
solution is 968.7 kgm 3 . Given that the partial molar volume of
ethanol in the solution is 52.2 cm3 mol',calculate the partial molar
volume of the water.

7.3 (a) At 300 K, the partial vapour pressures of HCl (that is, the
partial pressure of the HCI vapour) in liquid GeCI 4 are as follows:

	

0.005	 0.012	 0.019
pHa/kPa	32.0	 76.9	 121.8

Show that the solution obeys Henry's law in this range of mole
fractions, and calculate Henry's law Constant at 300 K.
7.3 (b) At 310 K, the partial vapour pressures of a substance B
dissolved in a liquid A are as follows:

XB	 0.010	 0.015	 0.020
p5/kPa	 82.0	 122.0	 166.1

Show that the solution obeys Henry's law in this range of mole
fractions, and calculate Henry's law constant at 310 K.
7.4 (a) Predict the partial vapour pressure of HCl above its solution
in liquid germanium tetrachloride of molality 0.10 mo1kg. For
data, see Exercise 7.3a.
7.4 (b) Predict the partial vapour pressure of the component B
above its solution in A in Exercise 7.3b when the molality of B is
0.25 molkg* The molar mass of A is 74.1 gmol.
1.5 (a) Calculate the cryoscopic and ebullioscopic constants of
tetrachloromethane.
7.5 (b) Calculate the cryoscopic and ebullioscopic constants of
naphthalene.
7.6 (a) The vapour pressure of benzene is 400 Tore at 606°C, but it
fell to 386 Ton when 19.0 g of an involatile organic compound was
dissolved in 500 g of benzene. Calculate the molar mass of the
compound.

14-A
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7.6 (b) The vapour pressure of 2-propanol is 5000 kl'a at 338.8°C,
but it fell to 49.62 kPa when 8.69 g of an involatile organic
compound was dissolved in 250 g of 2-propanol. Calculate the molar
mass of the compound.

7.7 (a) The addition of 100 g of a compound to 750 g of CCI4
lowered the freezing point of the solvent by 10.5 K. Calculate the
molar mass of the compound.

7.7 (b) The addition of 5.00 g of a compound to 250 g of
naphthalene lowered the freezing point of the solvent by 0.780 K.
Calculate the molar mass of the compound.

7.8 (a) The osmotic pressure of an aqueous solution at 300 K is
120 kPa. Calculate the freezing point of the solution.

7.8 (b) The osmotic pressure of an aqueous solution at 288 K is
99.0 kPa. Calculate the freezing point of the solution.

7.9 (a) Consider a container of volume 5.0 L that is divided into two
compartments of equal size. In the left compartment there is nitrogen
at 1.0 atm and 25°C; in the right compartment there is hydrogen at
the same temperature and pressure. Calculate the entropy and Gibbs
energy of mixing when the partition is removed. Assume that the
gases are perfect.

7.9 (b) Consider a container of volume 250 mL that is divided into
two compartments of equal size. In the left compartment there is
argon at 100 kPa and 0°C; in the right compartment there is neon at
the same temperature and pressure. Calculate the entropy and Gibbs
energy of mixing when the partition is removed. Assume that the
gases are perfect.

7.10 (a) Air is a mixture with a composition given in Self-test I.S.
Calculate the entropy of mixing when it is prepared from the pure
(and perfect) gases.

7.10 (b) Calculate the Gibbs energy, entropy, and enthalpy of mixing
when 1.00 mol C6 H 14 (hexane) is mixed with 1.00 moL C7H16
(heptane) at 298 K; treat the solution as ideal.

7.11 (a) What proportions of hexane and heptane should be mixed
(a) by mole fraction, (b) by mass in order to achieve the greatest
entropy of mixing?

7.11(b) What proportions of benzene and ethylbenzcne should be
mixed (a) by mole fraction, (b) by mass in order to achieve the greatest
entropy of mixing?

7.12 (a) Use Henry's law and the data in Table 7.1 to calculate the
solubility (as a molality) of CO 2 in water at 25°C when its partial
pressure is (a) 0.10 aIm, (b) 1.00 atm.

7.12 (b) The mole fractions of N. and 02 in air at sea level are
approximately 0.78 and 0.21. Calculate the molalities of the solution
formed in an open flask of water at 25°C.
7.13 (a) A water carbonating plant is available for use in the home
and operates by providing carbon dioxide at 5.0 atm. Estimate the
molar concentration of the soda water it produces.

7.13 (b) After some weeks of use, the pressure in the water
carbonating plant mentioned in the previous exercise has fallen to
2.0 atm. Estimate the molar concentration of the soda water it
produces at this stage.

7.14 (a) Calculate the freezing point of a glass of water of volume
250 cm' sweetened with 7.5 g of sucrose.

7.14 (b) Calculate the freezing point of a glass of water of volume
200 cm 1 in which 10 g of glucose has been dissolved.

7.15 (a) The enthalpy of fusion of anthracene is 28.8 kJmol and
its melting point is 217°C. Calculate its ideal solubility in benzene at
25°C.

7.15 (b) Predict the ideal solubility of lead in bismuth at 280°C
given that its melting point is 327°C and its enthalpy of fusion is
5.2 kJ moll

7.16 (a) The osmotic pressures of solutions of polystyrene in toluene
were measured at 25°C and the pressure was expressed in terms of
the height of the solvent of density 1.004 gcm3:

c/(gL')	 2.042	 6.613	 9.521	 12.602
h/cm	 0.592	 1.910	 2.750	 3.600

Calculate the molar mass of the polymer.

7.16 (b) The molar mass of an enzyme was determined by dissolving
it in water, measuring the osmotic pressure at 20°C, and
extrapolating the data to zero concentration. The following data
were obtained:

c/(mgcm 3 )	 3.221	 4.618	 5.112	 6.722
h/cm	 5.746	 8.238	 9.119	 11.990

Calculate the molar mass of the enzyme.

7.17 (a) Substances A and B are both volatile liquids with
= 300 Torr, p = 250 Toff, and K. = 9.00 Torr (concentration

expressed in mole fraction). When x A = 0.9, b8 = 2.22 moIkg,
PA = 250 Torr, and p = 25 Tori. Calculate the activities and
activity coefficients of A and B. Use the mole fraction, Raoult's law
basis for A and the Henry's law basis (both mole fractions and
molalities) for B.

1.17 (b) Given that p°(H 2 0) = 0.02308 am and p(H 20) =
0.02239 atm in a solution in which 0.122 kg of a non-volatile
solute (M = 241 gmo1) is dissolved in 0.920 kg water at 293 K,
calculate the activity and activity coefficient of water in the
solution.

7.18 (a) A dilute solutio of bromine im carbon tetrachloride
behaves as an ideal-dilute solution. The vapour pressure of pure
CCI 4 is 33.85 Tori at 298 K. The Henry's law constant when the
concentration of Br2 is expressed as a mole fraction is 122.36 Tort.
Calculate the vapour pressure of each component, the total pressure,
and the composition of the vapour phase when the mole fraction of
Br2 is 0.050, on the assumption that the conditions of the ideal-dilute
solution are satisfied at this concentration.

7.18 (b) Benzene and toluene form nearly ideal solutions. The boiling
point of pure benzene is 80.1°C. Calculate the chemical potential of
benzene relative to that of pure benzene when Xt,,. = 0.30 at its

14--H
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boiling point. If the activity coefficient of benzene in this solution
were actually 0.93 rather than 1.00, what would be its vapour
pressure?
7.19 (a) By measuring the equilibrium between liquid and vapour
phases of an acetone (A)-methanol (M) solution at 57.2°C at
1.00 atm, it was found thatxA = 0.400 when y, = 0.516. Calculate
the activities and activity coefficients of both components in this
solution on the Raoult's law basis. The vapour pressures of the pure
components at this temperature are: p' = 786 Torr and
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= 551 Toff. (XA is the mole fraction in the liquid and YA the
mole fraction in the vapour.)

7.19 (b) By measuring the equilibrium between liquid and vapour
phases of a solution at 30°C at 1.00 atm, it was found that

XA = 0.220 when YA = 0.314. Calculate the activities and activity
coefficients of both components in this solution on the Raoult's law
basis. The vapour pressures of the pure components at this
temperature are: p°, = 73.0 kPa and p = 92.1 kPa. (xA is the
mole fraction in the liquid and y, the mole fraction in the vapour.)

Problems

Numerical problems
7.1 The following table gives the mole fraction of methylbenzene (A)
in liquid and gaseous mixtures with butanone at equilibrium at
303.15 K and the total pressure p. Take the vapour to be perfect and
calculate the partial pressures of the two components. Plot them
against their respective mole fractions in the liquid mixture and find
the Henry's law constants for the two components.

1A	 0	 0.0898 0.2476 p.3577 0.5194 0.6036 0.7188

YA	 0	 0.0410 0.1154 0.1762 0.2772 0.3393 0.4450

p/kPa 36.066 34.121 30.900 28.626 25.239 23.402 20.6984

1A	 0.8019 0.9105 1

YA	 0.5435 0.7284 1

p/kPa 18.592 15.496 12.295

7.2 The volume of an aqueous solution of NaCl at 25°C was
measured at a series of molalities b, and it was found that the volume
fitted the expression

V/cm3 = 1003 + 16.62b + 1.77b312 + 0.12b2

where V is the volume of a solution formed from 1.000 kg of water
and b is to be understood as b/b. Calculate the partial molar volume
of the components in a solution of molality 0.100 mot kg-'.

7.3 At 18°C the total volume of a solution formed from Mg50 4 and
1.000 kg of water fits the expression

V/cm3 = 1001.21 + 34.69(b - 0.070)2

where b is to be understood as b/h. Calculate the partial molar
volumes of the salt and the solvent when in a solution of molality
0.050 mot kg.

7.4 The densities of aqueous solutions of copper(ll) sulfate at 20°C
were measured as set out below. Determine and plot the partial molar
volume of CuSO 4 in the range of he measurements.

m(CuS0)/g	 5	 10	 15	 20
p/(g- 3 )	 1.051	 1.107	 1.167	 1.230

where m(CuSO4) is the mass of CuSO4 dissolved in 100 g of solution.

7.5 What proportions of ethanol and water should be mixed in order
to produce 100 cm  of a mixture containing 50 per cent by mass of
ethanol? What change in volume is brought about by adding
1.00 cm 3 of ethanol to the mixture? (Use data from Fig. 7.1.)

1.6 The table below lists the vapour pressures of mixtures of
iodoethane (I) and ethyl acetate (A) at 50°C. Find the activity
coefficients of both components on (a) the Raoult's law basis. (b) the
Henry's law basis with I as solute.

0	 0.0579 0.1095 0.1918 0.2353

p 1 /Torr	 0	 20.0	 52.7	 87.7	 105.4

PA/Toff 280.4	 266,1	 252.3	 231.4	 220.8

0.3718 0.5478 0.6349 0.8253 0.9093 1.0000

p 1 /Torr	 155.4	 213.3	 239.1	 296.9	 322.5	 353.4

pA/Torr	 187.9	 144.2	 122.9	 66.6	 38.2	 0

7.7 The excess Gibbs energy of solutions of methylcyclohexane
(MCH) and tetrahydrofuran (THF) at 303.15 K were found to fit the
expression

GE = RTx(1 - x){0.4857 - 0.1077(2. - 1)

+0.0191(2.- 1)2}
where x is the mole fraction of the methylcyclohexane. Calculate the
Gibbs energy of mixing when a mixture of 1.00 mol MCH and
3.00 mot THF is prepared.

Theoretical problems

7.8 The excess Gibbs energy of a certain binary mixture is equal to
gRTx(1 - .r) where g is a constant and x is the mole fraction of a
solute A. Find an expression for the chemical potential of A in the
mixture and sketch its dependence on the composition.

7.9 Use the Gibbs-Duhem equation to derive the Gibbs-Duhem-
Margules equation

(elnfA ") 	 ( 1InfB

\, 1nxA) P r \1nxB)FT
where f is the fugacity. Use the relation to show, when the fugacities
are replaced by pressures, that if Raoult's law applies to one

component in a mixture, then it must also apply to the other.

7.10 Use the Gibbs-Duhem equation to show that the partial molar
volume (or any partial molar property) of a component B can be
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obtained if the partial molar volume (or other property) of A is known
for all compositions up to the one of interest. Do this by proving
that

Va=V;+j j-_-_dVA

7.11 Use the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation to find an expression for
din XA in terms of dT. Integrate d in XA from XA = 0 to the value of
interest, and integrate the right-hand side from the transition
temperature for the pure liquid A to the value in the solution. Show
that, if the enthalpy of transition is constant, then eqns 30 and 33 are
obtained.

7.12 The 'osmotic coefficient', 0, is defined as 0 = - (XA/XB) IflUA.
By writing r = x51x,, 1 and using the Gibbs-Duhem equation, show
that we can calculate the activity of B from the activities of A over a
composition range by using the formula

in()=_(0)+f(__±)dr

7.13 Show that the osmotic pressure of a real solution is given by
liv = -RTlncz,

Go on to show that, provided the concentration of the solution is low,
this expression takes the form

liv = cbRT[B]
and hence that the osmotic coefficient, 0 (which is defined in
Problem 7.12), may be determined from osmometry.

Additional problems su1piicd by Cirrncri Giunla
and Charles Trapp
7.14 Aminabhavi et at. examined mixtures of cyclohexane with
various long-chain alkanes (T.M. Aminabhavi, V.B. Patil,
M.I. Aralaguppi, J.D. Ortega, and K.C. Hansen, J. Chem. Eng. Data
41, 526(1996)). Among their data are the following measurements of
the density of a mixture of cyclohexane and pentadecane as a
function of the mole fraction of cyclohexane (xj at 298.15 K.
x	 0.6965 0.7988 0.9004
p/(gcm 3 ) 0.7661 0.7674 0.7697
Compute the partial molar volume for each component in a mixture
which has a mole fraction of cyclohexane of 0.7988.
7.15 Comelli and Francesconi examined mixtures of propionic acid
with various other organic liquids at 313.15 K (F. Comelli and

R. Francesconi, J. Chem. Eng. Data 41, 101 (1996)). They report the
excess volume of mixing propionic acid with oxane as
Va = x 1 x2 1a + at(x I - x2 )}, where x 1 is the mole fraction of
propionic acid, x2 that of oxane, a0 -2.4697 cm3 moi and
a 1 =0.0608 cm3 mol. The density of propionic acid at this
temperature is 0,97174 gcm 3 ; that of oxane is 0.86398 gem-3.
(a) Derive an expression for the partial molar volume of each
component at this temperature. (b) Compute the partial molar volume
for each component in an equimolar mixture.

7.16 Francesconi et aL studied the liquid-vapour equilibria of
trichloromethane and 1,2-epoxybutane at several temperatures
(R. Francesconi, B. Lunelli, and F. Comelli, J. Chem. Eng. Data 41,
310(1996)). Among their data are the following measurements of the
mole fractions of trichioromethane in the liquid phase (XT) and the
vapour phase (YT) at 298.15 K as a function of pressure.

p/kPa 23.40 21.75 20.25 18.75 18.15 20.25 22.50 26.30
X	 0	 0.129 0.228 0.353 0.511 0.700 0.810 1
Y	 0	 0.065 0.145 0.25 0.535 0.805 0.915 1

Compute the activity coefficients of both components on the basis of
Raoult's law.

7.17 Chen and Lee studied the liquid-vapour equilibria of
cyclohexanol with several gases at elevated pressures (J.-T. Chen
and M.-J. Lee, J. Chem. Eng. Data 41, 339 (1996)). Among their data
are the following measurements of the mole fractions of cyclohexanol
in the vapour phase (y) and the liquid phase (x) at 393.15 K as a
function of pressure.

p/bar	 10.0	 20.0	 30.0	 40.0	 60.0	 80.0
YCYC	 0.0267 0.0149 0.0112 0.00947 0.00835 0.00921

0.9741 0.9464 0,9204 0.892 	 0.836	 0.773

Determine the Henry's law constant of CO 2 in cyclohexanol, and
compute the activity coefficient of CO2.

7.18 Equation 36 indicates that solubility is an exponential function
of temperature. The data in the table below give the solubility, S, of
calcium acetate in water as a function of temperature.

O[C	 0	 20	 40	 60	 80
S/(moiL)	 36.4 34.9 33.7 32.7 31.7

Determine the extent to which the data fit the exponential S = S0Ct1T

and obtain values for So and T. Express these constants in terms of
properties of the solute.
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Phose diagrams for pure substcrnces were in: rodueerlm Chc:pler b. Now wcdevclojj tficirijsc
systemoticollyondshowhow theyare rich summaries of empirical inlormationabouta wide
range of systems. To set the stage, we introduce rhc famous phase rule f Gibbs. which shows
the extent to which various parameters can be varierf yet rhe equilibrium between p/maccs
preserved. With the rule established, wesec how it con be used to rlisru',c the phase dmqmnis
that we met in the two preceding chapters. the chapter then in fro(hices systems of gradually
increasing complexity. In each case we shall set' how the phase diagram for the system
summarizes empirical observations on rhc enaddions wir/er which thc vrurrous phases nt the
system are stable.

Checklist of key ideas	 In this chapter we describe a systematic way of discussing the physical changes mixtures
•	 undergo when they are heated or cooled and when their compositions are changed. In

Further readinq	 particular, we shall see how to use phase diagrams to judge whether two substances are
•	 mutually miscible, whether an equilibrium can exist over a range of conditions, or whether

Exercises	 the system must be brought toa definite pressure, temperature, and composition before
equilibrium is established. Phase diagrams are of considerable commercial and industrial

Problems	
significance, particularly for semiconductors, ceramics, steels, and alloys. They are also the
basis of separation procedures in the petroleum industry and of the formulation of foods
and cosmetic preparations.

Phases, components, and degrees of freedom
All phase diagrams can be discussed in terms of a relationship, the phase rule, derived by
J.W, Gibbs. We shall derive this rule first, and then apply it to a wide variety of systems. The
phase rule requires a careful use of terms, so we begin by presenting a number of
definitions.
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.t The difference between (a) a single-phase
solution, in which the composition is uniform on a
microscopic scale, and (b) a dispersion, in which
regions of one component are embedded in a
matrix of a second component.
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(a)

ii PHASE DIAGRAMS

8.1 DcIitiitiuii

The term phase was introduced at the start of Chapter 6, where we saw that it signifies a
state of matter that is uniform throughout, not only in chemical composition but also in
physical state. (The words are Gibbs's.) Thus we speak of the solid, liquid, and gas phases of a
substance, and of its various solid phases (as for black phosphorus and white phosphorus).
The number of phases in a system is denoted P. A gas, or a gaseous mixture, is a single phase,
a crystal is a single phase, and two totally miscible liquids form a single phase. Ice is a single
phase (P = I) even though it might be chipped into small fragments. A slurry of ice and
water is a two-phase system (P = 2) even though it is difficult to map the boundaries
between the phases. A system in which calcium carbonate undergoes thermal decomposition
consists of two solid phases (one consisting of calcium carbonate and the other of calcium
oxide) and one gaseous phase (consisting of carbon dioxide).

An alloy of two metals is a two-phase system (P = 2) if the metals are immiscible, but a

single-phase system (P = I) if they are miscible. This example shows that it is not always
easy to decide whether a system consists of one phase or of two. A solution of solid A in solid
B—a homogeneous mixture of the two substances—is uniform on a molecular scale. In a
solution, atoms of A are surrounded by atoms of A and B, and any sample cut from the
sample, however small, is representative of the composition of the whole.

A dispersion is uniform on a macroscopic scale but not on a microscopic scale, for it
consists of grains or droplets of one substance in a matrix of the other. A small sample could
come cr4irely from one of the minute grains of pure A and would not be representative of
the whole (Fig. 8.1), Such dispersions are important because, in many advanced materials
(including steels), heat treatment cycles are used to achieve the precipitation of a fine
dispersion of particles of one phase (such as a carbide phase) within a matrix formed by a
saturated solid solution phase. The ability to control this microstructure resulting from phase
equilibria makes it possible to tailor the mechanical properties of the materials to a
particular application.

By a constituent of a system we mean a chemical species (an ion or a molecule) that is
present. Thus, a mixture of ethanol and water has two constituents. The term constituent
should be carefully distinguished from 'component', which has a more technical meaning. A
component is a chemically independent constituent of a system. The number of
components, C, in a system is the minimum number of independent species necessary to

define the composition of all the phases present in the system.
When no reaction takes place, the number of components is equal to the number of

constituents. Thus, pure-water is a one-component system (C = I), because we need only

the species H 2 0 to specify its composition. Similarly, a mixture of ethanol and water is a
two-component system (C = 2): we need the species H 2 0 and C2 H 5OH to specify its

composition. When a reaction can occur under the conditions prevailing in the system, we
need to decide the minimum number of species that, after allowing for reactions in which
one species is synthesized from others, can be used to specify the composition of all the
phases. Consider, for example, the equilibrium

CaCO3 (5) 	CaO(s) + CO2(g)

Phase 1	 Phase 2 Phase 3

in which there are three phases. To specify the composition of the gas phase we need the
Species CO. and to specify the composition of Phase 2 we need the species CaO. However,
we do not need an additional species to specify the composition of the Phase 3 because its
identity (CaCO) can be expressed in terms of the other two constituents by making use of
the stoichiometry of the reaction. Hence, the system has three constituents but only two
components (C = 2).
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Example 8.1 Ci ii.iiil iIl(J cnipuriCfllS

How many components are present in a system in which ammonium chloride undergoes

thermal decomposition?

Method Begin by writing down the chemical equation for the reaction and identifying the
constituents of the system (all the species present) and the phases. Then decide whether,
under the conditions prevailing in the system, any of the constituents can be prepared from
any of the other constituents. The removal of these constituents leaves the number of
independent constituents. Finally, identify the minimum number of these independent
constituents that are needed to specify the composition of all the phases.

Answer The chemical reaction is

NH4CI(s)	 NH 3 (g) + HCI(g)

There are three constituents and two phases (one solid, one gas). However, NH 3 and HCI are

formed in fixed stoichiometric proportions by the reaction. Therefore, the compositions of
both phases can be expressed in terms of the single species NH 4CI. It follows that there is

only one component in the system (C = 0.

Cimmenl If additional HCI (or NH 3) were supplied to the system, the decomposition of

NH 4 CI would not give the correct composition of the gas phase and HCI (or NH 3 ) would have

to be invoked as a second component. A system that consists of hydrogen, oxygen, and
water at room temperature has three components, despite it being possible to form H20

from H 2 and 0 2 : under the conditions prevailing in the system, hydrogen and oxygen do not
react to form water, so they are not in equilibrium and regarded as independent

constituents.

Self-lest 9.1 Give the number of components in the following systems: (a) water, allowing
for its autoprotolysis; (b) aqueous acetic acid; (c) magnesium carbonate in equilibrium with

its decomposition products.
((a) 1; (b) 2; (c) 21

The variance, F. of a system is the number of intensive variables that can be changed
independently without disturbing the number of phases in equilibrium. In a single-

component, single-phase system (C = 1, P = I), the pressure and temperature may be

changed independently without changing the number of phases, so F = 2. We say that such

a system is bivoriant, or that it has two degrees of freedom. On the other hand, if two

phases are in equilibrium (a liquid and its vapour, for instance) in a single-component system

(C = I, P = 2), the temperature (or the pressure) can be changed at will, but the change in
temperature (or pressure) demands an accompanying change in pressure (or temperature) to
preserve the number of phases in equilibrium. That is, the variance of the system has fallen

to 1.

8.2 The phasc rule

In one of the most elegant calculations of the whole of chemical thermodynamics,
J.W. Gibbs' deduced the phase rule, which is  general relation between the variance, F, the

Josiah Willard Cflbbs spent most of his woftmng life at Suit and may justly he regarded as the o,gflaLOr or chnm,caI

them'odynamrcs He icileritif IN gears before pubisiring his enncl sorr y. and then dd so in preesely expressed papers In an

obscure ioarnal (The Teororocr,onc of tire Cnnnrcticui Aco.*my of Ants und Sciences) He needed rnterpeters before tIre pnmef

of his ,.n,k was recognized and before if could be apciicd to Tnilusitial processes He 0 regarded b y marry as the best great

American theeticaI scirntt.
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11.2 The typical regions of a one-component phase
diagram. The lines represent conditions under whirl,
the two adjoining phases are in equilibrium. A point
represents the unique set of conditions under which
three phases coexist in equilibrium. Four phases
cannot mutually coexist in equilibrium.
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13.3 The phase diagram for water, a simplified
version of Fig. 6.5. The label 1' marks the
temperature of the triple point. Tb the normal
boiling point, and Tr the normal freezing point.

It PHASE DIAGRAMS

number of components. C, and the number of phases at equilibrium, P, for a system of any
composition:

F=C-P+2	 (I)

JUsti1ic.tjon 8.1

We begin by counting the total number of intensive variables (properties that do not
depend on the size of the system). The pressure, p, and temperature, T, count as 2. lvi can
specify the composition of a phase by giving the mole fractions of C - 1 components. We
need specify only C - I and not all C mole fractions because x 1 + x2 +•• + Xc 1, and
all mole fractions are known if all except one are specified. Because there are P phases, the
total number of composition variables is P(C - 1). At this stage, the total number of
intensive variables is P(C - I) + 2.

At equilibrium, the chemical potential of a component J must be the same in every
phase (Section 6,4):

= p = ...	 for P phases

That is, there are P - I equations of this kind to be satisfied for each component J. As there
are C components, the total number of equations is C(P - 1). Each equation reduces our
freedom to vary one of the P(C - 1) + 2 intensive variables. It follows that the total
number of degrees of freedom is

F = P(C - 1)+2 - C(P -. I) = CP+ 2

which is eqn 1.

We shall now go on to see how the phase rule summarizes what we already know about
one-component systems and then apply it to more complex cases.

(a) One-component systems
For a one-component system, such as pure water, F = 3 - P. When only one phase is
present, F = 2 and both p and T can bevaried independently without changing the number
of phases. In other words, a single phase is represented by an area on a phase diagram. When
two phases are in equilibrium F = I, which implies that pressure is not freely variable if the
temperature is set; indeed, at a given temperature, a liquid has a characteristic vapour
pressure. It follows that the equilibrium of two phases is represented by a line in the phase
diagram. Instead of selecting the temperature, we could select the pressure, but having done
so the two phases would be in equilibrium at a single definite temperature. Therefore,
freezing (or any other phase transition) occurs at a definite temperature at a given pressure.

When three phases are in equilibrium, F = 0 and the system is invariant. This special
condition cart be established only at a definite temperature and pressure that is
characteristic of the substance and outside our control. The equilibrium of three phases is
therefore represented by a point, the triple point, on the phase diagram. Four phases cannot
be in equilibrium in a one-component system because F cannot be negative. These features
are summarized in Fig. 8.2.

The features summarized in the illustration can be identified in the experimentally
determined phase diagram for water (Fig. 8.3). This diagram summarizes the changes that
take place as a sample, such as that at a, is cooled at constant pressure. The sample remains
entirely gaseous until the temperature reaches b, when liquid appears. Two phases are now
in equilibrium and F I. Because we have decided to specify the pressure, which uses up
the single degree of freedom, the temperature at which this equilibrium occurs is not under
our control. lowering the temperature takes the system to e in the one-phase, liquid region.
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85 Ultra-high pressures (up to about 2 Mbar) can
be achieved using a diamond anvil. The sample,
together with a ruby for pressure measurement and
a drop of liquid for pressure transmission, are
placed between two gem-quality diamonds. The
principle of its action is like a nutcracker: the
pressure is exerted by turning the screw by hand.
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8.C, The variation of the total vapour pressure of a
binary mixture with the mole fraction of A in the
liquid when Raouit's law is obeyed.
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The temperature can now be varied around the point cat will, and only when ice appears at
d does the variance become I again.

(b) Experimental procedures
Detecting a phase change is not always as Simple as seeing a kettle boil, so special techniques
have been developed. One technique is thermal analysis, which takes advantage of the
effect of the enthalpy change during a first-order transition (Section 6.7). In this method, a
sample is allowed to cool and its temperature is monitored. At a first-order transition, heat is
evolved and the cooling stops until the transition is complete. The cooling curve along the
isobar cde in Fig. 8.3 therefore has the shape shown in Fig. 8.4. The transition temperature is
obvious, and is used to mark point don the phase diagram. This technique is useful for solid-
solid transitions, where simple visual inspection of the sample may be inadequate.

Modern work on phase transitions often deals with systems at very high pressures, and
more sophisticated detection procedures must be adopted. Some of the highest pressures
currently attainable are produced in a diamond-anvil cell like that illustrated in Fig. 8.5. The
sample is placed in a minute cavity between two gem-quality diamonds, and then pressure is
exerted simply by turning the screw. The advance in design this represents is quite
remarkable for, with a turn of the screw, pressures of up to about I Mbar can be reached
which a few years ago could not be reached with equipment weighing tons.

The pressure is monitored spectroscopically by observing the shift of spectral lines in
small pieces of ruby added to the sample, and the properties of the sample itself are observed
optically through the diamond anvils. One application of the technique is to study the
transition of covalent solids to metallic solids. Iodine, I,, for instance, becomes metallic at
around 200 kbar and makes a transition to a monatomic metallic solid at around 210 kbar.
Studies such as these are relevant to the structure of material deep inside the Earth (at the
centre of the Earth the pressure is around 5 Mbar) and in the interiors of the giant planets,
where even hydrogen may be metallic.

Two-component systems
When two components are present in a system, C 2 and F = 4 - P. If the temperature is
constant, the remaining variance is F' = 3 - P, which haa maximum value of 2. (The prime
on F indicates that one of the degrees of freedom has been discarded, in this case the
temperature.) One of these two remaining degrees of freedom is the pressure and the other
is the composition (as expressed by the mole fraction of one component). Hence, one form
of the phase diagram is a map of pressures and compositions at which each phase is stable.
Alternatively, the pressure could be held constant and the phase diagram depicted in terms
of temperature and composition. We shall introduce both types of diagram.

8.3 Vapo u r P rCSSurc diagrams
The partial vapour pressures of the components of an ideal solution of two volatile liquids
are related to the composition of the liquid mixture by Raoult's law (Section 7.30):

PA =	 Pu =	 (2)°

where p , is the vapour pressure of pure A and p that of pure B. The total vapour pressure p
of the mixture is therefore

P = P -4- p =	 ± Xp = p -I-	 - p).v	 (3)°

This expression shows that the total vapour pressure (at some fixed temperature) changes
linearly with the composition from pt, to p,, as .r changes from 0 to I (Fig. 8.6).
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ii] The mole fraction of A in the vapour of a
binary ideal solution expressed in terms of its mole
fraction in the liquid. calculated using eqs S for
various values of P, /P; the label on each curve)
with A more volatile than It. In all cases the
vapour is richer than the liquid in A.

11.8 The dependence of the vapour pressure of the
same system as in Fig. B.?, but expressed in terms
of the mole fraction of A in the vapour by using
eqs 6. Individual curves are labelled with the value
of Pv/P's

(a) The composition of the vapour
The compositions of the liquid and vapour that are in mutual equilibrium are not necessarily
the same, and common sense suggests that the vapour should be richer in the more volatile
component. This expectation can be confirmed as follows. The partial pressures of the
components are given by ego 2. It follows from Dalton's law that the mole fractions in the

gas, YA and y, are

YA 
PA	 PH
	

(4)

ProvidedProvided the mixture is ideal, the partial pressures and the total pressure may be expressed in
terms of the mole fractions in the liquid by using eqn 2 for pj and eqn 3 for the total vapour

pressure p, which gives

AYB — YA
+ (p (, —p8)x,
x,.J,,t, _ 1

	
(5)°

Figure 8.7 shows the composition of the vapour plotted against the composition of the

liquid for various values of p,/p> I. We see that in all casesyA >xA, that is, the vapour is

richer than the liquid in the more volatile component. Note that if B is non-volatile, so that
= Oat the temperature of interest, then it makes no contribution to the vapour (y = 0).

Equation 3 shows how the total vapour pressure of the mixture varies with the
composition of the liquid. Because we can relate the composition of the liquid to the
composition of the vapour through eqn 5, we can now also relate the total vapour pressure

to the composition of the vapour:

Pu,Pt
	

(6)°
—i')Y..

This expression is plotted in Fig. 8.8.
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9.11 (a) A liquid in a container exists in equilibrium
with its vapour. The superimposed fragment of the
phase diagram shows the compositions of the two
phases and their abundances (by the lever rule).
(b( When the pressure is changed by drawing Out a
piston, the compositions of the phases adjust as
shown by the tic line in the phase diagram.
(c) When the piston is pulled so far out that all the
liquid has vaporized and only the vapour is present,
the pressure falls as the piston is withdrawn and
the point on the phase diagram moves Into the
one-phase region.
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II The dependence of the total vapour pressure 	 H 10 The points of the pressure-composition
of an ideal solution on the mole fraction of A in	 diagram discussed in the text. The vertical line
the entire system. A point between the two lines 	 through a is an isopteth. a tine of constant
Corresponds to both liquid and vapour being 	 composition of the entire system.
present: outside that region there is Only one
phase present. The mole fraction of A is denoted
ZAI as explained in the text.

(b) The interpretation of the diagrams
If we are interested in distillation, both the vapour and the liquid compositions are of equal
interest. It is therefore sensible to combine the two preceding diagrams into one. The result
is summarized in Fig. 8.9. The point a indicates the vapour pressure of a mixture of
composition XA, and the point b indicates the composition of the vapour that is in
equilibrium with the liquid at that pressure. Note that, when two phases are in equilibrium,
P = 2 so F' I (as usual, the prime indicating that one degree of freedom, the
temperature, has already been discarded). That is, if the composition is specified (so using up
the only remaining degree of freedom), the pressure at which the two phases are in
equilibrium is fixed.

A richer interpretation of the phase diagram is obtained if we interpret the horizontal
axis as showing the overall composition, ZA, of the system. If the horizontal axis of the
vapour pressure diagram is labelled with 2A' then all the points down to the solid diagonal
line in the graph correspond to a system which is under such high pressure that it contains
only a liquid phase (the applied pressure is higher than the vapour pressure), so ZA = XA, the
composition of the liquid. On the other hand, all points below the lower curve correspond to
a system which is under such low pressure that it contains only a vapour phase (the applied
pressure is lower than the vapour pressure), so ZA =

Points that lie between the two lines correspond to a system in which there are two
phases present, one a liquid and the other a vapour. To see this interpretation, consider
lowering the pressure on a liquid mixture of overall composition a in Fig. 8.10. The lowering
of pressure can be achieved by drawing out a piston (Fig. 8.11). This degree of freedom is
permitted by the phase rule because F' = 2 when P = I, and even if the composition is
selected one degree of freedom remains. The changes to the system do not affect the overall
composition, so the state of the system moves down the vertical line that passes through a.
This vertical line is called an isopleth, from the Greek words for 'equal abundance'. Until the
point a is reached (when the pressure has been reduced to Pt), the sample consists of a
single liquid phase. At a 1 the liquid can exist in equilibrium with its vapour. As we have seen,
the composition of the vapour phase is given by point a. The horizontal line joining the two
points is called a tie line. the composition of the liquid is the same as initially (a 1 lies on the
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isopleth through a), so we have to conclude that at this pressure there is virtually no vapour
present; however, the tiny amount of vapour that is present has the composition a.

Now consider the effect of lowering the pressure to P2, so taking the system to a pressure

and overall composition represented by the point a. This new pressure is below the vapour
pressure of the original liquid, so it vaporizes until the vapour pressure of the remaining
liquid falls to 1)2. Now we know that the composition of such a liquid must be a 2 . Moreover,
the composition of the vapour in equilibrium with that liquid must be given by the point a
at the other end of the tie line. Note that two phases are now in equilibrium, so F # = I for

all points between the two lines: hence, for a given pressure (such as at P2) the variance is
zero, and the vapour and liquid phases have fixed compositions (Fig. 8.12). If the pressure is

reduced to p 3 , a similar readjustment in composition takes place, and now the compositions
of the liquid and vapour are represented by the points 03 and a'3 , respectively. The latter
point corresponds to a system in which the composition of the vapour is the same as the
overall composition, so we have to conclude that the amount of liquid present is now
virtually zero, but the tiny amount of liquid that is present has the composition a 3.A further

decrease in pressure takes the system to the point a 4 ; at this stage, only vapour is present
and its composition is the same as the initial overall composition of the system (the

composition of the original liquid).

(c) The lever rule
A point in the two-phase region of a phase diagram indicates not only qualitatively that
both liquid and vapour are present, but represents quantitatively the relative amounts of
each. To find the relative amounts of two phases a and fi that are in equilibrium, we measure

the distances 'a and ! along the horizontal tie line, and then use the lever rule (Fig. 8.13):

flalcx = nI (7)

where n is the amount of phase a and n the amount of phase fi. In the case illustrated in

Fig. 8.13, because 121, the amount of phase a is about twice the amount of phase P.

Justification 8.2

To prove the lever rule we write n n5 + np and the overall amount of A as nzA . The
overall amount of A is also the sum of its amounts in the two phases:

flZA = 'uXA + nPYA

Since also

2A = n.ZA + OPZA

by equating these two expressions it follows that

- ZA) = 1l (ZA YA)

which corresponds to eqn 7.

Illustration
At p1 in Fig. 8.10, the ratio lvsp /lliq is almost infinite for this tie line, so n1 /n, is also

almost infinite, and there is only a trace of vapour present. When the pressure is reduced to

P2, the value of !y/'l, is about 0.3, 5O ? l,q/ fly, 0.3 and the amount of liquid is about 0.3

times the amount of vapour. When the pressure has been reduced to p3 , the sample is almost

completely gaseous and, because 'r/'liq 0, we conclude that there is only a trace of liquid

present.
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8.14 The temperature-composition diagram
corresponding to an Ideal mixture with the
component A more volatile than component B.
Successive boilings and condensations of a liquid
originally of composition a 1 lead to a condensate
that Is pure A. The separation technique is called
fractional distillation.
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8.4 I ttn 1 ler i tit rI' --IIulI)(Isit uni rIiiqrarns
To discuss distillation we need a temperature-composition diagram, a phase diagram in
which the boundaries show the compositions of the phases that are in equilibrium at various
temperatures (and a given pressure, typically I atm). An example is shown in Fig. 8.14. Note
that the liquid phase now lies in the lower part of the diagram.

(a) The distillation of mixtures
The region between the lines in Fig. 8.14 15 a two-phase region where F' = I (as usual, the
prime indicates that one degree of freedom has been discarded; in this case, the pressure is
being kept fixed), and hence at a given temperature the compositions of the phases in
equilibrium are fixed. The regions outside the phase lines correspond to a single phase, so
F' = 2, and the temperature and composition are both independently variable.

Consider what happens when a liquid of composition a 1 is heated. It boils when the
temperature reaches 2• Then the liquid has composition a2 fthe same as a 1 ) and the vapour
(which is present only as a trace) has composition a'2 . The vapour is richer in the more volatile
component A (the component with the lower boiling point). From the location of a 2 , we can
state the vapours composition at the boiling point, and from the location of the tie line
joining a2 and a2 we can read off the boiling temperature (7'2) of the original liquid mixture.

In a simple distillation, the vapour is withdrawn and condensed. If the vapour in this
example is drawn off and completely condensed, the first drop gives a liquid of composition
a 5 , which is richer in the more volatile component, A, than the original liquid. In fractional
distillation, the boiling and condensation cycle is repeated successively. We can follow the
changes that occur by seeing what happens when the condensate of composition a 3 is
reheated. The phase diagram shows that this mixture boils at T3 and yields a vapour of
composition '4, which is even richer in the more volatile component. That vapour is drawn
off, and the first drop condenses to a liquid of composition a 4 . The cycle can then be
repeated until in due course almost pure A is obtained.

The efficiency of a fractionating column is expressed in terms of the number of theoretical
plates, the number of effective vaporization and condensation steps that are required to
achieve a condensate of given composition from a given distillate. Thus, to achieve the degree
of separation shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 8.15a, the fractionating column must
correspond to 3 theoretical plates. To achieve the same separation for the system shown in

The number of theoretical plates is the number of steps needed to bring about a specified degree
of separation or two components in 5 mixture. The two systems shown correspond 10 (al 3. (h) 5
theoretical plates.
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Fig 8.15b, in which the components have more similar partial vapour pressures, the
fractionating column must be designed to correspond to five theoretical plates.

(b) Azeotropes
Although many liquids have temperature-composition phase diagrams resembling the ideal *
version in Fig. 8.14, in a number of important cases there are marked deviations. A maximum
in the phase diagram (Fig. 8.16) may occur when the favourable interactions between A and

B molecules reduce the vapour pressu re of the mixture below the ideal value: in effect,.the

A-B interactions stabilize the liquid. In suchcases the excess Gibbs energy, 
G (ection 7.4),

is negative (more favourable to mixing than ideal). Examples of this behaviour include
trichloromethane/prOPanOfle and nitric acid/water mixtures. Phase diagrams showing a
minimum (Fig. 8.17) indicate that the mixture is destabilized relative to the ideal solution,

the A-B interactions then being unfavourable. For such xti- s GE is positive (less

favourable to mixing than ideal), and there may be contributions from both enthalpy and
entropy effects. Examples include dioxane/water and ethanol/water mixtures.

Deviations from ideality are not always so strong as to lead to a maximum or minimum in
the phase diagram, but when they do there are important consequences for distillation.
Consider a liquid of composition a on the right of the maximum in Fig. 8.16. The vapour (at

a) of the boiling mixture (at 02) is richer in A. If that vapour is removed (and condensed

elsewhere), then the remaining liquid will move to a composition that is richer in B, such as

that represented by a, and the vapour in equilibrium with this mixture will have

composition a's. As that vapour is removed, the composition of the boiling liquid shifts to a

point such as 04, and the composition of the vapour shifts to a. Hence, as evaporation
proceeds, the composition of the remaining liquid shifts towards B as A is drawn off. The
boiling point of the liquid rises, and the vapour becomes richer in B. When so much A has

been evaporated that the liquid has reached the composition b, the vapour has the same

composition as the liquid. Evaporation then occurs without change of composition. The
mixture is said to form an azeotrope (which comes from the Greek words for 'boiling
without changing'). When the azeotropic composition has been reached, distillation cannot
separate the two liquids because the condensate has the same composition as the azeotropic
liquid. One example of azeotrope formation is hydrochloric acid/water, which is azeotropiC

at 80 per cent by mass of water and boils unchanged at 108.6C.
The system shown in Fig. 8.17 is also azeotropiC, but shows its azeotropy in a different

way. Suppose we start with a mixture of composition a, and follow the changes in the
composition of the vapour that rises through a fractionating column (essentially a vertical
glass tube packed with glass rings to give a large surface area). The mixture boils at a 2 to give

a vapour of composition c4. This vapour condenses in the column to a liquid of the same
composition (now marked a). That liquid reaches equilibrium with its vapour at a'31 which

condenses higher up the ,.bc to give a liquid of the same composition, which we now call

04 . The fractionation therefore shifts the vapour towards the azeotropic composition at b,

but not beyond, and the azeotropic vapour emerges from the top of the column. An example
is ethattol/water, which boils unchanged when the water content is 4 per cent by mass and

the temperature is 78°C.

(c) Immiscible liquids
Finally we consider the distillation of two immiscible liquids, such as octane and water. At
equilibrium, there is a tiny amount of A dissolved in B. and similarly a tiny amount of B
dissolved in A: both liquids are saturated with the other component (Fig. 8.183). As a result
the total vapour pressure of the mixture is close top p + p. If the temperature is raised
to the value at which this total vapour pressure is equal to the atmospheric pressure, boiling
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commences and the dissolved substances are purged from their solution. However, this
boiling results in a vigorous agitation of the mixture, so each component is kept saturated in
the other component, and the purging continues as the very dilute solutions are replenished.
This intimate contact is essential: two immiscible liquids heated in a container like that
shown in Fig. 8.18b would not boil at the same temperature. The presence of the saturated
solutions means that the mixture boils at a lower temperature than either component
would alone because boiling begins when the total vapour pressure reaches 1 atm, not when
either vapour pressure reaches I atm. This distinction is the basis of steam distillation,
which enables some heat-sensitive, water-insoluble organic compounds to be distilled at a
lower temperature than their normal boiling point. The only snag is that the composition of
the condensate is in proportion to the vapour pressures of the components, so oils of low
volatility distil in low abundance.

8.5 Liquid—Iic1uid phase diagrams
8.Itt The distillation of (a] two immiscible liquids	 Now we consider temperature-composition diagrams for systems that consist of pairs of
can be regarded as (b) the joint distillation of the 	 partially miscible liquids, which are liquids that do not mix in all proportions at allseparated components, and boiling occurs when the
sum of the partial pressures equals the external	 temperatures. An example is hexane and nitrobenzene. The same principles of interpreation
pressure. apply as to liquid-vapour diagrams. When P = 2, F' = I (the prime denoting the adoption

of constant pressure), and the selection of a temperature implies that the compositions of
the immiscible liquid phases are fixed. When P = I (corresponding to a system in which the
two liquids are fully mixed), both the temperature and the composition may be adjusted.

(a) Phase separation
Suppose a small amount of a liquid B is added to a sample of another liquid A at a
temperature T'. It dissolves completely, and the binary system remains a single phase. As
more B is added, a stage comes at which no more dissolves. The sample now consists of two
phases in equilibrium with each other (P 2), the most abundant one consisting of A
saturated with B, the minor one a trace of B saturated with A. In the temperature-
composition diagram drawn in Fig. 8. 19, the composition of the former is represented by the
point a' and that of the latter by the point d'. The relative abundances of the two-phases are
given by the lever rule.

When more B is added, A dissolves in it slightly. The compositions of the two phases in
equilibrium remain a' and a" (because P = 2 implies that F' = 0, and hence that the
compositions of the phases are invariant at a fixed temperature and pressure), but the
amount of one phase increases at the expense of the other. A stage is reached when so much
B is present that it can dissolve all the A, and the system reverts to a single phase. The
addition of more B now simply dilutes the solution, and from then on it remains a single
phase.

The compositions of the two phases at equilibrium vary with the temperature. For hexane
and nitrobenzene, raising the temperature increases their miscibility. The two-phase system
therefore becomes less exteuive, because each phase in equilibrium is richer in its minor
component: the A-rich phase Is richer in 13 and the B-rich phase is richer in A. The entire
phase diagram can be constructed by repeating the observations at different temperatures
and drawing the envelope of he two-phase region.

f:x:sniplt 8.2 lriltrr'llr lJ a lR)l.li(l-liqtiIIl jiliist' diatjraiii

A mixture of 50 g of hexane (I15) 'm' C6 H, 4) and 50 g nitrobenzene (0.41 mol C5H5N0)
was prepared at 290 K. What e the compositions of the phases, and in what proportions

Composition Composition
of one	 of second
phase	 phase

A

T.
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8.19 The temperature-composition diagram for
hexane and nitrobenzene at I atm. The region
below the curve corresponds to the compositions
and temperatures at which the liquids form two
phases. The upper critical temperature. 7,,, is the
temperature above which the two liquids are
miscible in all proportions.
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Ii.) I The pnasc ,.ryran1 for palladium and
palladium hydride, whir lS has an upper critical
temperature at 300C.

do they occur? To what temperature must the sample be heated in order to obtain a single

phase?

Mtllisid The compositions of phases in equilibrium are given by the points where the tie
line through the point representing the temperature and overall composition of the system
intersects the phase boundary. Their proportions are given by the lever rule (eqn 7). The
temperature at which the components are completely miscible is found by following the
isopleth upwards and noting the temperature at which it enters the one-phase region of the

phase diagram.

Answer We denote hexane by H and nitrobenzene by N; refer to Fig. 8.20, which is a

simplified version of Fig. 8.19. The point XN	 0.41, T = 290 K occurs in the two-phase

region of the phase diagram. The horizontal tie line cuts the phase boundary at XN 0.35
and XN = 0.83, so those are the compositions of the two phases. The ratio of the amounts of

each phase is equal to the ratio of the distances ! and If:

nu	l	 0.83 —0.41	 0.427

nfl - I - 0.41 - 0.35 - 0.06

That is, there is about 7 times more nitrobenzene-rich phase than hexane-rich phase.
Heating the sample to 292 K takes it into the single-phase region.

Comment Because the phase diagram has been constructed experimentally, these
conclusions are not based on any assumptions about ideality. They would be modified If

the system were subjected to a different pressure.

StlI-t.t 11.2 Repeat the problem for 50 g of hexane and 100 g of nitrobenzene at 273 K.
[N = 0.09 and 0.95 in ratio 1:1.3; 294 K]

(b) Critical solution temperatures
The upper critical solution temperature. T, is the highest temperature at which phase

separation occurs. 2 Above the upper critical temperature the two components are fully

miscible. This tempe rature exists because the greater thermal motion overcomes any

2	 The upper cruca! SiSiUtiO° iertrri i r i s also makd the upper cxnsotutc remperaufe
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8.22 The temperature variation of the Gibbs energy it '1 The temperature-composition diagram for 	 1124 The temperature-composition diagram for
of mixing of a system that is partially miscible at 	 Water and iriethylarnine. This system shows a 	 Water and nicotine, which has both upper and
low temperatures. A system of composition in the 	 lower critical temperature at 292 K. The labels 	 lower critical temperatures. Note the high
region P = 2 forms two phases with compositions 	 indicate the interpretation of the boundaries, 	 temperatures for the liquid (especially the water):
corresponding to the two local minima of the curve, 	 the diagram corresponds to a sample under

pressure.

potential energy advantage in molecules of one type being close together. One example is
the nitrobenzerieJhexane system shown in Fig, 8.19; an example of a solid solution is the
palladium/hydrogen system, which shows two phases, one a solid solution of hydrogen in
palladium and the other a palladium hydride, up to 300°C but which forms a single phase at
higher temperatures (Fig. 8.21).

The thermodynamic interpretation of the upper critical solution temperature focuses on
the Gibbs energy of mixing and its variation with temperature. The Gibbs energy of mixing,
of a partially miscible system behaves as shown in Fig. 8.22. The double minima in the curves
indicate the compositions of the partially miscible phases. As the temperature rises, the two
minima blend together and merge into a single minimum at the upper critical solution
temperature.

Some systems show a lower critical solution temperature, T1, below which they mix in
all proportions and above which they form two phases. 3 An example is water and
triethylamine (Fig. 8.23). In this case, at low temperatures the two componnts are more
miscible because they form a weak complex; at higher temperatures the complexes break up
and the two components are less miscible.

Some systems have both upper and lower critical solution temperatures. They occur
because, after the weak complexes have been disrupted, leading to partial miscibility, the
thermal motion at higher temperatures homogenizes the mixture again, just as in the case of
ordinary partially miscible liquids. The most famous example 15 nicotine and water, which are
partially miscible between 61°C and 210°C (Fig. 8.24).

(c) The distillation of partially miscible liquids
Consider a pair of liquids that are partially miscible and form a low-boiling azeotrope. This
combination IS quite common because both properties reflect the tendency of the two kinds

3	 The lower critical cotulon temperature s ' & called the tower consolute temperature'.

1 5—A
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of molecule to avoid each other. There are two possibilities: one in which the liquids become
fully miscible before they boil, the other in which boiling occurs before mixing is complete.

Figure 8.25 shows the phase diagram for two components that become fully miscible
before they boil. Distillation of a mixture of composition a 1 leads to a vapour of composition

,which condenses to the completely miscible single-phase solution at 6,. Phase separation
occurs only when this distillate is cooled to a point in the two-phase liquid region, such as

N. This description applies only to the first drop of distillate. If distillation continues, the
composition of the remaining liquid changes. In the end, when the whole sample has
evaporated and condensed, the composition is back to 01.

Figure 8.26 shows the second possibility, in which there is no upper critical solution tem-
perature. the distillate obtained from a liquid initially of composition a ' has composition h

and is a two-phase mixture. One phase has composition b'3 and the other has composition h.

The behaviour of a system of composition represented by the isopleth e in Fig, 8.26 is

interesting. A system ate 1 forms two phases, which persist (but with changing proportions)

up to the boiling point at e2 . The vapour of this mixture has the same composition as the
liquid (the liquid is an azeotrope). Similarly, condensing a vapour of composition e 1 gives a

two-phase liquid of the same overall composition. At a fixed temperature, the mixture

vaporizes and condenses like a single substance.

Example 8.3 I ni erlrct 09 1 pltasc (Iiacjraln

State the changes that occur when a mixture of composition x8 = 0.95 (a 1 ) in Fig. 8.27 is

boiled and the vapour condensed.

Method The area in which the point lies gives the number of phases; the compositions of
the phases are given by the points at the intersections of the horizontal tie line with the
phase boundaries; the relative abundances are given-by the lever rule (eqn 7).

Answer The initial point is in the one-phase region. When heated it boils at 350 K (a2)

giving a vapour of composition x0 = 0.66(b 1 ). The liquid gets richer in B, and the last drop

(of pure B) evaporates at 392 K. The boiling range of the liquid is therefore 350 to 392 K. If

the initial vapour is drawn off, it has a composition x = 0.66. This composition would be
maintained if the sample were very large, but for a finite sample it shifts to higher values and

ultimately to x8 = 0.95. Cooling the distillate corresponds to moving down the x8 = 0.66

isopleth. At 330 K, for instance, the liquid phase has composition x0 0.87, the vapour

XB = 0.49; their relative proportions are 1:3. At 320 K the sample is entirely liquid, and
consists of three phases: the vapour and two liquids. One liquid phase has composition

XB = 0.30; the other has composition .c 8 = 0.80 in the ratio 0.62:1. Further cooling moves

the system into the two-phase region, and at 298 K the compositions are 0.20 and 0.90 in
the ratio 0.82:1. As further distillate boils over, the overall composition of the distillate
becomes richer in B. When the last drop has been condensed, the phase composition is the

same as at the beginning.

b3	 e5 b3	b3	 a1

	Liquid P	 2

0
Mole fraction of B, X8

8.26 The temperature-composition diagram for a
binary systCrn in which boiling occurs before the
two liquids are fully miscible.

Self-test 11.3 Repeat the discussion, beginning at the point x11 = 0.4. T = 298 K.

8.6 Liquid—solid pIiaS& diagrams

Solid and liquid phases may both be present in a system at temperatures below the boiling
point. An example is a pair of metals that are almost completely immiscible right up to their

melting points (such as antimony and bismuth).

15—B
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A	 B
A	 B

Sin

0.

E
Li3	 a3.

 
Z 

'Liquid+B

e
Solid, P=2,

398
390

T/K

350

330
320

298

0	 0.951
Mole fraction of B, X8	 Mole fraction of B, X8

Ii.) / The points of the phase diagram in Fig. 8.26	 8,28 The temperature-composition phase diagram
that are discussed in Example 8.3.	 for two almost immiscible solids and their

completely miscible liquids. Note the similarity to
Fig. 8.26. The isopleth through e corresponds to
the eutectic composition, the mixture with lowest
melting point.

Consider the two-component liquid of composition a t in Fig. 8.28. The changes that
occur may be expressed as follows.

(1) a1 — a2 . The system enters the two-phase region labelled liquid + B'. Pure solid
B begins to come out of solution and the remaining liquid becomes richer in A.

(2) a2 —* a3 . More of the solid forms, and the relative amounts of the solid and liquid
(which are in equilibrium) are given by the lever rule. At this stage there are
roughly equal amounts of each. The liquid phase is richer in A than before (its
composition is given by b 3 ) because some B has been deposited.

(3) 0 3 —i 04 . At the end of this step, there is less liquid than at a 3 , and its composition is
given bye. This liquid now freezes to give a two-phase system of pure B and pure A.

(a) Eutectics
The isopleth at e in Fig. 8.28 corresponds to the eutectic composition, the name coming
from the Greek words for 'easily melted'. A liquid with the eutectic composition freezes at a
single temperature, without previously depositing solid A or B. A solid with the eutectic
composition melts, without change of composition, at the lowest temperature of any
mixture. Solutions of composition to the right of e deposit B as they cool, and solutions to
the left deposit A: only the eutectic mixture (apart from pure A or pure B) solidifies at a
single definite temperature (F' = 0 when C = 2 and P = 3) without gradually unloading
one or other of the components from the liquid.

One technologically important eutectic is solder, which has mass composition of about
67 per cent tin and 33 per cent lead and melts at 183°C. The eutectic formed by 23 per cent
NaCl and 77 per cent H7 0 by mass melts at —21.1 °C. When salt is added to ice under
isothermal conditions (for example, when spread on an icy road) the mixture melts if the
temperature is above 21 .1°C land the eutectic composition has been achieved). When salt
is added to ice under adiabatic conditions (for example, when added to ice in a vacuum flask)
the ice melts, but in doing so it absorbs heat from the rest of the mixture. The temperature of
the system falls 2nd, if enough salt is added, cooling continues down to the eutectic
temperature. Eutectic formation occurs in the great majority of binary alloy systems, and is
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Tusmperature

a

82\

\ Eutectic
freezing

a5

8.29 The cooling curves for the system shown in
Fig. 8.28. For isopleth a, the rate of cooling slows at
02 because solid B deposits from solution. There is a
complete halt at 04 while the eutectic solidifies. This
halt is longest for the eutectic isopleth. e. The
eutectic halt shortens again for compositions
beyond e (richer in A). Cooling curves are used to
construct the phase diagram.

Solid,	 Solid,
P=2	 P=2

C
Composition

8.30 The phase diagram for a system in which A
and B react to form a compound C = AB. This
diagram resembles two versions of Fig. 8.28 in each
half of the diagram. The constituent C is a true
compound, not just an equimolar mixture.
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of great importance for the microstructure of solid materials. Although a eutectic solid is a
two-phase system, it crystallizes out in a nearly homogeneous mixture of microcrystals. The
two microcrystalline phases can be distinguished by microscopy and structural techniques

such as X-ray diffraction.
Thermal analysis is a very useful practical way of detecting eutectics. We can see how it is

used by considering the rate of cooling down the isopleth through a 1 in Fig. 8.28. The liquid

cools steadily until it reaches a,, when B begins to be deposited (Fig. 8.29). Cooling is now
slower because the solidification of B is exothermic and retards the cooling. When the
remaining liquid reaches the eutectic composition, the temperature remains constant

(F' = 0) until the whole sample has solidified: this region of constant temperature is the
eutectic halt. If the liquid has the eutectic composition e initially, the liquid cools steadily
down to the freezing temperature of the eutectic, when there is a long eutectic halt as the

entire sample solidifies (like the freezing of a pure liquid).
Monitoring the cooling curves at different overall compositions gives a clear indication

of the structure of the phase diagram. the solid-liquid boundary is given by the points at
which the rate of cooling changes. The longest eutectic halt gives the location of the

eutectic composition and its melting temperature.

(b) Reacting systems
Many binary mixtures react to.produce compounds and technologically important examples
of this behaviour include the IlIN semiconductors, such as the gallium arsenide system,
which forms the compound GaAs. Although three constituents are present, there are only
two components because GaAs is formed from the reaction Ga + As GaAs. We shall
illustrate some of the principles involved with a system that forms a compound C which also
forms eutectic mixtures with the species A and B (Fig. 8.30).

A system prepared by mixing an excess of B with A consists of C and unreacted B. This is a
binary B, C system, which we suppose forms a cutectic. The principal change from the eutectic
phase diagram in Fig. 8.28 is that the whole of the phase diagram is squeezed into the range of

compositions lying between equal amounts of A and B (x 9 = 0.5, marked C in Fig. 8.30) and

pure B. The interpretation of the information in the diagram is obtained in the same way as for
Fig. 8.28. The solid deposited on cooling along the isopleth a is the compound C. At
temperatures below a, there are two solid phases, one consisting of C and the other of B.

(c) Incongruent melting
In some cases the compound C is not stable as a liquid. An example is the alloy Na 1 K, which

survives only as a solid (Fig. 8.31). Consider what happens as a liquid at a 1 is cooled:

(1) a 1 -. a2 . Some solid Na is deposited, and the remaining liquid is richer in K.

(2) a -+ just below a 3 . The sample is now entirely solid, and consists of solid Na and

solid Na2K

Now consider the isopleth through h1:

(i) b 1 - b2 . No obvious change occurs until the phase boundary is reached at b2

when solid Na begins to deposit.
(2) b2 -. b3 . Solid Na deposits, but at b3 a reaction occurs to form Na 2 K: this

compound is formed by the K atoms diffusing into the solid Na.

At this stage the liquid NaIK mixture is in equilibrium with a little solid Na 2 K. but there isstill

no liquid compound.

(3) h3 -. h4 . As cooling continues, the amount of solid compound increases until at

N the liquid reaches its eutectic composition. It then solidifies to give a two-
phase solid consisting of solid K and solid Na7K.
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If the solid is reheated, the sequence of events is reversed. No liquid Na 2 K forms at any
stage because it is too unstable to exist as a liquid. This behaviour is an example of
incongruent melting, in which a compound melts into its components and does not itself
form a liquid phase.

8.7 Ultrapuri(y rcI controlled impurity

Advances in technology have called for materials of extreme purity, For example,
semiconductor devices consist of almost perfectly pure silicon or germanium doped to a
precisely controlled extent. For these materials to operate successfully, the impurity level
must be kept down to less than I ppb (I part in JO, which corresponds to a small grain of
salt in 5 tons of sugar).

In the technique of zone refining the sample is in the form of a narrow cylinder. This
cylinder is heated in a thin disk-like zone which is swept from one end of the sample to the
other. The advancing liquid zone accumulates the impurities as it passes. In practice, a train
of hot and cold zones is swept repeatedly from one end to the other (Fig. 8.32). The zone at
the end of the sample is the impurity dump: when the heater has gone by, it cools to a dirty
solid which can be discarded.

The technique makes use of the non-equilibrium properties of the system. It relies on the
impurities being more soluble in the molten sample than in the solid, and sweeps them up by
passing a molten zone repeatedly from one end to the other along a sample. The phase
diagram in Fig. 8.33 gives some insight into the process. Consider a liquid (this represents the
molten zone) on the isopleth through a 1 , and let it cool without the entire sample coming to
overall equilibrium. If the temperature falls to 02 a solid of composition b2 is deposited and
the remaining liquid (the zone where the heater has moved on) is at a. Cooling that liquid
down an isopleth passing through 0' deposits solid of composition b3 and leaves liquid at a.
The process continues until the last drop of liquid to solidify is heavily contaminated with B.
There is plenty of everyday evidence that impure liquids freeze in this way. For example, an
ice cube is clear near the surface but misty in the core: the water used to make ice normally
contains dissolved air; freezing proceeds from the outside, and air is accumulated in the

b1	
Liquid

Heating coil	 b2:8

ass	
,

(al	 l

Purified	 Collected
material	 impurities	 . , .	 Solid

(b),	 kk	 0	 Composition, x8

1.12 The procedure for zone refining. (x) Initially,	 11.3] A binary temperature-composition diagram
impurities are distributed uniformly along the	 can be used to discuss zone refining, as explained
sample. IbI After a molten zone is passed along the 	 in the text.
rod, the ilnlrllrItiCs are more concentrated at the
riqht. In practice, a series of molten zones is passed
along the rod from left to right.

T.
Liquid,
P=1

T2.

	Li quid +	 quid
T .\ solid Na2K b2 + solid Na

T4	 b47

Solid	 Solid
K + N82 K 	 Na2K + Na

	

P2	 1 P=2
Na 2 K	 Na

8.31 The phase diagram For an actual system
(sodium and potassium) like that shown in Fig, 8.30,
but with two differences. One is that the compound
is Na 1 K, corresponding to A2B and not AB as in
that illustration. The second is that the compound
exists Only as the solid, not as the liquid, 1h
transformation of the compound at its melting
point is an example of incongruent melting.
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retreating liquid phase. It cannot escape from the interior of the cube, and so when that
freezes it occludes the air in a mist of tiny bubbles.

A modification of zone refining is zone levelling. It is used to introduce controlled
amounts of impurity (for example, of indium into germanium). A sample rich in the required
dopant is put at the head of the main sample, and made molten. The zone is then dragged
repeatedly in alternate directions through the sample, where it deposits a uniform
distribution of the impurity.
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Exercises

8.1 (a) At 90°C, the vapour pressure of methylbenzene is 400 Ton
and that of 1,2-dimethylbenzene is ISO Torr. What is the
composition of a liquid mixture that boils at 90°C when the pressure
is 0.50 atm? What is the composition of the vapour produced?

a:i (b) At 90°C, the vapour pressure of 12-dimethylbenierte is
20 kPa and that of 1,3-dimethylberizene is 18 kPa. What is the
composition of a liquid mixture that boils at 90°C when the pressure
is 19 kPa? What is the composition of the vapour produced?

8.2 (a) The vapour pressure of pure liquid A at 300 K is 575 Fort
and that of pure liquid B is 390 Torr. These two compounds form
ideal liquid and gaseous mixtures. Consider the equilibrium
composition of a mixture in which the mole 4raction of A in the
vapour is 0.350. Calculate the total pressure of the vapour and the
composition of the liquid mixture.

8.2 (b) The vapour pressure of pure liquid A at 293 K is 68.8 kPa
and that of pure, liquid B is 82.1 kPa. These two compounds form
ideal liquid and gaseous mixtures. Consider the equilibrium
composition of a mixture in which the mole fraction of A in the
vapour is 0.612. Calculate the total pressure of the vapour and the
composition of the liquid mixture.

8.3 (a) It is found that the boiling point of a binary solution of A and
B with 1A = 0.6589 is 88°C. At this temperature the vapour
pressures of pure A and B are 957.0 Torn and 379.5 Ton,
respectively. (a) Is this solution ideal? (b) What is the initial
composition of the vapour above the solution?

8.3 (b) It is found that the boiling point of a binary solution of A and
B with CA = 0.4217 is 96°C. At this temperature the vapour
pressures of pure A and B are 110.1 kPa and 94.93 kPa, respectively.
(a) Is this solution ideal? (b) What is the initial composition of the
vapour above the solution?

8.4 (a) Dibromoethene (DE, Pt = 172 Ton at 358 K) and dibro-
mopropene (DP, p = 128 Torn at 358 K) form a nearly ideal
solution. If z = 0.60, what is (a) P,ai when the system is all liquid,
(bi the composition of the vapour when the system is still almost all
liquid?

8.4 (b) Benzene and toluene form nearly ideal solutions. At 20C the
vapour pressures of pure benzene and toluene are 74 Torr and
22 Ton', respectively. A solution consisting of 1(X) rool of each
component is boiled by reducing the external pressure below the
vapour pressure. Calculate (a) the pressure when boiling begins, (b)
the composition of each component in the vapour, and (c) the vapour
pressure when only a few drops of liquid remain. Assume that the rate
of vaporization is low enough for the temperature to remain constant
at 20°C.

8.5 (a) The following temperature/composition data were obtained
for a mixture of Octane (0) and methylbenzene (M) at 760 Torr,
where .r is the mole fraction in the liquid and the mole traction in
the vapour at equilibrium.

0/°C	 110.9	 112.0	 114.0	 115.8	 117.3	 119.0	 121.1	 123.))

XM	 0.908 0.795 0.615 (1.527 0.408 11.300 0.203 0.097

YM	 0.923 0.836 0.698 0.624 0.527 0.410 0.297 0.164

The boiling points are 110.6°C and 125.6°C for M and 0,
respectively. Plot the temperaturejcomposition diagram for the
mixture. What is the composition of the iapour in equilibrium with
the liquid of composition (a) XM	 0.250 and (b) x0 = 0.250?

8.5 (b) The following temperature/composition data were obtained
for a mixture of two liquids A and B at 1.00 atm. where xis the mote
fraction in the liquid and v the mole fraction in the vapour at
equilibrium.

0/°C 125	 130	 135	 140	 145	 150

'TA	 0.91 0.65 0.45 0.30 0.18 0.098

YA	 0.99 0.91 0.77 0.61 0.45 0.25

The boiling points are 124°C for A and 155°C for B. Plot the
temperature/composition diagram for the mixture. What is the
composition of the vapour in equilibrium with the liquid of
composition (a) XA = 0.50 and (b) x8 = 0.33?

8.6 (a) State the number of components in the following systems. (a)
NaHPO 4 in water at equilibrium with water vapour but disregarding
the fact that the salt is ionized. )b) The same, but taking into account
the ionization of the salt.

8.6 (b) State the number of components for a system in which AId3
is dissolved in water, noting that hydrolysis and precipitation of
Al(OH) 3 occur.

8.7 (a) Blue CuSO 4 . 5H 3 0 crystals release their water of hydration
when heated. How many phases and components are present in an
otherwise empty heated container?

8.7 (b) Ammonium chloride, NH 1 CI, decomposes when it is heated.
(a) How many components and phases are present when the salt is
heated in an otherwise empty container? (b) Now suppose that
additional ammonia is also present. How many components and
phases are present?

8.8 (a) A saturated solution of Na 2 SO4 , with excess of the solid, is
present at equilibrium with its vapour in a closed vessel. (a) How many
phases and components are present? (b) What is the variance (the
number of degrees of freedom) of the system? Identify the
independent variables.

8.8 (b) Suppose that the solution referred to in Exercise 8.8a is not
saturated, (a) How many phases and components are present? (b)
What is the variance (the number of degrees of freedom) of the
system? Identify the independent variables.

8.9 (a) Draw phase diagrams for the following types of systems.
Label the regions and intersections of the diagrams, stating what
materials (possibly compounds or azeotropes) are present and
whether they are solid, liquid, or gas. (a) One-component, pressure-
temperature diagram; liquid density greater than that of solid, (b)
Iwo-component, temperature-composition, solid-liquid diagram;
one compound AB formed that melts congruently; negligible solid-
solid solubility.

8.9 (b) Draw phase diagrams for the following types of systems.
Label the regions and intersections of the diagrams, stating what
materials (possibly compounds or azeotropes) are present and
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whether they are solid, liquid, or gas. (a) Two-component, 	 90 mole per cent B and 104 K. The melting points of pure A and B are
temperature-composition, solid-liquid diagram; one compound of 	 13! K and 110 K. respectively. Sketch the phase diagram for this
formula AB 2 that melts incongruently; negligible solid-solid 	 system. Assume negligible solid-solid solubility.
solubility. (b) Two-component, temperature-composition, liquid-
vapour diagram; formation of an azeotrope at e = 0.333; complete 	 8.11 (b) Sketch the phase diagram of the system NH 3 /N2 H 4 given

miscibility.	 .	 that the two substances do not form a compound with each other,
that NH 3 freezes at —78°C and N 3 11 4 freezes at +2°C and that a

8.10 (a) Label the regions of the phase diagram in Fig. 8.34. State	 eutectic is formed when the mole fraction of N 2 H 4 is 0.07 and that

what substances (if compounds, give their formulas) exist in each 	 the eutectic melts at —80°C.

region. Label each substance in each region as solid, liquid, or gas.
8.12 (a) Figure 8.36 shows the phase diagram for two partially
miscible liquids, which can be taken to be that for water (A) and 2-
methyl-1-propanol (B). Describe what will be observed when a

I—	 mixture of composition x = 0.8 is heated, at each stage giving the
number, composition, and relative amounts of the phases present.

F.

Fig. 8.34
	

0	 0.8	 1
A	 x8	 B

8.10 (b) Label the regions of the phase diagram in Fig. 8.35. State 	 Fig. 8.36
what substances (if compounds, give their formulas) exist in each
region. Label each substance in each region as solid, liquid, or gas. 8.12 (Li) Figure 8.37 is thehase diagram for silver and tin. Label the

regions, and describe what will be observed when liquids of
compositions a and b are cooled to 200 K.

1000 r-	 h

I—

CD

E

0	 0.33	 0.67	 1.00
A	 x8	 B

Fig. 8.35

8.11(a) Methylethyl ether (A) and diborane, B 7 H5 (B), form a
compound which melts congruently at 133 K. The system exhibits
two eutectics, one at 25 mole percent B and 123 K and a second at 	 Fig. 8.37
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8.13 (a) Indicate on the phase diagram in Fig. 8.38 the feature that
denotes incongruent melting. What is the composition of the eutectic
mixture and at what temperature does it melt?

a)

a)
a
E

0	 0.67	 1
A	 X9	 B

Fig. 8.39

8.13 (b) Indicate on the phase diagram in Fig. 8.39 the feature that
denotes incongruent melting. What is the composition of the eutectic
mixture and at what temperature does it melt?

I-.
a)

D
a)

a)a
E

0	 0.33	 0.67	 1
A	 XB	 B

Fig. 8.39

8.14 (a) Sketch the cooling curves for the isopleths a and 6 in
Fig. 8.38.

8.14 (b) Sketch the cooling curves for the isopleths a and 6 in
Fig. 8.39.

8.15 (a) Use the phase diagram in Fig. 8.37 to state (a) the solubility
of Ag in Sn at 800°C, (b) the solubility of A9 3Sn in Ag at 460°C, (c)
the solubility of A9 3Sn in Ag at 300°C.

8.15 (b) Use the phase diagram in Fig. 8.38 to state (a) the solubility
of B in A at 500°C, (b) the solubility of AB2 in A at 390°C, (c) the
solubility of AB2 in B at 3(10°C.

8.16 (a) Figure 8.40 shows the experimentally determined phase
diagrams for the nearly ideal solution of hexane and heptane. (a)
Label the regions of the diagrams to which phases are present (b)
For a solution containing I mol each of hexane and heptane
estimate the vapour pressure at 70°C when vaporization on
reduction of the external pressure just begins. (c) What is the
vapour pressure of the solution at 70°C when just one drop of liquid
remains? (d) Estimate from the figures the mole fraction of hexane,
in the liquid and vapour phases for the conditions of part b. (e) What
are the mole fractions for the conditions of part c? (f) At 85°C and
760 Tori, what are the amounts of substance in the liquid and
vapour phases when	 = 0.40?

8.16 (b) Uranium tetrafluoride and zirconium tetrafluoride melt at
1035°C and 912°C, respectively. They form a continuous series of
solid solutions with a minimum melting temperature of 765°C and
composition x(ZrF4 ) = 0.77. At 900°C, the liquid solution of
composition x(ZrF4) = 0.28 is in equilibrium with a solid solution
of composition x(ZrF4) = 0.14. At 850°C the two compositions are
0.87 and 0.90, respectively. Sketch the phase diagram for this system
and state what is observed when a liquid of composition
x(ZrF4) = 0.40 is cooled slowly from 900°C to 500°C.

900

li 700

500

300

0	 0.25	 0.50	 0.75
tHptane

90

80
U

70

60

0	 0.25	 0.50	 0.75
1Hp)eno

Fig. 8.40
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8.17 (a) Methane (melting point 91 K) and tetrafluoromethane
(melting point 89 K) do not form solid solutions with each other, and
as liquids they are only partially miscible. The upper critical
temperature of the liquid mixture is 94 K at .s(CF 4 ) = 0.43
and the eutectic temperature is 94 K at x(Cf4 ) = 0.88, At 86 K,
the phase in equilibrium with the tetratluoromettiane-rich solution
changes from solid methane to a methane-rich liquid. At that
temperature, the two liquid solutions that are in mutual equilibrium
have the compositions .r(CF 4 ) = ft 10 and x(CF1 ) = 0.80. Sketch the
phase diagram.

8.17 (b) Describe the phase changes that take place when a liquid
mixture of 4.0 tnol B 2 H 5 (melting point 131 K) and 1.0 mol CH1OCH3
(melting point 135 K) is cooled from 140 K to 90 K. These
substances form a compound (CH 3 ) 2 0B2 H 6 that melts congruently
at 133 K. The system exhibits one eutectic at x(8 2 H 6 ) = 0.25 and
123 K and another at x(B2 H 8 ) = 0.90 and 104 K.

8.18 (a) Refer to the information in Exercise 8.17b and sketch the
cooling curves for liquid mixtures in which x(B 2 H 6 ) is (a) 0.10, (b)
0.30, (c) 0.50, (d) 0.80, and (e) 0.95.

8.18 (b) Refer to the information in Exercise 8.17a and sketch the
cooling curves for liquid mixtures in which .r(CF4 ) is (a) 0.10, (b) 0.30,
(c) 0,50 (d) 11.80, and (e) 0.95.

8.19 (a) Hexane and perfluorohexane show partial miscibility below
22.70°C. The critical concentration at the upper critical temperature
is  = 0.355, where .v is the mole fraction of C6 F 14 . At 22.0°C the
two solutions in equilibrium have x = 0.24 and x = 0.48,
respectively, and at 21.5°C the mole fractions are 0.22 and 0.51.
Sketch the phase diagram. Describe the phase changes that occur
when perfluorohexane is added to a fixed amount of hexane at (a)
23"C, (b) 22°C.

8.19 (b) Two liquids, A and B, show partial miscibility below 52.4°C.
The critical concentration at the upper critical temperature is
X 0.459, where .r is the mole fraction of A. At 40.0°C the two
solutions in equilibrium havex = 0.22 and x = 0.60, respectively, and
at 42.5°C the mole fractions are 0.24 and 0.48. Sketch the phase
diagram. Describe the phase changes that occur when B is added to a
fixed amount of A at (a) 48°C, (b) 52.4°C.

Problems

Numerical problems
8.1 The compound p-azoxyanisole forms a liquid crystal. 5.0 g of
the solid was placed in a tube, which was then evacuated and
sealed. Use the phase rule to prove that the solid will melt at a
definite temperature and that the liquid crystal phase will make a
transition to a normal liquid phase at a definite temperature.

8.2 Magnesium oxide and nickel oxide withstand high tempera-
tures. However, they do melt when the temperature is high enough
and the behaviour of mixtures of the two is of considerable interest
to the ceramics industry. Draw the temperature-composition
diagram for the system using the data below, where .r is the
mole fraction of MgO in the solid and its mole fraction in the
liquid.

0/°C	 1960	 2200	 2400	 2600	 2800
X	 0	 0.35	 0.60	 0.83	 LOU

Y	 0	 0.18	 0.38	 0.65	 1.00

State (a) the melting point of a mixture with x = 0.30, (b) the
composition and proportion of the phases present when a solid of
composition x = 0.30 is heated to 2200°C, (c) the temperature at
which a liquid of composition y = 0.70 will begin to solidify.

8.3 The bismuth-cadmium phase diagram is of interest in
metallurgy, and its general form can be estimated from expressions
for the depression of freezing point. Construct the diagram using

the	 following	 data:	 T(Bi) = 544.5 K,	 7'1 (Cd)	 594 K,
A 1 H(Bi) = 1088 kimol , ts 0 H(Cd) = 6.07 kJ moll The
metals are mutually insoluble as solids. Use the phase diagram to
state what would be observed when a liquid of composition
x(Bi) = 0.70 is cooled slowly from 550 K. What are the relative
abundances of the liquid and solid at (a) 460 K and (b) 350 K?
Sketch the cooling curve for the mixture.

8.4 Phosphorus and sulfur form a series of binary compounds. The
best characterized are P 4 S 3 , P4 S 7 , and P4 5 10 , all of which melt
congruently. Assuming that only these three binary compounds of
the two elements exist, (a) draw schematically the P/S phase
diagram. Label each region of the diagram with the substance that
exists in that region and indicate its phase. Label the horizontal axis
as .s and give the numerical values of x5 that correspond to the
compounds. The melting point of pure phosphorus is 44°C and that
of pure sulfur is 119°C. (b) Draw, schematically, the cooling curve
for a mixture of composition x 5 = 0.28. Assume that a eutectic
occurs at .c = 0.2 and assume negligible solid-solid solubility.

8.5 The table below gives the break and halt temperatures found
iii the cooling curves of two metals A and B. Construct a phase
diagram consistent with the data of these curves. Label the regions
of the diagram, stating what phases and substances are present.
Give the probable formulas of any compounds that form.
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IOOXB	 01/C	 0111/°C	 0112/°C

0	 1100

10.0	 1060	 700

20.0	 1000	 700

30.0	 940	 700	 400

40.0	 850	 700	 400

50.0	 750	 700	 400

60.0	 670	 400

70.0	 550	 400

80.0	 400

90.0	 450	 400

100.0	 500

8.6 Consider the phase diagram in Fig. 8.41, which represents a
solid-liquid equilibrium. Label all regions of the diagram according to
the chemical species that exist in that region and their phases.
Indicate the number of species and phases present at the points
labelled 6, d, e, f, g, and k. Sketch cooling curves for compositions

XB = 0. 16, 0.23, 0.57, 0.67, and 0.84.
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8.8 Sketch the phase diagram for the Mg/Cu system using the
following information: O f  = 648°C, (if (Cu) = 1085°C; two
intermetallic compounds are formed with 0 1 (MgCu2 ) = 800°C and
Or(Mg,Cu) = 580°C; eutectics of mass percentage Mg composition
and melting points 10 per cent (690°C), 33 per cent (560°C). and
65 per cent (380°C). A sample of Mg/Cu alloy containing 25 per
cent Mg by mass was prepared in a crucible heated to 800°C
in an inert atmosphere. Describe what will be observed if
the melt is cooled slowly to room temperature. Specify the
composition and relative abundances of the phases and sketch the
cooling curve.

8.9 Iron(II) chloride (melting point 677°C) and potassium chloride
(melting point 776°C) form the compounds KFeCI, and K,FeCl 4 at
elevated temperatures. KFeCI, melts congruently at 380°C and
K,FeCI 4 melts incongruently at 399°C. Eutectics are formed with
compositions x =0.38  (melting point 351'C) and x=0.54
(melting point 393'C), where .r is the mole fraction of FeCl2. The
KCI solubility curve intersects the K 2 FeCI 4 curve at x = 0.34. Sketch
the phase diagram. State the phases that are in equilibrium
when a mixture of composition .v = 0.36 is cooled from 4(10°C to
300°C.

I-.
a,

a,
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Fig.

8.7 Solutions of 3-methylphenylamine (MP) were made up in
glycerol and then warmed from room temperature. The mixture
became turbid at 0 1 and then cleared at 02. Plot the phase diagram
using the data below, and find the upper and lower critical
temperatures.

Mass	 18	 20	 40	 60	 80	 85

0 1 /°C	 48	 18	 8	 10	 19	 25

02 /°C	 53	 90	 120	 118	 83	 53

Massk denotes the mass percentage composition of MP. State what
happens as MP is added dropwise to glycerol at 60°C'. State the
number of phases present at each composition and their relative
amounts.

Theoretical problems

8.10 Show that two phases are in thermal equilibrium only if their
temperatures are the same.

8.11 Show that two phases are in mechanical equilibrium only if
their pressures are equal.

Additional problems supplied by Carmen Giunta
and Charles Trapp

8.12 1 -Butanol and chlorobenzene form a minimum-boiling
azeotropic system. The mole traction of 1-butanol in the liquid ()
and vapour (y) phases at 1.000 atm is given below for a variety of
boiling temperatures (H. Artigas. C. Lafuente, P. Cea, F.M. Royo, and
J.S. lirieta. J. Chem. Eng. Data 42, 132 (1997)).

7'/K 39657 393.94 391.60 390.15 389.03 388.60 388.57
X	 0.1065 0.1700 0.2646 0.3687 0.5017 0.6091 0.7171
y	 0.2859 0.3691 0.4505 0.5138 0.5840 0.6409 0.7070

Pure chlorobenzcne boils at 404.86 K. (a) Construct the chloroben-
zene-rich portion of the phase diagram from the data. (b) Estimate
the temperature at which a solution whose mole fraction of 1-
hutanol s0.300 begins to boil. (c) State the compositions and relative
proportions of the two phases present after a solution initially 0.300
1-butanol is heated to 393.94 K.

8.13 Carbon dioxide at high pressure is used to separate various
compounds in citrus oil. The mole fraction of CO 2 in the liquid (xi and
vapour y) at 323.2 K is given below for a variety of pressures (V. lwai,
T. Morotomi, K. Sakamoto, V. Koga, and V. Arai, J. Chem. Eng. Data
41, 951 (1996)).

p/Ml'a 394	 602	 7.97	 8.94	 9.27
0.2873 0.4541	 0.6650 0.7744 0.8338

V	 0.9982 0.9980 09973 0,9958 09922
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(a)Plot the portion of the phase diagram represented by these data.
(b)State the compositions and relative proportions of the two phases
present after an equimolar gas mixture is compressed to 6.02 MPa at
323.2 K.

8.14 An et ah investigated the liquid-liquid coexistence curve of
N,N-dimethylacetamide and heptane (X. An, H. Zhao, F. Fuguo, and
W. Shen, J. Chem. Thermodynamics 28. 1221 (1996)). Mole fractions
of NN-dimethylacetamide in the upper (x 1 ) and lower (x2 ) phases of a
two-phase region are given below as a function of temperature.
T/K 309.820 309.422 309.031 308.006 306.686
X 1 	 0.473	 0.400	 0,371	 0326	 0.293
X2	 0.529	 0.601	 0.625	 0.657	 0.690
T/K 304.553 301.803 299.097 296.000 294.534
X 1 	 0.255	 0.218	 0.193	 0.168	 0.157
X2 	 0.724	 0.758	 0.783	 0.804	 0.814

(a) Plot the phase diagram. (b) State the proportions and compositions
of the two phases that form from mixing 0.750 mol of N,N-
dimethylacetamide with 0.250 mol of heptane at 296.0 K. To what
temperature must the mixture be heated to form a single-phase
mixture?
8.15 The following data have been obtained for the liquid-vapour
equilibrium compositions of mixtures of nitrogen and oxygen at
100 kPa.
T/K	 77.3 78 80 82 84 86 88 90.2
X( 02)	 0	 10 34 54	 70	 82 92	 100
Y( 0 2) 	0	 2	 11	 22	 35	 52	 73	 100
p'(02 )/Torr 154	 171 225 294 377 479 601 760
Plot the data on a temperature-composition diagram and determine
the extent to which it fits the predictions for an ideal solution by
calculating the activity coefficients of 02 at each composition.
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This chapter develops the concept of chemical potential and shows how it Can be used to
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Chemical reactions move towards a dynamic equilibrium in which both reactants and
products are present but have no further tendency to undergo net change. In some cases,
the concentration of products in the equilibrium mixture is so much greater than the
concentration of unchanged reactants that for all practical purposes the reaction is
complete. However, in many important cases the equilibrium mixture has significant
concentrations of both reactants and products. In this chapter we see how to use
thermodynamics to predict the equilibrium composition under any reaction conditions.

Spontaneous chemical reactions
We have seen that the direction of spontaneous change at constant temperature and
pressure is towards lower values of the Gibbs energy, G. The idea is entirely general, and in
this chapter we apply it to the discussion of reactions.

8.1 The Gibbs energy minimum

We locate the equilibrium composition of a reaction mixture by calculating the Gibbs energy
of the reaction mixture and identifying the composition that corresponds to minimum G.

Spontaneous chemical reactions

9.1	 The Gibbs energy minimum

The response of equilibria to the
conditions

9.2	 How equilibria respond to
pressure

9.3	 The response of equilibria to
temperature

Applications to selected systems

9.4	 The extraction of metals
from their oxides

9.5	 Acids and bases

9.6	 Biological activity: the
thermodynamics of ATP

Checklist of key ideas

Further reading

Exercises

Problems
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(a) The reaction Gibbs energy
We begin with the simplest possible chemical equilibrium: A B. Even though this
reaction looks trivial there are many examples of it, such as the isomerization of pentane to
2-methylbutane and the conversion of L-alanine to D-alanine. Suppose an infinitesimal
amount d of A turns into B, then the change in the amount of A present is dn A = —d and
the change in the amount of B present is dn = +dc. The quantity is called the extent of
reaction; it has the dimensions of amount of substance, and is reporkd in moles. When the
extent of reaction changes by a finite amount A, the amount of A present changes from

A.O to 1All - All and the amount of B changes from n B,u to nEj o + Es. So, if initially
2.0 mo! A is present and we wait until A = 1.5 mot, the amount of A remaining will be
(1.5 mol.

The reaction Gibbs energy, ArG, is defined as the slope of the graph of the Gibbs energy
plotted against the extent of reaction:

ArG (
aG)P,T

Although A normally signifies a difference in values, A signifies a derivative, the slope of G
with respect to . However, to see that there is a close relationship with the normal usage,
suppose the reaction advances by d. The corresponding change in Gibbs energy is

dG = PA dn A + /L B d1	 PA d + AB d = (in - IA) d

This equation can be reorganized into

( --) = Pa - PA
/ PT

That is.

= p, -	 (2)

We see that ArG can be interpreted as the difference between the chemical potentials of the
reactants and products at the composition of the reaction mixture.

Because the chemical potentials vary with composition, the slope of the plot of Gibbs
energy against extent of reaction changes as the reaction proceeds. Moreover, because the
reaction runs in the direction of decreasing Ci (that is, down the slope of G versus ), we see
from eqn 2 that the reaction A -. B is spontaneous when p >p, whereas the reverse
reaction is spontaneous when p > PA . The slope is zero, and the reaction is spontaneous in
neither direction, when

tS r G = 0	 (3)

This condition occurs when p., = PA (Fig. 9.1). It follows that, if we can find the composition
of the reaction mixture that ensures p = p, then we can identify the composition of the
reaction mixture at equilibrium.

(b) Exergonic and endergonic reactions
The spontaneity of a reaction at constant temperature and pressure is expressed by the
reaction Gibbs energy:

L	 ttG = 0	 If ArG <0, the forward reaction is spontaneous.
If ArG >0, the reverse reaction is spontaneous.

o	 .Extent of reaction,	 If A1 G = 0, the reaction is at equilibrium.

9 1 As the reaction advances (represented by
Reactions for which ArG<0 are called exergonic (from the Greek words for work-

motion from left to right along the horizontal axis) 	 producing). The name signifies that, because they are spontaneous, they can be used to drive

theslope of the Gibbs energy changes. Equilibrium	 other processes, such as other reactions, or used to do non-expansion work. Reactions for
corresponds to zero slope, at the fool of the valley, 	 which A,G >0 are called endergonic (signifying work-consuming). They can be made to
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occur only by doing work on them (like electrolysing water to reverse its spontaneous
formation reaction). Reactions at equilibrium are spontaneous in neither direction: they are
neither excrgonic nor endergonic.

• (c) Perfect gas equilibria
When A and B are perfect gases we can use eqn 5.20 (i = pe + RT in p, with p
interpreted as 11,e) to write

ArG j B -

= (	 + Ri' In p) - (p"" + RT In PA)

=	 + RT In (B)

If we denote the ratio of partial pressures by Q, we obtain

	

LS rG=LSrG e +RTIflQ	 Q=
PA

The ratio Q is an example of a reaction quotient. It ranges from 0 (pure A) to infinity (pure
B). The standard reaction Gibbs energy, ICGe, is defined (like the standard reaction
enthalpy) as the difference in the standard molar Gibbs energies of the reactants and
products. For our reaction

= G 1 - Gm	 (6)

(4)

(5)

>
Q
C

.0

.0

9.2 lithe mixing of reactants and products is
ignored, the Gibbs energy changes linearly from its
initial value (pure reactants) to its final value (pure
products) and the slope of the line is AG'.
However, as products are produced, there is a
further contribution to the Gibbs energy arising
from their mixing (lowest curse). The sum of the
two contributions has a minimum. That minimum
corresponds to the equilibrium composition of the
system,

In Section 4.7 we saw that the difference in standard molar Gibbs energies of the products
and reactants is equal to the difference in their standard Gibbs energies of formation, so in
practice we calculate r(2 from

rG° = Ge (B) AG(A)	 (7)°

At equilibrium A,G = 0. The ratio of partial pressures at equilibrium is denoted K, and eqn 5
becomes

(I = AG +RT In K

which rearranges to

RTIflK=ArG°	 K=1L)

A equilibrium

This relation is a special ease of one of the most important equation- in chemical
thermodynamics: it is the link between tables of thermodynamic data, such as those in the
Data section at the end of this volume, and the chemically important equilibrium
constant, K.

tvlU(.t'('IiIur inki prn'l nt inn 9.1 In molecular terms, the minimum in the Gibbs energy,
which corresponds to A,G = 0, stems from the Gibbs energy of mixing of the two gases.
Hence, an important contribution to the position of chemical equilibrium is the mixing of
the products with the reactants as the products are formed.

Consider the hypothetical reaction in which the A molecules change to B molecules
without mingling together. Then the Gibbs energy of the system would change from G°(A)
toG (B) in proportion to the amount of B that had been formed, and the slope of the plot
of C against the extent of reaction would be constant and equal to AG O at all stages of the
reaction (Fig. 9.2). However, in fact the newly produced B molecules mix with the surviving

(8)
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A molecules. We have seen that the contribution of a mixing process to the change in Gibbs
energy (eqn 7.17) is

m izG = nRT(X A In -5A + XB In xB)

This expression makes a U-shaped contrilution to the total change in Gibbs energy. As can
be seen from the illustration, there is now a minimum in the Gibbs energy, and its position
corresponds to the equilibrium composition of the reaction mixture.

We see from eqn 8 that, when i rG>0, K< 1. Therefore, at equilibrium the partial
pressure of A exceeds that of B, which means that the reactant A is favoured in the
equilibrium. When AG°<0, K> Iso at equilibrium the partial pressure ofB exceeds that
of A. Now the product B is favoured in the equilibrium.

(d) The general case of a reaction
The argument that led to eqn 8 can easily be extended to a general reaction. First, we need
to generalize the concept of extent of reaction. We define so that, if the change in it is
then the change in the amount of any species J is 	 where v1 is the stoichiometric
number of J in the chemical equation-'

Illustration
Consider the reaction

N 2 (g) + 31-1 2 (g) -. 2NH 3 (g) 	(9)

The stoichiometric numbers are vN, = — 1, V11 = — 3, and i/NH = -1-2. Therefore, if initially
there is 10 mot N2 present, then, when the extent of reaction changes from = 0 to

= I mol so that 	 = +1 mol, the amount of N2 changes from 10 mol to 9 mol. All the
N 2 has been consumed when = 10 mol. When	 = I mol, the amount of H. changes by
—3 t< (1 mol) = —3 mol and the amount of NH 3 changes by +2 x (1 mol) = +2 mol.

The reaction Gibbs energy, A rG, is defined in the same way as before, eqn 1. In the
Justification below, we show that the Gibbs energy of reaction can always be written

ArG = t\rG° +RT In Q
	

(10)

with the standard reaction Gibbs energy calculated from

(ii)

PtOdUcLS	 Reaclajits

or, more formally,

=

The reaction quotient, Q, has the form

- activities of products
- activities of reactants

with each species raised to the power given by its stoichiometric coefficient. More formally,
to write the general expression for Q we introduce the symbol II to denote the product of
what follows it (just as F, denotes the sum), and write

[14(

Recall that sta.chaometnc numbers arc pentrac for products and nc5atran (on reactant

(12)

(13)
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Because reactants have negative stoichiometric numbers, they automatically appear as the
denominator when the product is written out explicitly. Recall from Table 7.3 that, for pure
solids and liquids, the activity is 1, so such substances make no contribution to Q even
though they may appear in the chemical equation. For a gas. aj = f,/p , where f, is its
fugacity. For a perfect gas.f = Pi, the partial pressure of J.

JustIficatioh 9.1

Consider the reaction

2A+3B—C+2D

When the reaction advances by d, the amounts of reactants and products change as
follows:

dnA = —2d	 d8 = —3d	 dnc +d	 dnD = +2d

and in general dn, = u, d. The resulting infinitesimal change in the Gibbs energy at
constant temperature and pressure is

dO = juc dnc + PD dn0 + PA dnA + PB dnB
=(p+2p-2p	 dif

The general form of this expression is

dG= (i)d	 (15)

It follows that

tsG 
= 

(
IG) p,T= 2PA 3P8 + p + 2PD	 (16)

To make further progress, we note that the chemical potential of a species J is related to its
activity by

= + RT in o

When this expression is substituted into eqn 16 we obtain eqn 10 with

, aa0
2

which is a special case of eqn 14.

Now we conclude the argument based on eqn 10. At equilibrium, the slope of 0 is zero:
0. The activities then have their equilibrium values, and we can write

(acab

A )equJibnum

and in general

(n) 
equthbrrnm

	 (17)

These expressions have the same form as Q, eqn 14, but are evaluated using equilibrium
activities. From now on, we shall not write the 'equilibrium' subscript explicitly, and will rely
on the context to make it clear that for K we use equilibrium values and for Q we use the
values at the specified stage of the reaction.

1 &—A
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An equilibrium constant K expressed in terms of activities (or fugacities) is called a
thermodynamic equilibrium constant. Note that, because activities are dimensionless
numbers, the thermodynamic equilibrium constant is also dimensionless. In elementary
applications, the activities that occur in eqn 17 are often replaced by the numerical values
of molalities or molar concentrations, and fugacitics are replaced by partial pressures. In
either case, the resulting expressions are only approximations. The approximation is
particularly severe for electrolyte solutions, for in them activity coefficients differ from 1
even in very dilute solutions.

At this point we set &G = 0 in eqn 10 and replace Q by K. We immediately obtain

	

RT In K =	 ,G*	 (18)

This is an exact and highly important thermodynamic relation, for it enables us to predict the
equilibrium constant of any reaction from tables of thermodynamic data, and hence to
predict the equilibrium composition of the reaction mixture.2

Example 9.1 C.Ihulat!ng an equilibrium cnnstant

Calculate the equilibrium constant for the ammonia synthesis reaction, eqn 9, at 298 K and
show how K is related to the partial pressures of the species at equilibrium when the overall
pressure is low enough for the gases to be treated as perfect.

Method Calculate the standard reaction Gibbs energy from eqn 11 and convert it to the
value of the equilibrium constant by using eqn 18. The expression for the equilibrium
constant is obtained from eqn 17 (or via eqn 13) and, because the gases are taken to be
perfect, we replace each fugacity by a partial pressure.

Answer The standard Gibbs energy of the reaction is

= 2AG°(NH3 ,g) - { trG°(N2 ,9) + 3Ge(H2,g)}

= 2Q(N}i3 ,9) = 2 x (-16.5 kJrno1)

Then, because RT = 2.48 kiniol'',

2x(-16.5 kJmo1)

	

lnK= — 	
-  13.3

2.48 k1mo1 

Hence, K = 6.0 x iO. This result is thermodynamically exact The thermodynamic
equilibrium constant for the reaction is

2	 c2	 e2
K = - 4-- 

JNHP

	

aN an 	 ffu

and this ratio has exactly the value we have just calculated. However, at low overall
pressures, when fugacities can be replaced by partial pressures, an approximate form of the
equilibrium constant is

K 
= PN

PNPH2

Sell-test 9.1 Evaluate, the equilibrium constant for N 2 04(9)	 2NO2 (g) at 298 K.
[K = 0.151

2 In Chaplef 20 we shall set that the 69Ist4sand side may be eowessed in tenns of speetroscoOc data; so this 5fCâQA i&tO5

Ixowdes a haS between spee005cop5 and eqvih&i,mi canposdion,

16—B
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Exanip(ç. 9.2 ktirnating the degree ul dissociation at equilibrium

The standard Gibbs energy of reaction for the decomposition H 2 0(9) -' H2 (g) + 02 (g) is
+118.08 kJmol at 2300 K. What is the degree of dissociation of H 2 0 at 2300 K and
1.00 bar?

Method The equilibrium constant is obtained from the standard Gibbs energy of reaction
by using eqn 18, so the task is to relate the degree of dissociation, ix. to K and then to find its
numerical value. Proceed by expressing the equilibrium compositions in terms of ix, and solve
for a in terms of K Because the standard Gibbs energy of reaction is large and positive, we
can anticipate that K will be small, and hence that ix 4 1, which opens the way to making
approximations to obtain its numerical value.

Answer The equilibrium constant is obtained from eqn 18 in the form

I K—	 118.08x103Jmol	
- 6175RT - (8.31451Kmo1')x(2300K)

It follows that K = 2.08 x lO- . The equilibrium composition Ean be expressed in terms of ix

by drawing up the following table:
H2 0	 H2	 02

Initial amount	 n	 0	 0
Change to	 —an	 +an	 +3an
reach equilibrium
Amount at 	 (1 - ix)n an
equilibrium	 -
Mole fraction	 at

—;-: 	 j-	 i +

(1 Partial pressure	 —ix)p	 p	
I+ja

The equilibrium constant is therefore

K 
PHP 2
	

'3/2p'12
PH2o	 (1 - a)(2 + a)"2

In this expression, we have written p in place of p/p, to keep the naption simple. Now
make the pproximation that ix	 1, and hence obtain

K

Under the stated conditions, p = 1.00 (that is, p/p = 1.00), so
= 0.0205

That is. about 2 per cent of the water has decomposed.

Comment Always check that the approximation is consistent with the final answer. In this
case ix 4 1, in accord with the original assumption.

StIf-test 9.7 Given that the standard Gibbs energy of reaction at 2000 K is
+ 135.2 kJ moI for the same reaction, suppose that steam at 200 kPa is passed through
a furnace tube at that temperature. Calculate the mole fraction 01 02 present in the output
gas Stream.

[0.00221)
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9.3 The Boltzmann distribution of populations ovcr
the energy levels of two species A and B with
similar densities of energy levels; the reaction
A —. B is endothermic in this example. The bulk of
the population is associated with the species A. so
that species is dominant at equilibrium.

B

Population

'J.4 Even though the reaction A — B is
endothermic, the density of energy levels in B is so
much greater than that in A that the population
associated with B is greater than that associated
with A. so B is dominant at equilibrium.
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(e) The relation between equilibrium constants
The only remaining problem is to express the thermodynamic equilibrium constant in terms

of the mole fractions, S j , or molalities, A1 , of the species. To do so, we need to know the

activity coefficients, and then to use a = )'JXJ or Oj = y1h1Jb (recalling that the activity

coefficienh depend on the choice). For example, in the latter case, for an equilibrium of the

	

form A + [3	 C + D. where all four species are solutes, we write

(19)
aa3	 A/i3

The activity coefficients must be evaluated at the equilibrium composition of the mixture,
which may involve a complicated calculation, because the tatter is known only if the
equilibrium composition is already known. In elementary applications, and to begin the
iterative calculation of the concentrations in a real example, the assumption is often made
that the activity coefficients are all so close to 1 or they cancel so that K = 1. Then we

obtain the result widely used in elementary chemistry that KK5, and equilibria are
discussed in terms of molalities (or molar concentrations) themselves. In Chapter lOwe shalt
see a way of making better estimates of activity coefficients for equilibria involving ions.

Motes'ular iiI 1°' :i; au 'I.' A deeper insight into the origin and significance of the
equilibrium constant can be obtained by considering the Boltzmann distribution of
molecules over the available states of a system composed of reactants and products. When
atoms can exchange partners, as in a reaction, the available states of the system include
arrangements in which the atoms are present in the form of reactants and in the form of
products: these arrangements have their characteristic sets of energy levels, but the
Boltzmann distribution does not distinguish between their identities, only their energies.
The atoms distribute themselves over both sets of energy levels in accord with the
Boltzmann distribution (Fig. 9.3). At a given temperature, there will be a specific
distribution of populations, and hence a specific composition of the reaction mixture.

It can be appreciated from the illustration that, if the reactants and products both have
similar arrays of molecular energy levels, then the dominant species in a reaction mixture at
equilibrium will be the species with the lower set of energy levels, However, the fact that the
Gibbs energy occurs in the expression is a signal that entropy plays a role as well as energy.
Its role can be appreciated by referring to Fig. 9.4. We see that, although the B energy levels
lie higher than the A energy levels, in this instance they are much more closely spaced. As a
result, their total population may be considerable and B could even dominate in the reaction
mixture at equilibrium. Closely spaced energy levels correlate with a high entropy, so in this
case we see that entropy effects dominate adverse energy effects. This competition is
mirrored in eqn 18, as can be seen most clearly by using AGO = A,HO — T/.1Se and

writing it in the form

	

K =	 eAS 	 (20)

Note that a positive reaction enthalpy results in a lowering of the equilibrium constant (that
is, an endothermic reaction can be expected to have an equilibrium composition that
favours the reactants). However, if there is positive reaction entropy, then the equilibrium
composition may favour products, despite the endothermic character of the reaction.

The response of equilibria to the conditions
There is one type of response that can be dismissed quickly: the equilibrium constant for a
reaction is unaffected by the presence of a catalyst or an enzyme (a biological catalyst).
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5.5 When a reaction at equilibrium is compressed
(from a to b), the reaction responds by reducing the
number of molecules in the gas phase (in this case
by producing the dimers represented by the
ellipses).
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Catalysts increase the rate at which equilibrium is attained but do not affect its position.
However, it is important to note that in industry reactions rarely reach equilibrium, partly on
account of the rates at which reactants mix. Under these non-equilibrium conditions,
catalysts can have some unexpected effects and may change the composition of the reaction
mixture.

9.2 How equilibricl respond to 'ressur
The equilibrium constant depends on the value of ArG°, which is defined at a single,
standard pressure. The value of IrGG, and hence of K, is therefore independent of the
pressure at which the equilibrium is actually established. Formally we may express this
independence as

OK()=o	 (2))

The conclusion that K is independent of pressure does not necessarily mean that the
equilibrium composition is independent of the pressure. However, before considering the
consequences of pressure, we need to distinguish between the two ways in which pressure
may be applied. The pressure within a reaction vessel can be increased by injecting an inert
gas into it. Provided the gases are perfect, this addition of gas (eaves all the partial pressures
of the reacting gases unchanged: the partial pressure of a perfect gas is the pressure it would
exert if it were alone in the container, so the presence of another gas has no effect. Put
another way, the addition of an inert gas leaves the molar concentrations of the original
gases unchanged, as they continue to occupy the same volume. It follows that pressurization
by the addition of an inert gas has no effect on the equilibrium composition of the system
(provided the gases are perfect). Alternatively, the pressure of the system may be increased
by confining the gases to a smaller volume (that is, by compression). Now the partial
pressures are changed. Put another way, their molar concentrations are modified because
the volume the gases occupy is reduced.

We need to consider the role of compression and understand how changes in partial
pressures can be consistent with the general result expressed in eqn 21 that the equilibrium
constant itself is independent of the pressure. We shall see that compression can adjust the
individual partial pressures of the reactants and products in such a way that, although each
one changes, their rtio (as it appears in the equilibrium constant) remains the same. Consider,
for instance, the perfect gas equilibrium A	 213, for which the equilibrium constant is

(22)
PAP

The right-hand side of this expression remains constant only if an increase in PA cancels an
increase in the square OfPB. This relatively steep increase of PA compared to p8 will occur if
the equilibrium composition shifts in favour of A at the expense of B. Then the number of A
molecules will increase as the volume of the container is decreased and its partial pressure
will rise more rapidly than can be ascribed to a simple change in volume alone (Fig. 9.5).

The increase in the number of A molecules and the corresponding decrease in the
number of B molecules brought about by compression is a special case of a principle
proposed by the French chemist (and inventor of oxyacetylene welding) Henri Le Chatelier.
Le Chatelier's principle states that:

A system at equilibrium, when subjected to a disturbance, responds in a way

that tends to minimize the effect of the disturbance.

The principle implies that, if a system at equilibrium is compressed, then the reaction will
adjust so as to minimize the increase in pressure. This it can do by reducing the number of
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particles in the gas phase, which implies a shift A .- 2B. The quantitative treatment of the
effect of compression set out in the Justifkotion below leads to the conclusion that the
extent of dissociation, a, of A into 2B is

	

__-	 23)
(1 +4p/K)2

where p is to be understood as p/p°. This formula shows that, even though K is
independent of pressure, the amounts of A and B do depend on pressure (Fig. 9.6). It also
shows that, as p is increased, a decreases, in accord with Le Chatelier's principle.

Justification 9.2

Suppose that there is an amount st of A present initially (and no B). At equilibrium the
amount of A is (I - a)n and the amount of B is 2w,. It follows that the mole fractions
present at equilibrium are

XA	
(l — s)n	 2x= -

1+c

The equilibrium constant for the reaction (with p understood aspfp ') is

K	
'	 '

PA XAP 1—a2

This expression rearranges into eqn 23.

Illustration
To predict the effect of an increase in pressure on the composition of the ammonia synthesis
at equilibrium, eqn 9, we note that the number of gas molecules decreases (from 4 to 2). So.
Le Chatelier's principle predicts that an increase in pressure will favour the product The
equilibrium constant is

2	 ..2	 2
NH1P

NP	 xN2xi/ P2

Therefore, doubling the pressure must increase K by a factor of 4 to preserve the value of K.

Self-test 9.3 Predict the effect of a 10-fold pressure increase on the equilibrium
composition of the reaction 3N 2 (g) + 11 2 (g) —s 2NH(g).

[100-fold increase in KJ

9.3 The response of equilibria to temperature

Lc Chatelier's principle predicts that a system at equilibrium will tend to shift in the
endothermic direction if the temperature is raised, for then energy is absorbed as heat.
Conversely, an equilibrium can be expected to shift in the exothermic direction lithe
temperature is lowered, for then the reduction in temperature is opposed. These conclusions
can be summarized as follows:

Exothermic reactions: increased temperature favours the reactaMs.
Endothermic reactions: increased temperature favours the peoducts.

We shall now justify these remarks and see how to express the changes quantitatively.
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(a) The van't Hoff equation
The van't Hoff equation, which is derived in the Justification below 1 is an expression for the
slope of a plot of the equilibrium constant (specifically, In K) as a function of temperature. It
may be expressed in either of two ways:

	

dInK 15110	 dinK	 15.H°(a) — ;—=—j —	 (b) d(l IT)	 R	 (24)

.Jucrif:itiou 9,3

From eqn 18, we know that

AG 0
In K - -

RT

Differentiation of In K with respect to temperature then gives

d1nK	 ld(LsG/T)
dT - R dT

The differentials are complete because K and 15T0 depend only on temperature, not on
pressure. To develop this equation we use the Gibbs—Helmholtz equation (eqn 5.13) in the
form

d(15G°7T)	 15TH
dT -

where AH0 is the standard reaction enthalpy at the temperature T. Combining the two
equations gives the vant Hoff equation, eqn 24a. The second form of the equation is
obtained by noting that

d(l/T)	 I
dT	 T2'

so dT = —T2d(1/T)

Equation 24o shows that d In K/dT .<O (and therefore that dK/dT<O) for a reaction
that is exothermic under standard conditions (&H <0). A negative slope means that In K,
and therefore K itself, decreases as the temperature rises. Therefore, as asserted above, in the
case of an exothermic reaction the equilibrium shifts away from products. The opposite
occurs in the case of endothermic reactions.

Some insight into the thermodynamic basis of this behaviour can be found in the
expression AG = A11 - T15S written in the form —1.s1,G/T = —15Jf/T + b.1.S. When the
reaction is exothermic, —15H/T corresponds to a positive change of entropy of the
surroundings, and favours the formation of products. When the temperature is raised,
—15.H/T decreases, and the increasing entropy of the surroundings has a less potent role. As
a result, the equilibrium lies less to the right When the reaction is endothermic, the principal
factor is the increasing entropy of the reaction system. The importance of the unfavourable
change of entropy of the surroundings is reduced lithe temperature is raised (because then
A1H/T is smaller), and the reaction is able to shift towards products.

Muk't'uI.i, it tt' j, i(t tn ).: I
The typical arrangement of energy levels for an

endothermic reaction is shown in Fig. 9.7a. When the temperature is increased, the
Boltzmann distribution adjusts and the populations change as shown. The change
corresponds to an increased population of the higher energy states at the expense of the
population of the lower energy states. We see that the states that arise from the B
molecules become more populated at the expense of the A molecules. Therefore, the total
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.) The effect of temperature on a chemical equilibrium can be interpreted in terms of the change in
the Boltzmann distribution with temperature and the effect of that change in the population of the
species. (a) In an endothermic reaction, the population of B increases at the expense of A as the
temperature is raised. (b) in an exothermic reaction, the opposite happens.

population of B states increases, and 13 becomes more abundant in the equilibrium mixture.
Conversely, if the reaction is exothermic (Fig. 9.7b), then an increase in temperature
increases the population of the A states (which start at higher energy) at the expense of
the B states, so the reactants become more abundant.

Example 9.3 Measuring a rr;krfjoii el,the(py

The data below show the temperature variation of the equilibrium constant of the reaction

A92 CO3 (s) A920 (5) + CO 2 (9)

Calculate the standard reaction enthalpy of the decomposition.

T/K	 350	 400	 450	 500
K	 3.98x104	 1.41x10 2	1.86x10	 1.48

Method It follows from eqn 24b that, provided the reaction enthalpy can be assumed to be
independent of temperature, a plot of - In K against 1/T should be a straight line of slope

Answer We draw up the following table:

T/K	 350	 400	 450	 500
(10 K)/T 2.86	 2.50	 2.22	 2.00
- In K	 7.83	 4.26	 1.68	 —0.39

These points are plotted in Fig. 9.. The slope of the graph is +9.5 x 10, so

= (+9.5 x 103 K) x  = +79 kimor'

Comment This is a non-calorimetric method of determining A CH e . A drawback is that the
reaction enthalpy is actually temperature dependent, so the plot is not expected to be
perfectly linear. However, the temperature dependence is weak in many cases, so the plot is
reasonably straight. In practice, the method is not very accurate, but it is often the only
method available.

2.0	 2.2	 2.4	 2.6	 2.8	 2.9

(10 K)/T

9.8 When -in K is plotted against lIT, a straight
line is expected with slope equal to 151H°/k This is
a non-calorimetric method for the measurement of
reaction enthalpies.
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S it- 4 The equilibrium constant of the reaction 2S0 2 (g) +02 (9) 2S03 (g) is

4.0x 1024 at 300 K, 2.5 x I0 at 500 K. and 3.0x 104 at 700 K. Estimate the reaction

enthalpy at 500 K.
[-200 kJmol')

(b) The value of K at different temperatures
To find the value of the equilibrium constant at a temperature T2 in terms of its value K1 at

another temperature T1 , we integrate eqn 24b between these two temperatures:

In K2 - In K 1 
=&

u°d(l/T)	 (25)

If we suppose that L rtfe varies only slightly with temperature over the temperature range
of interest, then we may take it outside the integral. It follows that

r
In K2 - In K 1 = - AHe(1 - 1

	 (26)
R T	

\

Illustration
To estimate the equilibrium constant for the synthesis of ammonia at 500 K from its value
at 298 K (6.0 x l0 for the reaction as written in eqn 9) we use the standard reaction
enthalpy, which can be obtained from Table 2.6 in the Data section because
L.TH e = 2,H°(NH3.g), and assume that its value is constant over the range of
temperatures. Then, with H° =-92.2 kJmol, from eqn 26 we find

(- .922kJmol') f I	 I \
In K2 

= In (6.0 x i0) - 8.3145 J K mot - 1 	 -
= -1.73

It follows that K2 = 0.18.

SlI-ftsi	 The equilibrium constant for N 2 04 (g)	 2N0 7 (g) was calculated in Self-

test 9.1. Estimate its value at 100°C.
Ih]

Applications to selected syst'ms
In this section we look at some of the conclusions that can be drawn from the existence of
equilibrium constants and from the equation ArG° = -RTIn K. Note that K> 1 when

A,G° <0, and products then dominate reactants.

9.4 The extraction of mtah from their oxhks
Metals can be obtained from their oxides by reduction with carbon or carbon monoxide if
any of the equilibria

MO(s) 1- C(s)	 M(s) • C0(g)

MO(s) + C(s) M(s) ±CO2(g)

MO(s) 1 CO M(s) + CO 2 (9)
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99 An Ellinqham diagram for the discussion of metal ore reduction. Note that 1iG is most negative at
the top of the diagram.

lie to the right (that is, have K> 1). As we shall see, these equilibria can be discussed in terms
of the thermodynamic functions for the reactions

(i) M(s) + O2 (g) -. MO(S)
(ii) IC(s) + 0(g) -.+ CO2(g)

C(s) + 02(g) -.' C0(g)
(iv) C0(g) + O2(g) -i CO2 (9)

The temperature dependences of the standard Gibbs energies of reactions (i)—(iv) depend
on the reaction entropy through dtSrG/dT = —ASS. Because in reaction (iii) there is a
net increase in the amount of gas, the standard reaction entropy is large and positive;
therefore, its A rGO decreases sharply with increasing temperature. In reaction (iv), there is a
similar net decrease in the amount of gas, so A,G° increases sharply with increasing
temperature. In reaction (ii), the amount of gas is constant, so the entropy change is small
and A,G O changes only slightly with temperature. These remarks are summarized in
Fig, 9.9. which is called an Ellingham diagram. Note that AG O decreases upwards!

At room temperature, A,Ge is dominated by the contribution of the reaction enthalpy
(TIrS being relatively small), so the order of increasing AG O is the same as the order of
increasing ArH (Al2 03 is most exothermic, Ag2 O is least). The standard reaction entropy is
similar for all metals because in each case gaseous oxygen is eliminated and a compact, solid
oxide is formed. As a result, the temperature dependence of the standard Gibbs energy of
oxidation should be similar for all metals, as is shown by the similar slopes of the lines in the
diagram. The kinks at high temperatures correspond to the evaporation of the metals; less
pronounced kinks occur at the melting temperatures of the metals and the oxides.
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Successful reduction of the oxide depends on the outcome of the competition of the
carbon for the oxygen bound to the metal. The standard Gibbs energies for the reductions
can be expressed in terms of the standard Gibbs energies for the reactions above:

MO( + C(s) -i M(s) -f CO(g)	 rG° = A1G(iii) -
MO(S) + C(s) -b M(s) + 12CO2(g) A,G0 = AG 0 (ii) - G(i)
MO(s) + CO(g) -. M(s) + CO2 (9) AG'	 G(iv)	 rt°(1)

The equilibrium lies to the right if 1rG G <• This is the case when the line for reaction (I) lies
below (is more positive than) the line for one of the reactions (ii) to (iv).

The spontaneity of a reduction at any temperature can be predicted simply by looking at
the diagram: a metal oxide is reduced by any carbon reaction lying above it, because the
overall reaction then has A,G 0 <0. For example, CuO can be reduced to Cu at any
temperature above room temperature. Even in the absence of carbon, A9 2 0 decomposes
when heated above 200°C because then the standard Gibbs energy for reaction (I) becomes
positive (and the reverse reaction is then spontaneous). On the other hand, Al 2 03 is not
reduced by carbon until the temperature has been raised to above 2300°C.

9.5 Acids and bases
One of the most important examples of chemical equilibrium is the one that exists when
acids and bases are present in solution. According to the Bransted-Lowry classification:

An acid is a proton donor; a base is a proton acceptor.

These definitions make no mention of the solvent (and apply even if no solvent is present);
however, by far the most important medium is aqueous solution, and we confine our
attention to that. One of the properties of central interest in aqueous solutions of acids and
bases is the pH, which is defined as

pH = - log aH,o *	[27)

where HaO is the hydronium ion, a representation of the state of the proton in aqueous
solution. At low concentrations, the activity of hydronium ions is approximately equal to
their molality and molar concentration, so a determination of pH is an indication of
hydronium ion concentration. However, many thermodynamic observables depend on pH
itself, and there is no need to make this approximation and interpretation.

(a) Acid-base equilibria in water
An acid HA takes part in the following proton transfer equilibrium in water:

HA(aq) + H 2O(l) H30'(aq) + A(aq)	 K 
=	 (28)

In this expression, A - is the conjugate base of the acid. If we confine attention to dilute
solutions, the activity of water is close to I (the value for pure water), and the equilibrium
can be expressed in terms of the acidity constant, K,:

K. = -------	 [291
a l [A

When it simplifies the discussion, we shall make the approximations of replacing the
activities in acidity constants by the numerical values of the molar concentrations and
writing

K,3*i	 {30}
JH
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where (as indicated by the equation label j •}) [i] should be understood as Jj/(molL-').
The approximation a, zz [JI is legitimate only if oil the ions are present at low concentration,
not merely the ions of interest, because (as we shall see quantitatively in Section 10.2) all
ions contribute to tht' departures from ideality. Concentrations must be very low for this
approximation to he permissible; even fora 10" M solution of a 1:1 electrolyte in water at
25 'C, activity coefficients are about 0.96, and their neglect introduces an error approaching
10 per cent into the interpretation of equilibrium constants. When concentrations are not
low enough for concentrations to be used, activity coefficients can be found from tables (or
estimated from the cqu1ions derived in Section 10.2).

It is common to report values of K,, in terms of its negative logarithm, pK:

pK, = - log K,	 [311

A high value of pK, signifies a very small value of K, (because K. = 10K.) and hence a
very weak acid. We shall see that the use of pK3 in place of Ka simplifies the appearance of a
number of equations. This simplificatio.i stems from the fact that the K of the proton
transfer equilibrium is related to the standard Gibbs energy of the reaction by

	

= —RT In K, = (RT In 10) x pK5	(32)

Hence, manipulations of plc3 are in fact manipulations of AG O in disguise.
For a base B in water, the characteristic proton transfer equilibrium is

B(aq) + H 2 0(I) HB 4'(aq) + OW(aq)	 K = ann.ao

In this expression, HB is the conjugate acid of the. base B. In dilute solutions, the activity of
water is I, and we can express this equilibrium in terms of the basicity constant, Kb:

K1, =	 -----	 33

Although the basicity constant can be used to assess the strength of a base, it is common to
express p roton transfer equilibria involving a base in terms of its conjugate acid:

HB (aq) + H200)	 H 3 0 4'(aq) + B(aq)	 Ka
iII5'

As may be verified by multiplyg the expressions for K. and K5 together, the acidity
constant of the conjugate acid HB I is related to the basicity constant of the base B by

K,K5 = K
	

(34)

where K is the autoprotolysis constant of water:

2H 7 0(1)	 H 3 0(aq) + OW(aq)	 K,,, 00,0 a00.

At 25°C, K,, = I.00t x 10-14 (pK,, = 14.00), showing that only a few of the water
molecules are ionized. If we introduce p011 = -log ao li by analogy with pFl, then it
follows that

pK,,, = pH + pOH
	

(36)

Because the molar concentrations of HaO i and OH - are equal in pure water, it further
follows that, for pure water at 25 °C,

pH = pK ct 7.00
	

(37)

(b) pH calculations

The calculations of the pH of solutions of acids and bases are fully treated in introductory
chemistry courses, and this section is a review of that material. For a strong acid (one that is
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Extent of reaction, E,

9.10 The Gibbs energy for a solution of a weak
K id  has a minimum that lies close to HA. and little
deprotonatioi, occurs at equilibrium. For a strong
acid, the minimum lies close Is products and
deprotonation is almost complete.
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fully ionized in solution), the molar concentration of hydronium ions is the same as the
nominal molar concenirationa of the acid, as each HA molecule generates one H30F ion.
Similarly, for a Group I hydroxidc of formula MOH in solution, the molar concentration of
hydroxide ions is the same as the nominal molar concentration of the base, as each B
molecule generates one OH ion. For Group 2 hydroxides, of formula M(OH) 2 , the 0H
concentration is twice the nominal molar concentration of the base. It follows that we can
estimate poll Iroin the nominal molar concentration of the base, and convert the value to
pH by using eqn 36.

For a weak acid or base, we need to take the partial ionization into account by
considering the proton transfer equilibrium. The distinction between weak and strong acids
and bases is an illustration of the different types of behaviour shown in Fig. 9.10: strong
acids and bases are those for which the minimum Gibbs energy of the solution lies close to
the (ionized) products; weak acids and bases are those for which the minimum lies close to
the (non-ionized) reactants. However, because the extent of ionization is so small (for typical
solutions), an approximation is that the molar concentration of HA or B is unchanged from
its nominal value. Moreover, because the molar concentrations of the species produced by
the proton transfer are equal (to a good approximation), the expression for Ka in eqn 30
simplifies to

fHSO]	
or

[HA]

It then follows, by taking the negative logarithms of both sides, that

p11	 pK. 1 - ! log [HAl	 {39}

Illustration
The pK., of hydrocyanic acid, HCN(aq), is given in Table 9.1 as 9.31. Therefore, the p11 of
0.20 M HCN(aq) is

p11 -pK - lugFlCN]

x 9.31 - log 0.20 = 5.0

{38}

Self-test U Calculate the p11 of 0.10 M NH3(aq).

EM

(c) Acid-base titrations
At the stoichiometric pain t 4 of a titration of a weak acid (such as CH 3 COOH) and strong base

Table 9.1 Acidity constants in water at 298 K 	 (NaOH) the analyte (the solution being titrated) has become an aqueous solution of the weak
--	 _.	 acid-strong base salt (sodium acetate). At this point, the solution contains CH 3 CO and Na

	

PK. 1 pK 2 pK 5 	 ions together with any ions stemming from autoprotolysis. The presence of the Bronsted

Acetic acid, CH 3COOH	 4,75	 base CH J CO2 means that we can expect a pH of greater than 7. At the stoichiometric point

Ammonium ion, NH	 9.25	 of a titration of a weak base (such as NH 3 ) and a strong acid (HO), the arialyte is a solution of

Carbonic acid, HCO 3 	 6.37	 10.2$	 a strong acid-weak base salt (ammonium chloride) and contains NH' .
and Cl ions. Because

Hydrocyanic acid	 9.31	 Cl - is a negligibly weak Brcsnsted base and NH is a weak Bronsted acid, the solution is acidic

Phosphoric acid, H 3 PO 4 2.12	 7.21 12.67	 and its pH will be less than 7.

• More values are given in the Data section at the cud	 by rro'nrn,f molar roncnfr oorsrr St he ,nnia, concentration of the solute as prepared. ignoring any poior i,nsic,.

of this volume.	 4	 The Ooich.orneire	 rnI rt a StainS S its. .,,,irly ciil5ri Oe 'qoraalrncr point.
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The corresponding expression br the pL-1 at thf stoichiomctric point of a titration of a strong

acid with a weak base is

pH pK, 1, log 	 {48}

Illustration
The stoichiometric point of a titration of 25.00 mL of 0.100 M HCIO(aq) with
0100 M NaOH(ari) occurs when the molar concentration of NaClO is 0.050 mo1L
(because the volumc'of the solution has increased from 25.00 rnL to 50.00 mL). Therefore,

the p11 is

p1-I	 x 7.43	 x 14.00 + log 0.050 = 10.1

Sclt-Iu1 U.0 Estimate the pit at the stoichiometric point 'f a titration of 25.00 niL of

0.200 M NH 3 (aq) with 0.300 M HCI(aq).
[5.1]

When so much strong base has been added that the titration has been carried well past
the stoichiornetnic point, the iii-! is determined by the excess base present. Then,

[H,0] K /f0H j so, if we write the molar concentration of excess base as B', this

expression can he written

p11 = pK ± log 13'	 {49}

In this expression, as in all the preceding ones, the molar concentrations must take into
account the change of volume that occurs as the titrant is added to the analyte.

The general form of the p11 curve throughout a titration is illustrated in Fig. 9.11. The pH
rises slowly from the value given by the weak acid alone' formula (eqn 40) following the
values given by the Henderson-Hasselbaich equation (eqn 44) until the stoichiornetric point
is approached. It then changes rapidly to and through the value given by the 'salt alone'
formula (eqn 47 or 48). It then climbs less rapidly towards the value given by the 'base in
excess' formula (eqn 49). The stoichiometric point can be detected easily by observing where
the pH changes rapidly through the value given by the 'salt alone formula' (eqn 47 or 48).

(d) Buffers and indicators
The slow variation of the pI-1 in the vicmity of S = A', when the molar concentrations of the
salt and acid are equal, is the basis of buffer action, the ability of a solution to oppose
changes in pH whrn small amounts of strong acids and bases are added to the solution. The
mathematical basis of buffer action is the logarithmic dependence given by the Henderson-
Hasselbakh. ego con (egn 44), which is quite flat near pH = pK. The physical basis of
buffer action is that the existence of an abundant supply of A - ions (because a salt is

present) can remove most of the H 3 0 ions brought by additional strong acid; moreover, the

numerous HA molecules can supply H J O' ions to react with any strong base that is added.

Lxa pnplc 9,4 Etcnting the pH of buffer solution

Estimate the pH of an aqueous buffer solution that contains 0.200 molL KH 2 PO4 and

0.100 molL_ i K2HPO4.

Method The p1-i of a solution of a weak acid and its salt can be estimated from the
Henderson-Hasselbalch equation. To do so, we must identify the acid HA and its conjugate
hn-e A-
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Ariwc, in this example, the acid is the anion H 2 P0 and its conjugate base is the anion
HP0

I-IPO 4 (aq) + 1-1 7 0(1)	 R I O 1 (aq) -t- HPO - (aq)

The acidity constant we require is therefore pK 2 for H 3 PO 4 , which from Table 9.1 is 7,21.
Then, with A' = 0.200 mol L and S = 0. tOO mol L', eqn 44 gives the p11 of the solution
as

0.200)
pit 7.21 - log	 = 6.91

Hence, the solution should buffer close to p1 -I = 7

Srlt-1ct 9.0 Calculate the p11 of an aqueous buffer solution which contains
0.100 molL NH 3 and 0.200 moIL NH4CI.

[8.95; more realistically: 91

(e) Acid-base indicators
The rapid change of pH near the stoichiometric point in a titration is the basis of indicator
detection. An acid-base indicator is normally some large, water-soluble, weakly acidic
organic molecule which can exist as acid (Hin) or conjugate base (1n) forms that differ in
colour. The two forms are in equilibrium in solution:

Hln(aq) I H 2 0(1)	 In (aq) + H,0' (aq)

NH,

0	 O	 0-
N

0—P-0--P-0—P-0	 0
111)11
o	 0	 0

	

TAIP	 OH OH

and, if we make the usual assumption that the solution is so dilute that the activity of water
is I, then the equilibrium is described by the constant

=	 °--	 [50]
a1 I in

The ratio of acid and base forms at a given ph I is found by rearranging this expression to

log 1 -	 pK - p11	 (51)

Therefore, when the p11 is less than pK 1 , the indicator is predominantly in its acidic form
and has the corresponding colour; when the pit is greater than pK 1 , the indicator is mainly
in its basic form. The end point is the pH of the solution when both forms are present in
equal abundance, which occurs when p11 = pK1.

At the stoichiometric point of an acid-base titration, the pH changes sharply through
several units and, if the pH passes through pK10 , there is a pronounced colour change. With a
well-chosen indicator, the end point coincides with the stoichiometric point of the titration.

Care must be taken to use an indicator that changes colour at the pit appropriate to the
type of titration. Thus, in a weak acid-strong base titration, the stoichiometric point lies at
the p11 given by cqn 47, so an indicator that changes at that pit must be selected. Broadly
speaking, an indicator with pK 1 >7 is required because the stoichiometric point lies at
pl4>7. Similarly, in a strong acid-weak base titration, an indicator changing near the pH
given by cqn 48 should be used. The stoichiomctric points of such titrations lie at pit <7, so
an indicator with pK <7 is required.

9.6 Biological activity: the therniodynamics of Al P

An important biochemical is adenosine triphosphate, ATP (1). Its function is to store the
energy made available when food is metabolized and then to supply it on demand to a wide

17—A
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variety of biological processes. The essence of AV's action is its ability to lose its terminal
phosphate group by hydrolysis and to form adenosine diphosphale (ADP):

A1P(aq) + 1-1 2 00) - ADP(aq) + P,(aq) + H 3 0' (aq)

(P - denotes an inorganic phosphate group, such as H 2 P0.) This reaction is exergonic and
can drive an endergonic reaction if suitable enzymes are available.

(a) Biological standard states
The conventional standard state of hydrogen ions (unit activity, pH 0) is not appropriate
to normal biological conditions. Therefore, in biochemistry it is common ti adopt the
biological standard state, in which pit = 7 (an activity of 10, neutral solution). We shall
adopt this convention in this section, and label the corresponding standard thermodynamic
functions as G* , /-/, and S* (some texts use X e '). The relation between the
thermodynamic and biological standard Gibbs energies of reaction for a reaction of the form

A * oH (aq)	 P

is

/r(T	 1\rGU + 71'R7' In 10

Note that there is no difference between the two standard values if hydrogen ions are not
involved in the reaction (ii	U).

.1

The reaction Gibbs energy is

PP — YA - °Pu

If all the species other than H I are in their standard states, this expression becomes

ArG= — —

Then, because

p 11 . = p. + RT In a+ = p'. — (RT In 10) x pH

(because In x	 In 10 log x, with In 10 = 2.303), this equation becomes

- p. — vp. + (RTv In 10) x pH

Equation 53 then follows when we set pH = 7

Illustration
Consider the reaction

NADH(aq) + FI(aq) ------. NAD(aq) + H(g)

at 37°C, for which &G e = —21.8 kJmoI* NADH is the reduced form of nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide and NAD * is its oxidized form; the molecules play an important role in
the later stages of the respiratory process. It follows that because i i	I and 7 In tO = 16. 1,

= —21.8 kJ mol -f 16.1 x (8.314 J 	 lmolH) x (310 K)

= 4-19.7 kirnoli

Note that the biological standard value is opposite in sign (in this example) to the
thermodynamic standard value.

(52)

(53)

17—B
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Sdf-test 'lit; For a particular reaction of the form A -. B + 2H in aqueous solution, it
was found that ArGe +20 kJmot' at 28 CC. Estimate the value of AG*.

[-61 1dmot11

The standard values for ATP hydrolysis at 37 CC (310 K. blood temperature) are
= —30 kJmol', A,/I + = —20 kimoL', and ATS +34 JK mo1. The

hydrolysis is therefore exergonic (\,G + <0) under these conditions, and 30 kjmoL' is
available for driving other reactions. Moreover, because the reaction entropy is large, the
reaction Gibbs energy is sensitive to temperature. In view of its exergonicity the ADP-
phosphate bond has been called a 'high-energy phosphate bond'. The name is intended to
signify a high tendency to undergo reaction, and should not be confused with 'strong' bond.
In fact, even in the biological sense it is not of very 'high energy'. The action of ATP depends
on it being intermediate in activity. Thus it acts as a phosphate donor to a number of
acceptors (for example, glucose), but is recharged by more powerful phosphate donors in the
respiration cycle.

(b) Anaerobic and aerobic metabolism
The efficiency of some biological processes can be gauged in terms of the value of Lt,G''

given above, as we shall consider by considering aerobic and anaerobic metabolism. Aerobic
metabolism is a series of reactions in which inhaled oxygen plays a role; anaerobic
metabolism is a form of metabolism in which inhaled oxygen plays no role. The energy
source of anaerobic cells is glycolysis, the partial oxidation of glucose to lactic acid, and at
blood temperature ArG = —218 kJmol', The standard reaction enthalpy is
—120 kimol ', the exergonicity exceeding the exothcrmicity on account of the large
increase of entropy accompanying the fracture of the glucose molecule. The glycolysis is
coupled to a reaction in which two ADP molecules are converted into two AlP molecules:

Glucose + 2P + 2ADP -+ 21-actate + 2ATP + 21-10

The standard reaction Gibbs energy is (-218) - 2(-30) kJmoL' —158 k.Jmol'. The
reaction is exergonic. and therefore spontaneous: the metabolism of the food has been used
to 'recharge' the ATP.

Metabolism by aerobic respiration is much more efficient. The standard Gibbs energy of
combustion of glucose is —2880 Id mol ',and so terminating its oxidation at lactic acid is a
poor use of resources. In aerobic respiration the oxidation is carried out to completion, and
an extremely complex set of reactions preserves as much of the energy released as possible.
In the overall reaction, 38 ATP molecules are generated for each glucose molecule
consumed. Each mole of ATP extracts 30 kJ from the 2880 Id supplied by I mol CN1206
(ISO g of glucose), and so 1140 ki has been stored for later use.

Each ATP molecule can be used to drive an endergonic reaction for which &G 4 does not
exceed +30 kimoL'. For example, the biosynthesis of sucrose from glucose.and fructose
can be driven (if a suitable enzyme system is available) because the reaction is endergonic to
the extent Ar G + = +23 Id moL'. The biosynthesis of proteins is strongly endergonic, not
only on account of the enthalpy change but also on account of the large decrease in entropy
that occurs when many amino acids are assembled into a precisely determined sequence. For
instance, the formation of a peptide link is endergonic, with 6.1 G* +17 kjmoL', but
the biosynthesis occurs indirectly and is equivalent to the consumption of three ATP
molecules for each link. In a moderately small protein like myoglobin, with about 150
peptide links, the construction alone requires 450 ATP molecules, and therefore about
12 mol of glucose molecules for I mol of protein molecules.
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Exercises
9.1 (a) The equilibrium constant for the isomerizalion of cis-2-
butene to trons-2-butene is K 2.07 at 400 K. Calculate the
standard reaction Gibbs energy.

9.1 (b) The equilibrium constant for the dissociation of Br ? at
1600 K is K = 0.255. Calculate the standard reaction Gibbs energy.

9.2 (a) The standard reaction Gibbs energy of the isomerization of
cis-2-pentene to trans-2-peritene at 400 K is -3.67 kJ 10(11

Calculate the equilibrium constant of the isomerization.

9.2 (b) The standard reaction Gibbs energy of the decomposition of
CaCO3 to CaO and CO 2 at I 173 K is +0.1711 kJ niol'. Calculate the
equilibrium constant of the decomposition.

9.3 (a) At 2257 K and 1.(X) atm total pressure, water is 1.77 per cent
dissociated	 at	 equilibrium	 by	 way	 of	 the	 reaction
2H 2 0(g)	 2H 2 (g)+ O(g). Calculate (a) K, (b) A 1 (, and (c) AG
at this temperature.

9.3 (b) For the equilibrium, N 2 04 (g)	 21\10 2 (g), the degree of
dissociation, Oe, at 298 K is 0.201 at 1.00 bar total pressure. Calculate
(a) ArG, (b) K, and (c) A 1G at 298 K.

9.4 (a) Dinitrogeri tetroxide is 111.46 per cent dissociated at 254'C
and 1.00 bar in the equilibrium N0(q)	 2N0 7 (q). Calculate (a) K.
(b)Ar G o , (c) K at 100'C given that &H °	 -4-57.2 kJ 111(11	 over
the temperature range.

9.4 (b) Molecular bromine is 24 per cent dissociated at 160(1 K and
1.00 bar in the equilibrium 8r 2 (9) 213r(g). Calculate lal K, (hI

rG 9 , (c) K at 2000 C C given that A r/I 0 ..-- 12 kJ mol over the
temperature range.

9.5 (a) From information in the Data section, calculate the standard
Gibbs energy and the equilibrium constant at (a) 2911 K and (b) 400 K
for the reaction PIrO(s) + C0(g) '- Pb(s) CO 2 (q). Assume that the
reaction enthalpy is independent of temperature.

for the reaction CH 4 (g) -I 30 2 (g)	 CHC13 (1) + 3HCI(g). Assume
that the reaction enthalpy is independent of temperature.

9.6 (a) In the gas-phase reaction 2A -f B 3C + 2D, it was found
that, when 1.00 mol A, 2.00 mot B, and 1.00 mot D were mixed and
allowed to come to equilibrium at 25'C, the resulting mixture
contained 0.90 mol Cat a total pressure of 1.00 bar. Calculate (a) the
mule fractions of each species at equilibrium, (b) K, (c) K, and (d)

G0.

9.6 (b) In the gas-phase reaction A 4 B C + 2D, it was found
that, when 2.00 mol A, 1.00 (00113, and 3.0() oral D were mixed and
allowed to come to equilibrium at 25CC, the resulting mixture
contained 0.79 mol C at a total pressure of 1.00 bar. Calculate (a) the
mole fractions of each species at equilibrium, (b) K. (c) K, and Id)
A,( 0

9.7 (a) The standard reaction enthalpy of Zn(s) -I- H 2 0(g) -,
ZnOsj i H 2 (g) is approximately constant at -1-224 kJ tool - from
)20 K up to 1280 K. The standard reaction Gibbs energy is
-133 kJ tool at 1280 K. Estimate the temperature at which the
equilibrium constant becomes greater than I.

9.7 (b) The standard enthalpy of a certain reaction is approximately
constant at -i 125 kJ nit)!-1 from 800 K up to 15W K. The standard
reaction Gibbs energy is -122 kJ ma! I at 1120 K. Estimate the
temperature at which the equilibrium constant becomes greater
than I.

9.8 (a) The equilibrium constant of the reaction 2C3H5(g)

C J'( ( g ) -4-- C 4 11 8(9) is found to lit the expression

1(188	 1.51 x i(l
lnK=-1.04- --

(7/K)	 (T,/K)2

9.5 (b) From information in the Data section, calculate the standard	 brtwccn 301) K and 60(1 K. Calculate the standard reaction enthalpy
Gibbs energy and the equilibrium eonstnt at (a) 25(' and (b) 50C 	 and standard reaction entropy at 4(8) K.
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9.8 (b) The equilibrium constant of a reaction is found to fit the
expression

1176	 2.1x107
InK°° _2.O4--+ (T/K)3

between 400 K and 500 K. Calculate the standard reaction enthalpy
and standard reaction entropy at 450 K.
9.9 (a) The standard reaction Gibbs energy of the isomerization of
borneol (C 1O H I7 OH) to isoborneol in the gas phase at 503 K is
+9.4 kJmol. Calculate the reaction Gibbs energy in a mixture
consisting of 0.15 mot of borneal and 0.30 mot of isoborncol when
the total pressure is 60() Torr.

9.9 (b) The equilibrium pressure of H. over solid uranium and
uranium hydride, UH 3 . at 503 K is 1.04 Tore. Calculate the standard
Gibbs energy of formation of UH 3 (5) at 500 K.

9.10 (a) Calculate the percentage change in the equilibrium con-
stant K of the reaction H 7CO(g) CO(g) * H 7 (g) when the total
pressure is increased from 1.0 bar to 2.0 bar at constant temperature.

9.10 (b) Calculate the percentage change in the equilibrium
constant	 K	 of	 the	 reaction	 CH 3 0H(g) + NOCI(g)
HCI(g) + CH 3 NO 3 (g) when thetotal pressure is increased from
1.0 bar to 2.0 bar at constant temperature.

9.11(a) The equilibrium constant for the gas-phase isomerization of
borneol (C IO H I7OH) to isoborneol at 503 K is 0.106. A mixture
consisting of 7.50 g of borneol and 14.0 g of isoborneol in a
container of volume 5.0 L is heated to 503 K and allowed to come to
equilibrium. Calculate the mole fractions of the two substances at
equilibrium.

9.11 (b) The	 equilibrium	 constant	 for	 the	 reaction
N 2 (g) + O(g) 2N0(g) is 1.69 x 10 at 2300 K. A mixture
consisting of 5.0 g of nitrogen and 2.0 g of oxygen in a container
of volume 1.0 L is heated to 2300 K and allowed to come to
equilibrium. Calculate the mole fraction of NO at equilibrium.

9.12 (a) Use the data in Table 2.6 of the Data section to decide
which of the following reactions have K> I at 298 K.

(a)HCI(g) + NH 3 (g)	 NH4CI(s)

(b)2Al2 03 (s) + 3Si(s)	 35i07(5 ) + 4Al(s)

(c) Fe(s) + H 2 S(g)	 FeS(s) + H2(g)

9.12 (b) Use the data in Table 2.6 of the Data section to decide
which of the following reactions have K> I at 298 K.

(a) FeS2 (s) + 21`1 7 (g)	 Fe(s) + 2H2S(g)

(b) 21-1 2 02 0) + H 2 S(g)	 H 7 SO4 (l) + 21-13(g)

9.13 (a) Which of the equilibria in Exercise 9.12a are favoured (in
the sense of K increasing) by a rise in temperature at constant
pressure?

9.13 (b) Which of the equilibria in Exercise 9.12b are favoured (in
the sense of K increasing) by a reduction in temperature at constant
pressure?

9.14 (a) What is the standard enthalpy of a reaction for which the
equilibrium constant is (a) doubled, (b) halved when the temperature
is increased by 10 K at 298 K?

9.14 (b) What is the standard enthalpy of a reaction for which the
equilibrium constant is (a) doubled, (b) halved when the temperature
is increased by IS K at 310 K?

9.15 (a) The standard Gibbs energy of formation of NH 3 (g) is
--16.5 ki mot ' at 298 K. What is the reaction Gibbs energy when
the partial pressures of the N 1 . H 7 , and NH 3 (treated as perfect gases)
are 3.0 bar, 1.0 bar, and 4.0 bar, respectively? What is the
spontaneous direction of the reaction in this case?

9.15 (b) The dissociation vapour pressure of NH 4CI at 427°C is
608 kPa but at 459°C it has risen to 1115 kPa. Calculate (a) the
equilibrium constant, (b) the standard reaction Gibbs energy, (c) the
standard enthalpy, )d( the standard entropy of dissociation, all at
427°C. Assume that the vapour behaves as a perfect gas and
that Es11 0 and AS are independent of temperature in the range
given.

9.16 (a) Estimate the temperature at which CaCO 3 (calcite) decom-
poses.

9.16 (b) Estimate the temperature at which CuSO 4 . 51-1 7 0 undergoes
dehydration.

9.17 (a) At the half-way point in the titration of a weak acid with a
strong base the pH was measured as 5.40. (a) What is the acidity
constant and the PK a of the acid? ib) What is the pH of the solution
that is 0.015 M in the acid?

9.17 (b) At the half-way point in the titration of a weak acid with a
strong base the pH was measured as 4.82.. (a) What is the acidity
constant and the pK of the acid? (b) What is the pH of the solution
that is 0025 M in the acid?

9.18 (a) Calculate the pH of (a) 0.10 MNH 4 CI(aq). (b)
0.10 M NaCH 3 CO 2 , (c) 0.100 MCH3COOH(aq).

9.18 (b) Calculate the pH of (a) 0.10 MNaHCO 2 (aq), (b)
0.20 MNaC 6 H 5 CO 7 , (c) 0.150 MHCN(aq).

9.19 (a) Calculate the pH at the stoichiometric point of the titration
of 25.00 mL of 0.100 M lactic acid with 0.175 M NaOH(aq).

9.19 (b) Calculate the pH at the stoichiometric point of the
titration of 25.00 mL of 0.100M chtorous acid with
0.175 M NaOH(aq). The pK of ehlorous acid is 1.96.

9.20 (a) Sketch the pH curve of a solution containing
0.1(1 M NaCH 3 CO 2 (aq) and a variable amount of acetic acid,

9.20 (b) Sketch the p1-I curve of a solution containing
0.15 M NaC5 H 5 CO 2 (aq) and a variable amount of benzoic acid.

9.21 (a) From the information in Table 9.1, select suitable buffers
for (a) pH = 2.2 and (b) pH = 7.0.

9.21 (b) From the information in Table 9.1, select suitable buffers
for (a) pH = 4.6 and (b) pH = 10.8.
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Problems

Numerical problems
9.1 The	 equilibrium	 constant	 for	 the	 reaction,

3 (5) + Br,(g) 21Br(g) is 0.164 at 25C. (a) Calculate t\G 9 for
this reaction. (b) Bromine gas is introduced into a container with
excess solid iodine. The pressure and temperature are held at
0.164 atm and 25°C. Find the partial pressure of 18r(g) at equilibrium.
Assume that all the bromine is in the liquid form and that the vapour
pressure of iodine is negligible. (c) In fact, solid iodine has a
measurable vapour pressure at 25°C. In this case, how would the
calculation have to be modified?

9.2 Consider the dissociation of methane. CH 4 (g), into the elements
H 2 (g) and C(s, graphite). (a) Given that jrHe(CH4,9)
-74.85 kJmol' and that LrS e (CH4 , 9 ) = -80.67 JK mol' at
298 K, calculate the value of the equilibrium constant at 298 K. (b)
Assuming that ArHo is independent of temperature, calculate K at
50°C. (c) Calculate the degree of dissociation,;, of methane at 25°C
and a total pressure of 0.010 bar. (d) Without doing any numerical
calculations, explain how the degree of dissociation for this reaction
will change as the pressure and temperature are varied.

9.3 The equilibrium pressure of H 2 over U(s) and UH,(s) between
450 K and 715 K fits the expression

ln(p/Pa) = 69.32 - 1.464x 
10

--- - 5.65 Irs(T/K)
T/K

Find an expression for the standard enthalpy of formation of Ut-i,(s)
and from it calculate Arc.
9.4 The degree of dissociation,;, of CO 2 (g) into C0(g) and O,(g) at
high temperatures was found to vary with temperature as follows:

T/K	 1395	 1443	 1498
;/i0	 1.44	 2.50	 4.71

Assuming IX,Jle to be constant over this temperature range,
calculate K, t ,G e , r/1 0 , and ArS. Make any justifiable
approximations.

9.5 The standard reaction enthalpy of the decomposition of
CaCl 2 NH3 (s) into CaC13 (s) and NH 3 (g) is nearly constant at
+78 kJmol between 350 K and 470 K. The equilibrium pressure
of NH, in the presence of CaCl 2. NH, is 12.8 Tcirr at 400 K. Find an
expression for the temperature dependence of A,(; 4 in the same
range.

9.6 Calculate the equilibrium	 constant of the	 reaction
C0(g) + H 2(g) H 2 C0(g) given that, for the production of liquid
formaldehyde, &G = +28.95 kjmol I at 298 K and that the
vapour pressure of formaldehyde is 1500 Torr at that temperature.

9.7 Acetic acid was evaporated in a container of volume 21.45 cm-1
at 437 K and at an external pressure of 764.3 Torr, and the container
was then sealed. The mass of acid present in the sealed container was
0.0519 g. The experiment was repeated with the same container but
at 471 K, and it was found that 00380 g of acetic acid was present.

Calculate the equilibrium constant for the dimerization of the acid in
the vapour and the enthalpy of vaporization.

9.8 Hydrogen and carbon monoxide have been investigated for use
in fuel cells, 50 their solubilities in molten salts are of interest. Their
solubilities in a molten NaNO,/KNO, mixture were examined
(E. Desimoni and P.G. Zansbonin, J. Chem. Soc. Faraday Trans. 1,
2014 (1973)) with the following results:

= -5.39 -	 logs(CO) = 5.98 
980

where .c is the solubility in mol cm bar'. Calculate the standard
molar enthalpies of solution of the two gases at 570 K.

9.9 The dissociation of I, can be monitored by measuring the total
pressure, and three sets of results are as follows:

T/K	 973	 1073	 1173
1001/atm 6.244	 7.500	 9.181
104 n1	2.4709 2.4555 2.4366

where n1 is the amount of I atoms per mole of I, molecules in the
mixture, which occupied 342.68 cm 3 . Calculate the equilibrium
constants of the dissociation and the standard enthalpy of
dissociation at the mean temperature.

Theoretical problems
9.10 Show that if K,, increases with pressure, then K0 must decrease,
where K = K,,K, 0 denoting the fugacity coefficient.

9.11 Express the equilibrium constant of a gas-phase reaction
A i- 313 2C in terms of the equilibrium value of the extent of
reaction. ., given that initially A and B were present in stoichiometric
proportions. Find an expression for as a function of the total
pressure, p, of the reaction mixture and sketch a graph of the
expression obtained.

9.12 When light passes through a cell of length I containing an
absorbing gas at a pressure p, the absorption is proportional to p!
Consider the equilibrium 2N0, N,0 4 , with NO, the absorbing
species. Show that when two cells of lengths ( and I, are used, and
the pressures needed to obtain equal absorptions are Pi and P2,
respectively, then the equilibrium constant is given by

K PIP2 -=
p(p - I )li'2 -PIP)P

with p	 1 1 /12 . The following data were obtained (RJ. Nordstrum and
W.H. Chan. J. Pliys. Chem. 80, 847 (1976)):

Absorbance	 P 1 hon	 P2/Ion'
0:05	 .1.00	 5.47
0.10	 2.10	 12.00
0.15	 3.15	 18.65
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with l = 395 mm and l = 75 mm. Determine the equilibrium
constant of the reaction.

9.13 Find an expression for the standard reactionGibbs energy at a
temperature T' in terms of its value at another temperature T and the
coefficients a, h, and c in the expresson for the molar heat capacity
listed in Table 2,2. Evaluate the standard Gibbs energy of formation of
1-1 7 00) at 372 K from its value at 2911 K.

Additional problems suppi cd by ( ' ;ir mcii (l on
and Charles Trapp

9.14 Thorn et aT recently carried out a study of C1 2 0(g; by
photoelectron ionization (H.P. Thorn, U. SOd, S--C. Kuo, and
H.B. Klemm, J. Pfiys, Chem. 300. 14178 (1996)). From their
measurements, they report A/lw(CtO) -= -177.2 kJ not . They
combined this measurement with literature data on the reaction
Cl 2 0(g) ± H 2 0(g) -. 200Ct(g), for which K = 8.2 x 10 2 and

+16.38 J K' moI, and with readily available thermo-
dynamic data on water vapour to report a value for A111(H0Cl).
Calculate that value. All quantities refer to 298 K.

9.15 The dimerization of CIO in the Antarctic winter stratosphere is
believed to play an important part in that region's severe seasonal
depletion of ozone. The following equilibrium constants are based on
measurements by Cox and Hayman (HA. Cox and G.D. Hayman,
Nature 332. 796 (1988)) on the reaction 2Cl0(g) -. (Cl0)2(g).

7'/K 233	 248	 258	 268	 273
K	 4,13x 10 5.00x IO	 1.45x iO	 5.37x 10f" 3.20x 10
T/K 280	 288	 295	 303
K	 9.62>	 4.28x 10	 1.67x 10' 7.02x IO

(a) Derive the values of I rII	 and ArSo for this reaction. (b)
Compute the standard enthalpy of formation and the standard molar
entropy of (CIO), given	 /l w (CtO ) 'S -i 101.8 kJ riot	 and
S,(Cl0)	 226.6 JK'' moL' (CRC Handbook (1995)).

9.16 Acid rain is an environmental concern in many parts of Western
Europe and eastern North America. In assessing the acidity of rainfall,
it is important to have an idea of the acidity of natural rainwater.
Assuming that natural rainwater (that is, rainwater uncontaminated
with nitric or sulfuric acids) is in equilibrium with 3.6 x 10 atm CO?
(the Henry's law constant is 1.25 x iO Toed, what is the p1-1 of
natural rainwater? What would the pFl of natural rainwater have
been in pre-industrial times, when the partial pressure of CO 2 was
about 2.8 x to -a atm? State your approximations explicitly.

9.17 The 19131* saw reports of A1He(SH2) ranging from 243 to
2119 ki root . For example, the lower value was cited in the review
article by Walsh (H. Walsh, Ace. Chem. Res. 14, 246 (1981)); Walsh
now leans toward the upper end of the range (Fl.M. Frey, R. Walsh,
and I-M. Watts, J. Chem. Soc., (Them, Common. 1189 (1986)). The
higher value was reported by S.-K. Shin and J.L Beauchamp (J. Phys.
('hem. 90, 1507 (1986)). If the standard enthalpy of formation is
uncertain by this amount, by what factor is the equilibrium constant
for the formation of SiH 2 from its elements uncertain at (a) 298 K, (b)
7110 K?

9.18 Nitric acid hydrates have received much attention as possible
catalysts for heterogeneous reactions which bring about the Antarctic
ozone hole. Woranop et of. investigated the thermodynamic stability
of these hydrates under conditions typical of the polar winter
stratosphere (0.13. Worsnop, LE. Fox, M.S. Zahniser, and S.C. Wofsy,
Science 259, 71 (1993)). Standard reaction Gibbs energies can be
computed for the following reactions at 190 K from their data.

(1) 0 2 0(g) -i H 2 0(s)	 A ,G 0 = -23.6 kJmol"
(2)H0(9) .t HNO 3 (9) -	 HNO3 . H20(s)

LGe = -57.2 kJmoLt
(3) 21-1 2 0g) + FINO3 (g) -a HNO J . 2H20(s)

= -85.6 kimot"
(4) 3H 2 0(g) ± HNO5 (g) -. HN0 . 3l'10(s)

-112.8 kJmol

Which solid is thermodynamically most stable at 190 K if
Po,o = 1.3 x IO 7 bar and Priso, = 4.1 x 10 0 bar? (Hint: Try
computing ArG' for each reaction under the prevailing conditions;
if more than one solid forms spontaneously, check on ArGe for
conversion of one solid to another.)

9.19 Alberty et al. report thermochemical properties of polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons, many estimated by group additivity methods
(HA. Alberty, M.B. Chung, and A.K. Reif, J. Phy.s. Chem. Ref. Data 18,
17 (1989)). Some of their data are shown below for three isomeic
pyrenes of formula C70 H 12 at 1000 K.

Species	 /( '/(U mol')	 S ' /(J K mol - I)

Perylenc	 +253.2	 987.9
Benzo(e)pyrene	 +253.2	 993.7
Benzo(a)pyrene	 +262.4	 999.4

What are the equilibrium mole fractions of these three isomers at
11)0(1 K?
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Although the thermodynamic properties of electrolyte solutions can be discussed in terms of
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between ions in solution, which means that deviations from ideality are marked even in
quite dilute systems. therefore, we must equip ourselves with means of dealing with activity
coefficients that differ significantly from I. A second feature is that, because many reactions
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The thermodynamic properties of ions in solution
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discussion of electrolyte solutions. In this section we focus on departures from ideality.
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ioi Thermodynamic fwmiztions of formation
lhc standard enthalpy and Gibbs energy of a reaction involving ions in solution are
expressed in terms of standard enthalpies and Gibbs energies of formation listed in Table 2.6
In the Data section. These properties are used in exactly the same way as those for neutral
compounds. The values of A111e and AG refer to the formation of solutions of ions from
the reference states of the parent elements. However, solutions of cations cannot be
prepared without their accompanying anions. Therefore, although the standard enthalpy of
an overall reaction such as

Ag(s) -F Cl,(g) ---. Ag (aq) + Cl(aq)

for which

= A 1 /I°(Ag,aq) + i1/l(Cl,aq)

is meaningful and measurable (and found to be —61.58 kjmoL'), the enthalpies of the
individual formation reactions are not measurable.

(a) Standard functions of formation of ions
The problem is solved by defining one ion, conventionally the hydrogen ion, to have zero
standard enthalpy and Gibbs energy of formation:

i s r /L a (H r, a(l) -- I.)	 i1G°(l4,aq) = 0	 11]

at all temperatures. In essence, this definition adjusts the actual values of the enthalpies and
Gibbs energies of formation of ions by a fixed amount, which is chosen so that the standard
value for one of them, H (aq), has the value zero. Then in the reaction

H.2 (g) -i- 7'C'2 (9)---# H' (aq) + CL(aq) 	 Es,Ge = —131.23 kJmol

we can write

,aq) +	 = i1G°(CI,aq)

and hence identify A 1 G(Cl ,aq) as —131.23 Umol. All the Gibbs energies and
enthalpies of formation of ions in Tables 10.1 and 2.6 were calculated in the same way.

Illustration
With the value of AG (Cl - . aq) established, we can find the value of ArG°(Ag ', aq) from

Ag(s) -t- Cl 2 (g) ----. Ag'(aq) + CL(aq)	 irG = —54.12 kJmol

which leads to A1Gw(Ag ,aq) = +77.11 kJntol'.

'wi l- It-si J , i The standard crthiilpy of formation of AgNO 3 (aq) is —99.4 kJ mol at
298 K. Calculate the standard enthalpy of formation of the nitrate ion in water by using
the standard enthalpy of formation of Ag(aq) in Table 2.6.

[-205.0 kJmoi']

(b) Contributions to the Gibbs energy of formation
The factors responsible for the magnitude of theGibbs energy of formation of an ion in
solution can be identified by analysing it in terms of a thermodynamic cycle. As an
illustration, we consider the reasons for the difference between the standard Gibbs energies

Table 10.1 Standard thermodynamic func-
tions of formation of ions in aqueous solution
at 298K

Ion	 rFf/(kJmol ') AG/(kJ inol )

C1	 —167.2	 --131.2
Cu"_+64.8	 +65.5
H 4	0	 0
K 4	 —252.4	 —283.3
Na	 —240.1	 —261.9
P0	 —1277.0	 —1010.0

• More value are given in the Data section at the end
of this volume; see Table 2.6.
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H'(g) + Cl(g) +

Hlgl + 12 C12(g) 
+ :

:^^-349
Hig) + Ci(g)

+1312 /	 I
.s01G'lCi>

H(g) + Cl2(g)

+203 G"lH)

1-12(g)H°(g) 

+ Ci(aq)

2:"^	 qI + CIiaq)

(a)	 - l.SG"(H', aq) + AG (CI, aq))

H'(g) + 1(g) +

WWI, 	 2 1 2 (S) e	
295	

H°(g) + 1(g)

+1312 (
	 -	 \	 \501G't[l

H(g) + 1 1 21	 H(g) + i(aq)

1 

+203 
\\) 

_____// ASOICGIH)

H2(g) + 512(s)	
(	

W(aq) + i(aq)

(h)	 -),GlH, aql i- sG(F, aql)

10.1 The thermodynamic cycles for the discussion of the Gibbs energies of solvatietn (hydration) and
formation of (a) chloride ions. (hi iodide ionsin aqueous solution. The changes in Gibbs energies around
the cycle sues to zero because G is a state function.

of formation of Cl - and 1 in water, which are -131 U moll -1 and -52 Id mo1
respectively. We do so by treating their formation in the reaction

1-1 2 (9) +X 3 (g) -- H(aq) +X(aq)

as the outcome of the sequence of steps shown in Fig. 10.1 (with values taken from the Data
section, particularly Tables 26, 13.4. and 13,5).i In each case we use the fact that the sum of
the Gibbs energies for all the steps around a closed cycle is zero. It follows that

A, W' 	 ,aq)	 1 272 U mol + 5tsurtoG k ( H + ) +

ail)	 1290 kJ ntoi f A riuG(H ) + A10G(1)

lhr cranjarS ti bus onergrs at forniat:rin of thr ijas-phase ions are unknown We have thcrelore used lontafron energies and
ciectrorralG yrtirn (Sn ton 1 3 ur unit have assumed that any differences from the Gibbs energies arising I rom ronuersion to
rnthai1ry lent I fir iflCL+iiioit rnhlOritn to virtue (bbs rflncrJes In he frnrrnufmon of ii' are cancelled by the corresponding terms
in 1 1 , rtert.re -JJin ni S liirnrnrIu5rcjns rum the cycles arc therefore onl-y appruzrrnafr
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Tabli 10.2' Relative permittivitics (dielectric 	 An important point to note is that the value of tSrG of an on is not determined by the
constants) at 298 K	 properties of lhe inn alone but includes contributions from the dissociation, ionization, and

hydration of hydrogen. The difference between the two values is

aq) - A(G(J a(l)
Ammonia	 169	 (2)

224 (at —33CC)	 = AG (CI ) i\ 01 G°(I ) - 18 kJ mol

Benzene	 2.274	 The two unknown quantities are the standard Gibbs energies of salvation ts 1 G, the
Ethanol	 24.30	 standard reaction Gibbs energy for the processes
Water	 78.54

M (g)	 -, M (solution)	 X (g) -	 A (solution)	 (3)
More values are given in the Dote section.

Experiment ally, we know thai

t5G (C1 aiq) A G (I - aq)	 —79 U not -

so we can conclude that

A 0i G°(Cl ) A,G'(I ) = —61 kirnol

Gibbs energies of solvation of individual ions may be estimated from an equation derived
by Max Norn, who identified A, 0 G° with the electrical work of transferring an ion from a
vacuum into the solvent treated as a continuous dielectric of relative permittivity Cr
(Table 10.2). the resulting Born equation, which is derived in the Justification below, is

-	
(i -
	

(4)hne1 ,r.	 r

where , is the charge number of the ion and r, its radius' (N,5 is the Avogadro constant).
Note that A,kG° <0 and that it is strongly negative for small, highly charged ions in
media of high relative permittivity. For water at 25C,

	

i G e = -	 x (6.86 x 104 kJ Mot 1 )	 (5)(i/pm)

Justiflcation 10.1

The electrical concepts required in this derivation are reviewed in Further information 5
The strategy of the calculation is to identity the Gibbs energy of salvation with the work of
transferring an ion from a vacuum into the solvent. That work is calculated by taking the
difference of the work of charging an ion when it is in the solution and the work of
charging the same ion when it is in a vacuum. We model an ion as a sphere of radius r
immersed in a medium of permittivity c. When the charge of the sphere is q, the electrit
potential, 4i, at its surface is

(p = 4ircr

The work of bringing up a charge dq to the sphere is (pdq. Therefore, the total work of
charging the sphere from 0 to re is

w = f 0 d =	 qdq =

This electrical work of charging, when multiplied by the Avogadro constant, is the molar
Gibbs energy for charging the ions.

The work 01 charging an ion in a vacuum is obtained by setting c	 the vacuum
permittivity. The corresponding value for charging the ion in a medium is obtained by

I	 .:d]o!(,,...	 ri	 rh	 i,
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setting i: .: i:,i., where Lr is the relative permittivity of the medium. It follows that the
change in molar Gibbs energy that accompanies the transfer of ions from a vacuum to a
solvent is the difference of these two quantities:

	

SAl	 .2 SAl
A Ge_A.!L_A

	

Sir 0e,r,	 Smeirj

which can easily be rearranged into eqn 4.

Illustration

To see how clijsely the Born equation reproduces the experimental data, we calculate that
the difference in the Values of A1G0 for Cl and 1 in water, for which Cr = 78.54 at 25C,
given their radii as 181 pm and 220 pin (Table 21.3), respectively, is

A,Ge(Cl ) - A, i G(I ) = _(
	 -	

x (6.86 x I  Uniol)

= -67 kJmol'

This estimated difference is in good agreement with the experimental difference.

Estimate the value of &0 G(Cl - , aq) - Ai5Ge(Br_, aq) from experi-
mental data and from the Born equatiin.

[-26 kJmol experimental; -29 kimol' calculated]

(c) Standard entropies of ions in solution
Although the partial molar entropy of the solute in an electrolyte solution can be measured,
there is no experimental way of ascribing a part of that entropy to the cations and a part to
the anions. Therefore, yet again we are forced to define the partial molar entropy of one
species and set up a table of values for other ions on that basis. The entropies of ions in
solution are reported on a scale in which the standard entropy of the H I ions in water is
taken as zero at all temperatures:

SetH	 a(1) - 0	 [6]

The values based on this choice are listed in Table 10.3 and more fully in Table 2.6 in the
I)ato section.

labli I O.:r Standard entropies of ions in	
Because the entropies of ions in water are values relative to the hydrogen ion in water,aqueous solution at 298 K

they hay lie either positive or negative. A positive entropy means that an ion has a higher
.S'/(j K' xiiol )	 partial molar entropy than H in water and a negative entropy means that the ion has a

Cl_+56.5	 lowci partial molar entropy than II in water. For instance, the entropy of CL(aq) is

Cu 2	-996	
+57 JKi tool	 and that of Mg (aq) is -12$ J 	 'mol . Partial molar ion entropies- 

H	 by definition vary as expected on the basis that they are related to the degree to which the ions order theI) 

K 4	--102.5	 water muicculrs around thme	 in the solution. Small, highly charged ions induce local

Na	 -59.()	 structure in the surrounding water, and the disorder of the solution is decreased more than

PO	 -221.8	 in the case of large, singly charged inns. The absolute, Third-taw standard partial molar
- ................... .....	 entropy  of thr p rolon in water earl be estimated by proposing a model of the structure it

More values air cJ.rr in tSr Ooiu sri-hon; Sri iatlr	 induces, and there is sonic agreement on the value -21 J K 1 moV 1 . The negative value2.6.	 indicates that Itic proton induces order ri the solvent.
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10.2 Ion activities
Interactions between ions are so strong that the approximation of replacing activities by
molalities is valid only in very dilute solutions (less than 10_1 niol kg I in total

concentration) and in precise work activities themselves must be used.

(a) The definition of activity
We saw in Section lie that the chemical potential of a solute in a real solution is related to

its activity a by

p .= ;i 	 i NT In a	 (7)

where the standard state is a hypothetical solution with molality b° = I mol kg in which

the ions are behaving ideally. The activity is related to the molality, 3 h, by

(R)

where the activity coefficient, , depends on the composition, rnodiity, and temperature of
the solution. As the sulution approaches ideality (in the sense of obeying Henrys law) at tow
motalitirs, the activity coefficient tends towards I:

—• I and a —. b/h° as b — 0	 (9)

Because all deviations from ideality are carried in the activity coefficient, the chemical

potential can be Wiittefl4

it =	 4 NT In fi + RT In y = dei RT In	 { l0}

where ji	 is the chemical potential of the ideal-dilute solution of the same molatity.

(b) Mean activity coefficients
If the chemical potential of a univalent cation M is denoted p, and that of a univalent
anion X is denoted i. the total Gibbs energy of the ions in the electrically neutral solution
is the sum of these partial molar quantities. The molar Gibbs energy of an ideal solution is

G'' = 11iin,a +

However, for a real solution of M and X of the same molatity,

Gm P+ +/1_ = iwi +	 + RT In y + RT In y	 (12)
=	 ± RT In

All the deviations from ideality are contained in the last term.
There is no experimental way of separating the product yi_ into contributions from the

cations and the anions. The best we can do experimentally is to assign responsibility for the
nonideality equally to hoth kinds of ion. Therefore, for a 1,1-electrolyte, we introduce the

mean activity coefficient as the geometric mean i of the individual coefficients

7± = (77..) 
/2	 ['31

and express the individual chemical potentials of the ions as

	

RTIn ','	 p = p' t ±RT lny	 (14)

The iiiPAC recomlnenf.nilci', Fr t he symbol is riiher in cit5. wtrercJs the [ammo is rumors commonly . rccd. S has hr y thmafltagc thai

ii is less likely to SC conFused will "055 mm.

In accord with She Convermiim mdoptCd in earlier ehplers. the nOtairOn his been smmplrhed by intirpictmfli b is bO' n mmd

labelling the eqoamiron I
he geoncirir mcmi lii s ard	 is Lu at
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It ' 	-

The sum of these two chemical potentials is the same as before, eqn 12, but now the
nonideality is shared equally.

This approach earl be generalized to the case of a compound M p Xq that dissolves to give a
solution of p cations and q anions from each formula unit. The molar Gibbs energy of the
ions is the sum of their partial molar Gibbs energies:

	

pp I (f/i .. =	 + pRT In y + qRT In y._	 (15)

If we introduce the mean activity coefficient

	

=	 )l/	
p i q	 [16)

and write the chemical potential of each ion as

= idedji" + RT In ' t	 (17)

we get the same expression as in cqn 15 for Gm when we write

	

G = pp -1- qp	 (18)

However, both types of ion now share equal responsibility for the nonideality.

(c) The Debye-Huckel limiting law
The long range and strength of the Coulombic interaction between ions means that it is
likely to be primarily responsible for the departures from ideality in ionic solutions and to
dominate all the other contributions to nonideality. This domination is the basis of the
Ocbye—HUckeI theory of ionic solutions, which was devised by Peter Debye and Erich Hückel
in 1923. We give here a qualitative account of the theory and its principal conclusions. The
calculation itself, which is a profound example of how a seemingly intractable problem can
be formulated and then resolved by drawing on physical insight, is outlined in the
Justification on p. 250.

Oppositely charged ions attract one another. As a result, anions are more likely to be
found near cations in solution, and vice versa (Fig. 10.2). Overall the solution is electrically
neutral, but near any given ion there is an excess of countcr-ions (ions of opposite charge).
Averaged over time, counter-ions are more likely to be found near any given ion. This time-
averaged, spherical haze, in which counter-ions outnumber ions of the same charge as the
central ion, has a net charge equal in magnitude but opposite in Sign to that on the central
ion, and is called its ionic atmosphere. The energy, and therefore the chemical potential, of
any given central ion is lowered as a result of its electrostatic interaction with its ionic
atmosphere. This lowering of energy appears as the difference between the molar Gibbs
energy Gm and the ideal value G' of the solute, and hence can be identified with
.sRT Ili i . The stabilization of ions by their interaction with their ionic atmospheres is part
of the explanation why chemists commonly use dilute solutions, in which the s tabilization is
less important, to achieve precipitation of ions from elect,zltle Solutions.

The model leadc to the result that at very low concentralionS the activity coefficient can
be calculated from the Debye—l-Iückel limiting law

	

log)' 4 =	 j41i/2	
(19)

where A = 0.509 for an aqueous solution at 25"C and us li edirnensionless ionic strength
of the solution:

[20]

	In this expression	 is the char, number of an ion i (positC for cations and negative for
anions) and h, is its molality. The iurr strength occurs wi/Y Wherever ionic Solutions are
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10.2 The picture underlying the OC'-'ijctl
theory is of a tendency for anions to be found
around cations, and of cations to be tound around
anions (one such local clustering region is shown by
the sphere) The ions are in ceaseless motion, and
the diagram represents the time average of their
motion.
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lablc 10.4 Ionic strength and molality,	 discussed, as we shall see. [he sum extends over all the ions present in the solution. For

I= k x b/be
	

solutions consisting of two types of ion at molalittes h 4 and b_,

k
	 -	 r-	 a-	 4- 	

/ = 12( b 	 +h Z2 )/b w 	 (21)

1	 3	 6	 10

3	 4	 IS	 12

M3
	

6	 15	 9	 42

M4
	

10	 12	 42	 16

For example. the ionic strength of an M 2X 3 solution
of molaiity h, which is understood to give M and
X 2 ions in solution, is l5h/b.

The ionic strength emphasizes the charges of the ions because the charge numbers occur as
their squares. Table 10.4 summarizes the relation of ionic strength and molality in an easily

usable form.

Imagine a solution in which all the ions have their actual positions, but in which their
Coulombic interactions have been turned off. The difference in molar Gibbs energy

between the ideal and real solutions is equal to wn, the electrical work of charging the

	

system in this arrangement. Therefore, for a salt

lv,ln+=-j.	 s=p+q	 (22)

It follows that we must first find the final distribution of the ions and then the work of

charging them in that distribution.
The Coulomb potential at a distance r from an isolated ion of charge ;e in a medium of

permittivity e is

Z=	 (23)

The ionic atmosphere causes the potential to decay with distance more sharply than this
expression implies. Such shielding is a familiar problem in electrostatics, and its effect is
taken into account by replacing the Coulomb potential by the shielded Coulomb

potential, an expression of the form

=	 eti	 (24)

where r0 is called the Dchye length. When r0 is large, the shielded potential is virtually the

same as the unshielded potential. When it is small, the shielded potential is much smaller
than the unshielded potential, even for short distances (Fig. 10.3).

To calculate rJ) , we need to know how the charge density, p,, of the ionic atmosphere,
the charge In a small region divided by the volume of the region, varies with dis flee from
the ion. This step draws on another standard result of electrostatics, in which charge
density and potential are related by Poisson's equation. Because we are considering only a
spherical ionic atmosphere, we can use a simplified form of this equation in which the
charge density varies only with distance from the central ion:

±(r2.kr =—'	 (25)
r-dr\5 dr)	 C

Substitution of the expression for the shielded potential, eqn 24, results in

=	 (26)

Ii 3 The variation of the shielded Coulomb 	 To solve this equation we need to relate p i and 0,
potential with distance for different values of till' For the next step we draw on the fact that the energy of an ion depends on its closeness
Debye length, c/a, The smaller the Debyc irrglh. o the central ion, and then use the Boltzmann distribution to work out the probability
the more sharply the potential decays to zero. In
each case, a is an arbitrary unit of length. 	 That an ion will be found at each distance. The energy of an ion of charge z•e at a distance
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where it experiences the potential 4 of the central ion i relative to its energy when it is far
away in the bulk solution is its charge times the potential:

E = z1e	 (27)

Therefore, according to the Boltzmann distribution (see the introduction), the ratio of the
molar concentration, c1 , of ions at a distance rand the molar concentration in the bulk, c7,
where the energy is zero, is:

ci =	 (28)

The charge density, p, at a distance r from the ion I is the molar concentration of each
type of ion multiplied by the charge per mole of ions, ;eNA. The quantity eNA , the
magnitude of the charge per mole of electrons, occurs widely throughout electro-
chemistry, and is called the Faraday constant, F:

eNA = 96.485 kCmoJ	 [29]

It follows that

P, = c, F + cz_F = cz + Fe_ ,,/kT + cz_Fe_4,/kT	 (30)

At this stage we need to simplify the expression to avoid the awkward exponential
terms. Because the average electrostatic interaction energy is small compared with kT, we
may write eqn 30 as

P i = (cz ± cz)F - (cz +cz) 
M11-9 .....
	 (31)RT

(To obtain this expression, we havereplaced an e by F/NA and recognized that NAk = R.)
The first term in the expansion is zero because it is the charge density in the bulk, uniform
solution, and the solution is electrically neutral. The unwritten terms are assumed to be too
small to be significant. The one remaining term can be expressed in terms of the ionic
strength, eqn 20, by noting that in the dilute aqueous solutions we are considering there is
little difference between molality and molar concentration, and c = bp, where p is the
mass density of the solvent

4 C22	 (hz +b'. z . )p = 2Ibp

With these approximations, eqn 31 becomes

2pF2Ih
PS - RT

We can now solve eqn 26 for r0:

/ eRT \,i/2
= I

\2pF2Ib

To calculate the activity coefficient we need to find the electrical work of charging the
central ion when it is surrounded by its atmosphere. To do so, we need to know the
potential at the ion due to its atmosphere, This potential is the difference between
the total potential, given by eqn 24, and the potential due to the central ion itself:

(34)

(32)

(33)

18—A
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10.5 The extended Dbye-HOckel law gives
agreement with experiment over a wider range of
motalities (as shown here for a 1,1-electrotyle), but
it fails at higher molalities.
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The potential at the central ion (at r = 0)5 obtained by taking the limit of this expression

as r - 0, and is

	

Z.
d)ainrm(0) = -	 (35)

rD

This expression shows us that the potential of the ionic atmosphere is equivalent to the
potential arising from a single charge of equal magnitude but opposite sign to that of the
central ion and located at a distance r0 from the ion. If the charge of the central ion were q
and not ze, the potential due to its atmosphere would be

-

The work of adding a charge dq to a region where the electrical potential is a(0) 5

dw = 4aimm(0) dq

Therefore, the total molar work of fully charging the ions is

w. = NA J q51(0)dq 
= 

_±±._fqdq
4irer0	

36
= NA ze2 =	 z?F2

	

8u.r0 	 8neNAID

It follows from eqn 22 that the mean activity coefficient of the ions is

In 7t
	 - - (,pz2̂  + qz)F2

±	 sRT	 - 81ICSNARTTD

However, for neutrality pz. + qz . .	 0, s.o

z. (F2
SnENARTID	

(37)

When we replace r0 by using eqn 33, and convert to common logarithms, this expression
turns into eqn 19 with

A	
F3	

GFIR3V
pb 	

,l/2	
38

4nNA In 10)	
(

Illustration
The mean activity coefficient of 5.0 x 10 motkg KCI(aq) at 25°C IS calculated by

writing

I — (h, +h.)/b° =b/h°

where b is the molality of the solution (and h = b. = b). Then, from eqn 19,

Iogy = —0.509x(5.0x l03)2 = —0.036

Hence. y, = 0.92. The experimental value is 0.927.

	

6 lv this Sep. muliipiypr, I q,	 5 by  and also, sepa,alely, by q. add the two erpimyons and rearrange the result by US619
piq-.uaod:,:
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I 0.4 An experimental test of the Dt.iye-HOckcl
limiting law. Although there are marked deviations

for moderate ionic strengths, the limiting slopes as
0 are in good agreement with the theory, so

the law can be used for extrapolating data to very
low molalities.
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Table 10,5° Mean activity coefficients in water
at 298K

b/(mol kg')	 KCI	 CaCl2

Self-tet 103 Calculate the ionic strength and the mean activity coefficient of
l.00x iO mol kg - CaCl2 (aq) at 25°C.

[3.00x 10 mo1kg, 0.8801

0.001	 0.966	 0.888	 The name 'limiting law' is applied to eqn 19 because ionic solutions of moderate
0.01	 0.902	 0.732	 molalities may have activity coefficients that differ from the values given by this expression,
0.1	 0.770	 0.524	 yet all solutions are expected to conform in the limit of arbitrarily low molalities. Some
1.0	 0.607	 0.725	 experimental values of activity coefficients for salts of various valence types are listed in

More values are given in the Data section. Table 10.5. Figure 10.4 shows some of these values plotted against /2, and compares them
• with the theoretical straight lines calculated from eqn 19. The agreement at very low

molalities (less than about I mmo1kg, depending on charge type) is impressive and
convincing evidence in support of the model. Nevertheless, the departures from the
theoretical curves above these molalities are large and show that the approximations are
valid only at very low concentrations.

(d) The extended Debye-Hückel law
When the ionic strength of the solution is too high for the limiting law to be valid, it is found
thai the activity coefficient may be estimated from the extended Debyc-HUckel Law:

A1z1.z 111/2
log	

1+1//1/2	 (3•9)

where 1/is another dimensionless constant. Although B can be interpreted as a measure of
the closest approach of the ions, it is best regarded as an adjustable empirical parameter. A
curve drawn in this way is shown in Fig. 10.5. It is clear that eqn 39 accounts for some
activity coefficients over a moderate range of dilute solutions (up to about 0.1 mo1kg);
nevertheless it remains very poor near I moll kg.

Current theories of activity coefficients for ionic solutes take an indirect route. They set
up a theory for the dependence of the activity coefficient of the solvent on the
concentration of the solute, and then use the Gibbs-Duhem equation (eqn 7.12) to estimate
the activity coefficient of the solute. The results are reasonably reliable for solutions with
molatities greater than about 0.1 mol kg and are valuable for the discussion of mixed salt
solutions, such as sea water.

Electrochemical cells
An electrochemical cell consists of two electrodes, or metallic conductors, in contact with
an electrolyte, an ionic conductor (which may be a solution, a liquid, or a solid). An electrode
and its electrolyte comprise an electrode compartment. The two electrodes may share the
same compartment. The various kinds of electrode are summarized in Table 10.6 and
illustrated in Fig. 10.6. When an 'inert metal' is part of the specification, it is present to act as
a source or sink of electrons, but takes no other part in the reaction other than acting as a
catalyst for it. If the electrolytes are different, the two compartments may be joined by a salt
bridge, which is a concentrated electrolyte solution in agar jelly that completes the electrical
circuit and enables the cell to function.

A galvanic cell is an electrochemical cell that produces electricity as a result of the
spontaneous reaction occurring inside it. An electrolytic cell is an electrochemical cell in
which a non-spontaneous reaction is driven by an external source of current.

M(s),
MX(s)

!z

	

M(aq)
	

)C(aq)

(a) (b)

	

] X(aq)
	

M(ag),M"(aq)

Ic)
	

(d)

10€ Typical electrode types: (a) metal/metal on;
(b)metal/insoluble salt; Id gas; (d) redo electrodes.
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Fal,Ic 10.6 Varieties of electrode

Electrode type	 Designation	 Redox couple	 Half-reaction

Metal/metal-ion	 M(s)IM '(aq) 	 M4IM
Gas electrode	 Pt(s)1X,(g)IX 'faq)	 X '!X

F't(s)lX(g)( X (aq)	 X2/X
Metal/insoluble-salt	 M(s)I MX(s)1 X (aq)	 MXIM.X
Rcdox	 Pt(s)IM (aq).M 2 * (aq)	 M 7 /M

M(aq)+e -.Mb)
X'(aq) +c -. -X2(9)
)X2 (g) + e -. X(aq)
MX(s) + e -. M(s) + X (aq)
M1 iaq) - e -. M4(aq)

10.3 Haf-reactious and elretrodes
It will be familiar from introductory chemistry courses that oxidation is the removal of
electrons from a species and reduction is the addition of electrons to a species. A redox

reaction is a reaction in which there is a transfer of electrons from one species to another.
The electron transfer may be accompanied by other events, such as atom or ion transfer, but
the net effect is electron transfer and hence a change in oxidation number of an element.
The reducing agent (or 'reductant') is the electron donor; the oxidizing agent (or 'oxidant')
is the electron acceptor.

(a) Half-reactions
Any redox reaction may be expressed as the difference of two reduction half-reactions.
which are conceptual reactions showing the gain of electrons. For example, the reduction of
Cu 21 ions by ?inc can be expressed as the difference of the following two half-reactions:

Cu (aq) + 2e - 	Cu(s)	 7n21 (aq) + 2c - Zn(s)

The difference of the two (copper - zinc) is

Cu 2 '(aq) + Zn(s) ---. Cu(s) + Zn 2 ' (aq)
	

(40)

Even reactions that are not retlox reactions may be expressed as the difference of two
reduction half-reactions.

Example 10.1 Exçwecng a reaction in terms of hall-reactions

Express the dissolution of silver chloride in water as the difference of two reduction half-
reactions.

Mitliud First, write the overall chemical equation. Then select one of the reactants, and
write a half-reaction in which it is reduced to one of the products. Next, subtract that half-
reaction from the overall reaction to identify the second half-reaction. finally, write the
second half-reaction as a reduction.

Answer The chemical equation of the overall reaction is

AgCI(s) -. Ag I (aq) + Cl(aq)

We select as one half-reaction the reduction of AgCl (more precisely, the reduction of the
Ag(l) in AgCl to AgtO)):

A9121(s) + e - Ag(s) + Cl-(aq)

Subtraction of this equation from the overall reaction leaves

-e -.--. Ag' (aq) - Ag(s)

which rearranges to

Ag' (aq) + e - A9(s)
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Cimimeni There is no net change of oxidation number in dissolution of AgCl, so it is not a
redox reaction,

SdI -Ivst 10.4 Express the formation of H 2 0 from H 2 and 02 in acidic solution (a redox
reaction) as the difference of two reduction half-reactions.

[4H f (aq) + 4e' -* 2117(g), 02(9) + 4H'(aq) + 4e -' 21120(1))

The oxidized and reduced substances in a half-reaction form a redox couple, denoted Ox!
Red. Thus, the redox couples mentioned so far are Cu 1 7Cu and Zn 7 /Zn. In general we
write a couple as Ox/Red and the corresponding reduction half-reaction as

Ox + i'e' -. Red	 (41)

We shall often find it useful to express the composition of an electrode compartment in
terms of the reaction quotient. Q, for the half-reaction. This quotient is defined like the
reaction quotient for the overall reaction, but the electrons are ignored. Thus, for the copper
half-reaction Cu(aq) + 2c -. Cu(s), we write

Q_L
We have used the fact that the pure metal (the standard state of the element) has unit
activity (recall Table 7.3).

Exampk 10.2 Writing the haIredctton and veøction quoticnl for an
elect-rode

Write the half-reaction and the reaction quotient for the reduction of oxygen to water in
dilute acidic solution.

Method The first step is a simple balancing exercise: use H ions to balance the H atoms
and electrons to balance the charge. For the reaction quotient, include activities of products
in the numerator and reactants (other than electrons) in the denominator.

Answer The reduction of 0 2 in acidic solution produces H20 according to the half-reaction

02 (9) + 4H(aq) + 4e -. 21 1200)

The reaction quotient for the half-reaction is therefore

_	 .- p0
uit. (f0 /p) aIi. p

The approximations used in the second step are that the activity of water is I (because the
solution is dilute and the water almost pure) and the oxygen behaves like a perfect gas.

Sell-test lOb Write the half-reaction and the reaction quotient for a chlorine gas
electrode.

[c12(g) + 2e -+ 20'(aq). Q =

(b) Reactions at electrodes
In an electrochemical cell, the reduction and oxidation processes responsible for the overall
reaction are separated in space: oxidation takes place in one electrode compartment and
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10 9 One version of the Daniell cell. The copper
electrode is the cathode and the zinc electrode is
the anode. Electrons leave the cell from the zinc
and enter itagain through the copper electrode.
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1i	 When a spontaneous reaction takes place in
a galvanic cell, electrons are deposited in one
electrode (the site of oxidation, the anode) and
collected from another (the site 01 reduction, the
cathode), and so there is a net now of current
which can be used to do work. Note that the i-
sign of the cathode can be interpreted as
indicating the electrode at which electro n s enter
the cell, and the - sign of the anode is where the
electrons leave the cell.

tU II In an electrolytic cell, electrons are forced
through the circuit by an external source.
Althoughthe cathode is still the site of reduction,
it is now the negative electrode whereas the
anode, the site of oxidation, is positive.

reduction takes place in the other compartment. As the reaction proceeds, the electrons

released in the oxidation

Red 1 .—.rOx1+tie

at one electrode travel through the external circuit and re-enter the cell through the other

electrode. There they bring about reduction:

Ox2 +tie -+ Red2

The electrode at which oxidation occurs is called the anode; the electrode at which

reduction occurs is called the cathode.

In a galvanic cell, the cathode has a higher potential than the anode: the species
undergoing reduction, Oxa, withdraws electrons from its electrode (the cathode, Fig. 10.7),
so leaving a relative positive charge on it (corresponding to a high potential). At the anode,
oxidation results in the transfer of electrons to the electrode, so giving it a relative negative

charge (corresponding to a low potential). In an electrolytic eel!, the anode is still the

location of oxidation (by definition), but now electrons must be withdrawn from the species

in that compartment because oxidation does not occur spontaneously, and at the cathode
there must be a supply of electrons to drive the reduction. Therefore, in an electrolytic cell
the anode must be made relatively positive to the cathode (Fig. 10.8).

10.4 Vare(ies of cclls
The simplest type of cell has a single electrolyte common to both electrodes (as in Fig. 10.7).
In some cases it is necessary to immerse the electrodes in different electrolytes, as in the

'Daniell cell' in which the redox couple at one electrode is Cu 2 /CU and at the other is

Zn 2 '/Zn (Fig. 10.9). In an electrolyte concentration cell, the electrode compartments are
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silver chloride
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Hyd
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1011 A ry?ical cell for measuring a standard
potential consists of a hydrogen electrode (on the
left) and the electrode for the couple of interest
(on the right).
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identical except for the concentrations of the electrolytes. In an electrode concentration
cell the electrodes themselves have different concentrations, either because they are gas
electrodes operating at different pressures or because they are amalgams (solutions in
mercury) with different concentrations.

(a) Liquid junction potentials
In a cell with two different electrolyte solutions in contact, as in the Daniell cell, there is an
additional source of potential difference, the liquid junction potential, E11 , across the
interface of the two electrolytes. Another example of a junction potential is that between
different concentrations of hydrochloric acid. At the junction, the mobile H ions diffuse
into the more dilute solution. The bulkier Cl ions follow, but initially do so more slowly,
which results in a potential difference at the junction. The potential then settles down to a
value such that, after that brief initial period, the ions diffuse at the same rates. Electrolyte
concentration cells always have a liquid junction; electrode concentration cells do not

The contribution of the liquid junction to the potential can be reduced (to about I to
2 mV) by joining the electrolyte compartments through a salt bridge (Fig. 10.10). The reason
for the success of the salt bridge is that the liquid junction potentials at either end are
largely independent of the concentrations of the two dilute solutions, and so nearly cancel.

(b) Notation
In the notation for cells, phase boundaries are denoted by a vertical bar. For example, the cell
in Fig. 10.11 is denoted

Pt H2 (g) HCI(aq))AgCl(s) Ag(s)

A liquid junction is denoted by :, so the cell in Fig. 10.9 is denoted

Zn(s)IZnSO4(aq):CuSO4(aq))Cu(s)

A double vertical line, 11, denotes an interface for which it is assumed that the junction
potential has been eliminated. Thus the cell in Fig. 10.10 is denoted

Zn(s)IZnSO 4 (aq)JCuSO4 (aq) Cu(s)

An electolyte concentration cell in which the liquid junction potential is assumed to be
eliminated is denoted

PtH(g)(HCl(aq, h )IHCl(aq, b)jH2(g)Pt

(c) The cell reaction
The current produced by a galvanic cell arises from the spontaneous chemical reaction
taking place inside it. The cell reaction is the reaction in the cell written on the assumption
that the right-hand electrode is the cathode, and hence that the spontaneous reaction is one
in which reduction is taking place in the right-hand compartment. Later we see how to
predict if the right-hand electrode is in fact the cathode; if it is, then the cell reaction is
spontaneous as written. If the left-hand electrode turns out to be the cathode, then the
reverse of the cell reaction is spontaneous,

To write the cell reaction corresponding to a cell diagram, we first write the right-hand
half-reaction as a reduction (because we have assumed that to be spontaneous). Then we
subtract from it the left-hand reduction half-reaction (for, by implication, that electrode is
the site of oxidation). Thus, in the cell

Zn(s)ZnSO4(aq)JICuSO4(aq)Cu(s)

	

Electrode	 Electrode

Salt bridge	 I;

	

Zn
	 Cu

q l	 CuSO4(8q)

Eiectroae	 J
compartments

10.10 The salt bridge, essentially an inverted It-
tube full of concentrated salt solution in a jelly, has
two opposing liquid junction potentials which
almost cancel.
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the two electrodes and their reduction half-reactions are

Right : Cu 2 (aq) + 2e -p Cu(s)

Left : Zn 2 ' (aq) + 2e -- 	Zn(s)

Hence, the overall cell reaction is the difference:

Cu 2 ' (aq) -i Zn(s) -----. Cu() + Zn 2 (aq)

(d) The cell potential
A cell in which the overall cell reaction has not reached chemical equilibrium can do
electrical work as the reaction drives electrons through an external circuit. The work that a
given transfer of electrons can accomplish depends on the potential difference between the
two electrodes. This potential difference is called the cell potential and is measured in volts,
V. When the cell potential is large, a given number of electrons travelling between the
electrodes can do a large amount of electrical work. When the cell potential is small, the
same number of electrons can do only a small amount of work. A cell in which the overall
reaction is at equilibrium can do no work, and then the cell potential is zero.

According to thc discussion in Section 4.6d, we know that the maximum electrical work
that a system (the cell) can do is given by the value of AG, and in particular that, for a
spontaneous process (in which both AG and w are negative) at constant temperature and
pressure,

	

AG	 (42)

Therefore, to make thermodynamic measurements on the cell by measuring the work it can
do, we must ensure that it is operating reversibly. Only then is it producing maximum work
and only then can eqn 42 be used to relate that work to AG. Moreover, we saw in
Section 9.1a that the reaction Gibbs energy, A rG, is actually a derivative evaluated at a
specified composition of the reaction mixture. Therefore, to measure A,G we must ensure
that the cell is operating reversibly at a specific, constant composition. Both these conditions
are achieved by measuring the cell potential when it is balanced by an exactly opposing
source of potential so that the cell reaction occurs reversibly and the composition is
constant: in effect, the cell reaction is poised for change, but not actually changing. The
resulting potential difference is called the zero-current cell potential, F (formerly, and still
commonly, the 'electromotive force', or emf, of the cell).

(e) The relation between E and ArG
The relation hetcen the reaction Gibbs energy and the zero-current cell potential is

	

= Ar (;
	

(43)

where F is the Faraday constant. This equation, which is derived in the Justification below, is
the key connection between electrical measurements on the one hand and thermodynamic
properties on the other. It will be the basis of all that follows.

Justification 10.3

We consider the change irG when the cell reaction advances by an infinitesimal amount
d, at some composition' saw in Justification 9. 1 that, at constant temperature and
pressure, G changes by

dG =	 ft, dn, =	 iii di



C'
a>
C
a>

'C
-C

Extent of reaction F,

10.12 As explained in Chapter 9, a spontaneous
reaction occurs in the direction of decreasing Gibbs
energy. When expressed in terms of a cell potential,
the spontaneous direction of change can be
expressed in terms of the cell potential E. The
reaction is spontaneous as written from left to
right on the illustration) when E>O. The reverse
reaction is spontaneous when E<O. When the cell
reaction is at equilibrium the cell potential is zero.
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The reaction Gibbs energy, A VG, at the specified composition is

Ls,G 
= 

(aG

)p,T

So we can write

dG

The maximum non-expansion work that the reaction can do as it advances by d at
constant temperature and pressure is therefore

dw =

This work is infinitesimal, and the composition of the system is virtually constant when it

occurs.
Suppose that the reaction advances by di, then vd electrons must travel from the

anode to the cathode. The total charge transported between the electrodes when this

change occurs is —s'eNA d (because vdi is the amount of electrons and the charge.oer

mole of electrons is —eNA). Hence, the total charge transported Is —vFdi because

eNA F.
The work done when an infinitesimal charge —vFdC travels from the anode to the

cathode is equal to the product of the charge and the potential difference E (see Table 2.1

and Further information 5):

dw, = —vFEdi

When this relation is equated to the one above, the advancement dt cancels, and eqn 43 is

obtained.

-It follows from eqn 43 that, by knowing the reaction Gibbs energy at a specified
composition, we can state the zero-current cell potential at that composition. Note that a
negative reaction Gibbs energy, corresponding to a spontaneous cell reaction, corresponds
to a positive zero-current cell potential. Another way of looking at the content of eqn 43 is
that it shows that the driving power of a cell (that is, the cell potential), is proportional to
the slope of the Gibbs energy with respect to the extent of reaction. It is plausible that a
reaction that is far from equilibrium (when the slope is steep) has a strong tendency to drive
electrons through an external circuit (Fig. 10.12). When the slope is close to zero (when the

cell reaction is close to equilibrium), the cell potential is small.

Illustration

To estimate the potential that can be expected for a typical cell we set

- IOU kimol 'and v= 1: we find

(—lOOx iO Jrnoi')
I V

I x(96 x 103 Cmol')

We have used I J = I CV.

(f) The Nernst equation
We can go on to relate the zero-current cell potential to the activities of the participants in
the cell reaction. We know from eqn 9.10 that the reaction Gibbs energy is related to the

composition of the reaction mixture by

ArG = A,(; 3'± RT In Q



Iz
CC

Llj

Uj

log Q

10.13 The variation or cell potential with the value
of the reaction quotient for the cell reaction for
different values of v (the number of electrons
transferred). At 298 K, RT/F 25.69 mV, so the
vertical scale refers to multiples of this value.
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with Q the reaction quotient. it follows, on division of both sides by — VF, that

r G° RT
F = - - - - In QvF uP

The first term on the right is written

--E
-	 lip

and called the standard cell potential. That is, the standard cell potential, Ee, is the
standard reaction Gibbs energy expressed as a potential (in volts). It follows that

Fr1?0_!nQ	 -	 (45)

This equation for the cell potential in terms of the composition is called the Nernst
equation; the dependence of cell potential on composition that it predicts is summarized in
Fig. 10.13.

We see from eqn 45 that the standard cell potential (which will shortly move to centre
stage of the exposition) can be interpreted as thezero-current cell potential when all the
reactants and products are in their standard states, for then all activities are 1,50 Q I and
In Q = 0. However, the fact that it is merely a disguised forni of the standard reaction Gibbs
energy should always be kept in mind and underlies all its applications.

Illustration
Because RT/F = 25.7 mV at 25°C, a practical form of the Nernst equation is

E = Eo.-	 in Q

It then follows that, for a reaction in which v = 1, if Q is increased by a factor of 10, then
the cell potential decreases by 59.2 mV,

(g) Concentration cells
The Nernst equation can be used to derive an expression for the potential of an electrolyte
concentration cell. Consider the cell

M)M(aq, L)flM(aq, R))M

where the solutions L and R have differelit molalities. The cell reaction is

M'(aq,R).—+M(aq,L)	 Q=	 11=1
alk

The standard cell potential is 'zero, because a cell cannot drive a current through a circuit
when the two electrode compartments are identical (and, specifically, ArG° = 0 for the cell
reaction). Therefore, the cell potential when the compartments have different concentra-
tions is

(46)

	

F UK	 F bk

If R is the more concentrated solution, F >0. Physically, the positive potential arises because
positive ions tend to be reduced, so withdrawing electrons from the electrode. This process is
dominant in the more concentrated right-hand electrode compartment.

One important example of a system that resembles this description is the biological cell
wall, which is more perneable to K F ions than to either Na l or Cl - ions. The concentration
of K I inside the cell is about 20 to 30 times that on the outside, and is maintained at that
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level by a specific pumping operation fuelled by ATP and governed by enzymes. It follows
from eqn 46 that the potential difference between the two sides is predicted to be about
77 mV. This estimate accords quite well with the measured value.

The transmembrane potential difference plays a particularly interesting role in the
transmission of nerve impulses. Potassium and sodium ion pumps occur throughout the
nervous system, and when the nerve is inactive there is a high K+ concentration inside the

cells and a high Na F concentration outside. The potential difference across the cell wall is

about 70 mV. When the cell wall is subjected to a pulse of about 20 mV, the structure of
the membrane adjusts and it becomes permeable to Na+ . This adjustment causes a decrease

in membrane potential as the Na flood into the interior of the cell. The change in potential
difference triggers the adjacent part of the cell wall, and the pulse of collapsing potential
passes along the nerve. Behind the pulse, the sodium and potassium pumps restore the

concentration difference ready for the next pulse.

(h) Cells at equilibrium
A special case of the Nernst equation has great importance in electrochemistry. Suppose the

reaction has reached equilibrium; then Q = K, where K is the equilibrium constant of the

cell reaction. However, a chemical reaction at equilibrium cannot do work, and hence it
generates zero potential difference between the electrodes of a galvanic cell. Therefore,

setting E = 0 and Q = K in the Nernst equation gives

(47)
RT

This very important equation lets us predict equilibrium constants from measured standard

cell potentials.

Illustration
Because the standard potential of the Daniell cell is +1.10 V, the equilibrium constant for
the cell reaction (eqn 40, for which 'i = 2) is K = 1.5 x lO u . We conclude that the

displacement of copper by zinc goes virtually to completion.

10.5 Standard pi(ntiaIs
A galvanic cell is a combination of two electrodes, and each one can be considered as making

a characteristic contribution to the overall cell potential. Although it is not possible to

measure the contribution of a single electrode, we can define the potential of one of the
electrodes as having a zero potential and then assign values to others on that basis. The
specially selected electrode is the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE):

Ptl 	 lie	 0	 [41
at all temperatures. The standard potcntial. E°, of another couple is then assigned by

constructing a cell in which it is the ii:"t-hand electrode and the standard hydrogen
electrode is the left-hand electrode. For example, the standard potential of the A97Ag
couple is the standard potential of the following cell:

PtjH(g)jH 4 (aq)jAg (aq)jAg(s)	 Ee(AgF/Ag) = E 0 = +0.80 V

Likewise, the standard potential of the A9Cl/Ag, Cl couple is the standard potential of the

following cell:

PtH(g)Il-l(aq)Cl (aq)AgCl(s) Ag(s)

E e (AgCl/Ag,C1_) =Ee +0.22 V
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Table lO.P Standard potentials at 298K

Couple	 E/V

(Here and from now on, all values refer to 298 K.) Although a standard potential is written
as though it refers to a half-reaction such as

AgCI(s) i- e -p Ag(s) + C1(aq)	 E°(AgCl/Ag,Cr) = -4-0.22'V
it should be understood that these equations are only shorthand for writing

AgCI(s) + H(g) -. Ag(s) ± H(aq) + Cl(aq)	 E° = +0.22 V

+ 1.61
+0.34
4-0.22

0
-0.76	 and that the standard potential is determined by properties of the hydrogen electrode as
—271	 well as the couple to which the potential refers. Table 10,7 lists standard potentials at

298K.

An important feature of standard cell potentials and standard potentials is that they are
unchanged if the chemical equation for the cell reaction or a half-reaction is multiplied by a
numerical factor. A numerical factor increases the value of the standard Gibbs energy for the
reaction, but it also increases the number of electrons transferred by the same factor, and by
eqn 4-4 the value of E° remains unchanged.

(a) The standard potential of a cell in terms of individual standard
potentials
The standard potential of a cell formed from any two electrodes can be calculated by taking
the difference of their standard potentials, This rule follows from the tact that a cell such as

Ag(s) IAg (aq) ICl(aq)jAgCl(s)Ag(s)

is equivalent to two cells joined back-to-back;

Ag(s)Ag (aq)H + (aq) H 2 (9)f Pt—PtH 2 (g)H (aq)Cl (aq)jAgCl(s)Ag(s)

The overall potential of this composite cell, and therefore of the cell of interest, is
E .G = Ee(AgCl/Ag,cr) —E(Ag/Ag) = —0.58 V

The standard potentials in Table 10.7 can all be used in the same way, and the standard cell
potential is the difference right - left of the corresponding standard potentials. Because
AG 0 = —riFE 0 , it then follows that, if the result gives E° >0, then the corresponding cell
reaction has K> 1.

Example 10.3 ldnrifyinq the Spontannus direction of a reaction

One of the reactions important in corrosion in an acidic environment is

Fe(s) + 2H (aq) + 02 (g) -'-----. Fe" (aq) + H700)

Does the equilibrium constant favour the formation of Fe(aq)?

MIhoil We need to decide whether the standard potential for the reaction as written is
positive for a positive value would imply that AG" <0 and hence that K> 1. The sign of
the cell potential is found by identifying the half-reactions that make up the overall
reaction, and then taking their standard potentials from Table 10.7 in the Data section at
the end of the book.

Ajrwt'r The two reduction half-reactions are

(a) Fe 1 (aq) -4- 2e -' Fe(s)	 E0 = —0.44 V
(b) 2H(aq) +O2 (g) * 2e -i H 700)	 Ee +1.23 V

The difference (b) - (a') is

Fe(s) + 2H(aq) 4- 02 (q) -, Fe 2 (aq) + 110(1)	 E.G = + 1.67 V

Ce4iaq) + e- -. Ce3(aa)
Cu2 (aq) + 2e -. Cu(s)
A90(s) + e -. Ag(s) -I- Cr(aq)
2H '(aq) + 2e - l-l(g)
Zn(aq) + 2e -. Zn(s)
Naiaq) + e -+ Na(s)

More values are given in the Data section.
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Therefore, because Ee >0, the reaction has K> I, favouring products.

Ciunnwut Recall the point made earlier that the chemical equation for a half-reaction can
be multiplied by any common factor without affecting its standard potential. Therefore, if
either half-reaction needs to be multiplied by a factor before forming the difference (to
ensure that the electrons in the equations cancel), the standard potentials are not affected.

Sli-k".t 10.6 Does the displacement of copper by iron (that is, the reduction of Cu by
iron metal) have K> I?

['Yes]

Exa,nplc 10.4 (luat mg an equilihriuni constant

Calculate the equilibrium constant for the disproportionation 2Cu(aq) -I
Cu(s) + Cul I (aq) at 298 K.

Method The strategy is to calculate the standard potential for the cell in which the reaction
of interest is the cell reaction, and then to use eqn 47. To proceed, express the overall
reaction as the difference of two reduction half-reactions and then find the corresponding
standard potentials by referring to Table 10.7 in the Data section. Use RT/F = 0.025693 V
at 298.15 K.

Ancwer The half-reactions and standard potentials we require are

R: Cu(s))Cu' (aq)	 Cu(aq) +e -. Cu(s)	 E = +0.52 V

I.: Pt)Cu2 ' (aq),Cu(aq) Cu1 (aq) + e -. Cu(aq) E° = +0.16 V

The standard cell potential is therefore

= +0.52 V —0.16 V = +0.36 V

Then, because z' = I,

0.36 V
InK=---------= 14

0.025693 V

Hence, K = l.Zx Ill'.

Coiuimiit The equilibrium lies strongly towards the right of the reaction as written, and so
Cu I disproportionates almost totally in solution.

Sell-test	 10.1 Calculate	 the	 equilibrium	 constant	 for	 the	 reaction
Sri" (aq) + Pb(s) .-' Sn(s) + Pb(aq) at 298 K.

(0.51

(b) The measurement of standard potentials
The procedure for measuring a standard potential can be illustrated by considcrg a specific
case, the silver chloride electrode. The measurement is made on the 'Harned cell':

Pt)H 2 (g)JHCI(aq)JAgCI(s)JAg(s) 	 H2(g) + AgCI(s) -s HCI(aq) + Ag(s)

for which

£ = E'(AgCl/Ag.Cl) -
P	 (f., /P - )
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We shall set f p° from now on. The activities can be expressed in terms of the molality, b,
and the mean activity coefficient, y, through cqn 13:

E E(AgCt/Ag,Ct) -	 In h 2 -	 In y	 {49}

This expression rearranges to

2RT	 2kTE	 In h = E°(AgCl/Ag,C1) - —i— lny	 {50}17

From the Debye-Huckel limiting law for a 1,1-electrolyte,

In	 -

(the natural logarithm used here is proportional to the common logarithm that appears in
eqn 19). Therefore, with the constant of proportionality in this relation written A':

E + ?'_ In h = E(AgC1/Ag,Cl) + 	 {51}

(in precise work, the b1 /2 term is brought to the left, and a higher order correction term from
the extended Debye-HUckcl law is used on the right.) The expression on the left is evaluated
at a range of molalitics, plotted against b' 12 , and extrapolated to h 0. The intercept at
h 112 = 0 is the value of E(Ag/AgCl,Cl).

Example 1 1 .5 Determining thestanda-d potential of a e.II

The potential of the cell ZnIZnCl 2 (aq,b)jA9Cl(s)Ag at 25°C has the following values:

b/(l0 1 h)	 0.772	 1.253	 1.453	 3.112	 6.022
E/V	 1.2475	 1.2289	 1.2235	 1.1953	 1.1742

Determine the standard potential of the cell.

Proceed as described above, but adjusted to the cell reaction. Start by writing the
Nernst equation for the cell, and then express the activities that occur in Q in terms of the
mean activity coefficient. The latter can be written as proportional to b 112 by using the
Debye-Huckel limiting law. However, there i5 no need to write all the constants because
the standard cell potential is obtained by extrapolation, as explained in the text.

,\I,(• The ionic equation for the cell reaction is

Zn(s) -t- 2A90(s) - 2Ag(s) + Zn 2 (aq) + 2Cl(aq)

Q = aznz. a2
0 zi=2

because all the solids are at unit activity. The Nernst equation is therefore

RT
E =	

-. 2F In

The activities are related to the molality, b, of ZnCI 7 by

=	 = 4'4b3

because h7 ?. = band h0 .	 2h for a fully dissociated salt. Only a little work is then needed
to convert the Nernst equation into

3RT	 RT	 2--1 tInb-f---1n4=/? +Ch'

where C is a collection of constants that come from the limiting law. We now draw up the
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0.9881
0	 0.5	 1.0	 1.5	 2.0	 2.5

(1D Wbd)

I)	 The plot, and the extrapolation used for the
experimental measurement of a standard cell
potential. The intercept at 0 2 = 0 is £.

I lI I	 The electrochemical series of the
metals

Least strongly reducing
Gold
Platinum
Silver
Mercury
Copper
(Hydrogen)
Lead
Tin
Nickel
Iron
Zinc
Chromium
Aluminium
Magnesium
Sodium
Calcium
Potassium

Most strongly reducing

The complete series can be inferred from Table 10.1

following table, using RT12F = 0.01285 V:

h/(I0 t h°)	 0.772
	

1.253	 1.453	 3.112	 6.022
(b/(l0	 0.879

	
1.119	 1.205	 1.764	 2.454

F/V -I- 0.03854 In h	 0.9891
	

0.9892	 0.9895	 0.9906 0.9950
+0.01285 1n4

The data are plotted in Fig. 10.14; as can be seen, they extrapolate to Fe = +0.9886 V

	

Sf-Le5t 10.8 The data below are for the cell	 b)JAgBr(s)Ag at
25 CC. Determine the standard cell potential.

b/(10 -4 h 8 )	 4.042	 8.444	 37.19
F/V	 0.47381 0.43636 0.36173

(0,07! VI

(c) The measurement of activity coefficients
Once the standard potential of an electrode in a cell is known, the activities of the ions with
respect to which it is reversible can be determined simply by measuring the cell potential
with the ions at the concentration of interest. For example, the mean activity coefficient of
the ions in hydrochloric acid of molality h is obtained from eqn 50 in the form

In'	
._!2L.C1)_E_11,	

52
2R7-/F

once E has been measured.

Applications of standard potentials
Zero-current cell potentials are a convenient source of data on the Gibbs energies,
enthalpies, and entropies of reactions. In practice the standard values of these quantities are
the ones normally determined.

10.6 The electrochemical series

We have seen that for two redox couples, 0x 1 /Red 1 and 0x2 /Red21 and the cell

Red,, Ox, 11 Red2 , Ox2	 F° = E° - F 1° 	 (53a)

that the cell reaction

Red, + Ox2 -. Ox 1 + Red 2	 (53b)

is spontaneous as written if Fe >0, and therefore if E > E. Because in the cell reaction
Red, reduces Ox 2 , we can conclude that Red, has a thermodynamic tendency to reduce Ox2
if F is lower than F. More briefly: low reduces high.

Illustration

Because E°(7n 2 Zn) = - 0.76  V .- F°(Cu2 ,Cu) = + 0.34 V. zinc has a thermo-
dynamic tendency to reduce Cu 2 I ions in aqueous solution.

Table 10.8 shows a part of the electrochemical series, the metallic elements (and
hydrogen) arranged in the order of their reducing power as measured by their standard
potential in aqueous solution. A metal low in the series (with a lower standard potential) can

0.995

Ln 0.994

0.993
+
Q 0.992
C

n 0.991co
C.,
ID

ID 0.990

0.989
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reduce the ions of metals with higher standard potentials. This conclusion is qualitative. The
quantitative value of K is obtained by doing the calculations we have described previously.
For example, to determine whether zinc can displace magnesium from aqueous solutions at
298 K, we note that zinc lies above magnesium in the electrochemical series, so zinc cannot
reduce magnesium ions in aqueous solution. Zinc can reduce hydrogen ions, because
hydrogen lies higher in the series. However, even for reactions that are thermodynamically
favourable, there may be kinetic factors that result in very slow rates of reaction.

10.7 Sjiu Iii Ii ty	 nst,iri ts

We can discuss the solubility S (the molality of the saturated solution) of a sparingly soluble
salt MX in terms of the equilibrium

MX(s)	 M 1 (aq) -I- X(aq)	 Kç =	 [54]

where the activities are those at equilibrium (that is, in the saturated solution) and we have
used a = I for a pure solid. The equilibrium constant K is called the solubility constant
(formerly, and still commonly, the solubility product) of the salt. When the solubility is so
low that y 1 even in the saturated solution, we can write a = moreover, because
both molalities are equal to S in the saturated solution, we can conclude that

S2

and hence that

S z K 12
	

f55)

It follows that we can estimate S from the standard potential of a cell with a reaction
corresponding to the solubility equilibrium.

Ixaniic 10.6 iviIriil og ;I '4uhiliiy from electrochemical data

Evaluate the solubility of AgCI(s) from cell potential data at 298 K.

Method We need to find an electrode combination thaf reproduces the solubility
equilibrium, and then identify the solubility constant with the equilibrium constant of the
cell reaction. The solubility itself is obtained from an equation like eqn 55 in conjunction
with eqn 47 (In K = vFE/Rfl.

Anwr The solubility equilibrium is

AgCl(s) ' Ag (aq) + C1(aq)	 K =

and we saw in Example 10.1 that this equation can be expressed as the difference of the
following half-reactions:

AgCI(s) + e -.-- Ag(s) -t- Cl(aq) 	 E0	 +0.22 V

Ag (aq) ± e -. Ag(s)	 E = ±0.80 V

The cell 'potential is therefore —0.58 V. Then, because v =

I x (-0.58 V)
In Kç = RT = 5V = —23

Therefore, K = lOx 10'° and S = lOx iO molkg.
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Self-test 10.9 Calculate the solubility constant and the solubility of mercury(l) chloride at
298 K. (Hint: The mercury(l) ion is the diatomic species Hg.)

[2.6x iO- ', 8.7x 10-7molkg']

10.8 The measurement of' pH and pK

The potential of a hydrogen electrode in which the half-reaction is

H'(aq)+e —.--.H2(g)
	

Q 
= (f-2/i°)12	

L' = I
a1,

with f = p is

E(11 4 /H 2 ) = --
RT 

In aH.	
- 

RTInIQ 
pH
	

(56)

(because E°(H/H 2 ) = 0). This expression makes sense physically. Increasing the pH above
0 (lowering the hydrogen ion activity below I) decreases the tendency of the positive ions to
discharge at the electrode, so we should expect its potential to become negative. At -25'C,
when RT/F = 25.69 mV, this relation becomes

E(H 4 /F12 ) = — 59.16 mVxpH
	

(57)

Each unit increase in pH decreases the electrode potential by 59 mV.

(a) The determination of pH
The measurement of the p11 of a solution is simple in principle, for it is based on the
measurement of the potential of a hydrogen electrode immersed in the solution. The left-
hand electrode of the cell is typically a saturated calomel (Hg 2 Cl 2 (s)) reference electrode
with potential E(cal): the right-hand electrode is the hydrogen electrode with potential
given by eqn 56. The p1-I of the cell is therefore

E -i- E(cal)
PH = 

( -59,16 mV)

The practical definition of the p1-I of a solution X is

pFl = pH(S)
WT 11-1 10

where E is the potential of the cell

Pt)l-1 7 (g))S(aq)j)3.5 M KCI(aq))IX(aq))H2(g))pt

(58)

[59)

—Silver/
silver chloride
electrode

Phosphate
buffer
Solution

Glass
membrane

10.15 The glass electrode. It is usually used in
conjunction with a calomel eleelrodr that makes
Contact with the test solution throughv suit bridge

19—A

and S is a solution of standard pH. The currently recommended primary standards include a
saturated aqueous solution of potassium hydrogen tartrate, which has pH = 3.557 at 25°C
and 01)11)0 inol kg	 disodiurn ictraborate, which has p1-1 = 9.180 at that temperature.

In practice, indirect methods are much more convenient, and the hydrogen electrode is
replaced by the glass electrode (Fig. 10.15). This electrode is sensitive to hydrogen ion
activity, and has a potential proportional to pH. It is filled with a phosphate buffer
containing Cl ions, and conveniently has E = 0 when the external medium is at pH = 7.
The glass electrode is much more convenient to handle than the gas electrode itself, and can
be calibrated using solutions of known pH.

The responsiveness of a glass electrode to th hydronium ion activity is a result of
complex processes at the interface between the glass membrane and the solutions on either
side of it. The membrane itself is permeable to Na and Li l ions but not to H" ions.
Therefore, the potential difference across the glass membrane must arise by a mechanism
that is different from that responsible for biological transmembrane potentials. A due to the



Hydrated
silica

0

D.
in
M

Glass permeable
to Li and Na ions

1. A section through the wall of a glass
electrode.
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Silver/
silver chloride
electrode

Reservoir of
yd

liquid +
chelating
agent

Porous
lipophilic
membrane

10.1? The structure of an ion-selective electrode.
Chelated ions are able to migrate through the
lipopililic membrane.

mechanism comes from a detailed inspection of the glass membrane, for each face is coated
with a thin layer of hydrated silica (Fig. 10.16). The hydrogen ions in the test solution modify
this layer to an extent that depends on their activity in the solution, and the charge
modification of the outside layer is transmitted to the inner layer by the Na I and Li' ions in
the glass. The hydronium ion activity gives rise to a membrane potential by this indirect
mechanism.

The electrochemical determination of pH opens up a route to the electrochemical
determination of pK 3 , for we saw in Section 9.5c that the pK1 of an acid is equal to the pH
of a solution containing equal amounts of the acid and its conjugate base.

(b) Species-selective electrodes
A suitably adapted glass electrode can be used to detect the presence of certain gases. A
simple form of a gas-sensing electrode consists of a glass electrode contained in an outer
sleeve filled with an aqueous solution and separated from the test solution by a membrane
that is permeable to gas. When a gas such as sulfur dioxide or ammonia diffuses into the
aqueous solution, it modifies its pH, which in turn affects the potential of the glass
electrode.

Somewhat more sophisticated devices are used as ion-selective electrodes that give
potentials according to the presence of specific ions present in a test solution. In one
arrangement, a porous lipophilic (hydrocarbon-attracting) membrane is attached to a small
reservoir of a hydrophobic (water-repelling) liquid, such as dioctylphenylphosphonate, that
saturates it (Fig. 10.17). The liquid contains a chelating agent, such as (R0) 2 P0 with R a

to C 18 chain, that acts as a kind of solubilizing agent for the ions with which it can form a
complex. The chelated ions are able to migrate through the lipophilic membrane, and hence
give rise to a transmembrane potential, which is detected by a silver/silver chloride electrode
in the interior of the assembly. Electrodes of this construction can be designed to be
sensitive to a variety of ionic species, including calcium, zinc, iron, lead, and copper ions,

10.9	 11l1 7;::rilt	 11 iCl.ilil\ frcltit	 tJ! pot'tit;i I rnesure-
tilt' !i I ',

The standard cell potential is related to the standard reaction Gibbs energy through eqn 44

(AnG° = —vI'E°). Therefore, by measuring E we can obtain this important thermo-
dynamic quantity. Its value can then be used to calculate the Gibbs energy of formation of
ions using the convention explained in Section 101a.

Illustration
The cell reaction of

H2IH' (aq)IIAg(aq)(Ag 	 Ee	 +0.7996 V

is

Ag' (aq) t H(g) -	 H(aq) + Ag(s)	 &Ge = _A1Ge(Ag+,aq)

Therefore, with if - I, we find

i\G°(Ag,aq) = —(—FE") = + 77.10 kimol

as in Table 2.6 in the Data section.

19—H
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ExipJe 10.7 tV8Iu8tJng a 5tJl1darc potential from two othcrs

Given that the standard potentials of the Cu/Cu and Cu7Cu couples are +0.340 V and
+0522 V. respectively, evaluate E(Cu 2 , Cut).

Mulhud First, we note that reaction Gibbs energies may be added (as in Hess's law analyses
of reaction enthalpies). Therefore, we-should convert the Ee values to AG O values by using
eqn 44, add them appropriately, and then convert the overall AG O to the required E° by
using eqn 44 again. This roundabout procedure is necessary because, as we shall see,
although the factor F cancels, the factor ii in general does riot.

Answer The electrode reactions are as follows:

(a) Cu 2 (aq) + 2e -. Cu(s)

E° = +0.340 V, so	 = —2(0.340 V)F

(b) Cu(aq) + C - -. Cu(s)

E.G = +0.522 V, so AG 0 = —(0.522 V)F

The required reaction is

(c) Cu" (aq) +e -+ Cu(aq)	 E.G =

Because (c) = (a) - (b), the standard Gibbs energy of reaction (c) is

lrG 0 = ArG e (a) - AG(b) = —(0.160 V)xF

Therefore, E = +0.160 V.

Comment Note that we cannot combine the Ee values directly and we must always work
via AG O . Alternatively, note that the generalization of the calculation illustrated above is

JEe(C) = tIaE.G(a) ohE(b)

\clf-ii'\t 111 1 0 Calculate the standard potential of the Fe''/Fe couple from the values
for the Fe3 /Fe2 and Fe/Fe couples.

[-0.037 VI

The temperature coefficient of the cell potential gives the entropy of the cell reaction.
This conclusion follows from the thermodynamic relation (G/T) = —S and eqn 44,
which combine to give

d	 '60)TiF
(The derivative is complete because E°. like E.trG .G , is independent of the pressure.) Hence
we have an electrochemical technique for obtaining standard reaction entropies and
through them the entropies of ions in solution.

Finally, we can combine the results obtained so far and use them to obtain the standard
reaction enthalpy:

rh1 .G =	 + Tt5,S .G = _VF(E.G - dFO)
	 (61)dT

This expression provides a noncalorimetric method for measuring ,fl.G and, through the
convention A IH e (H , aq) 0, the standard enthalpies of formation of ions in solution.
Thus, electrical measurements can be used to calculate aR the thermodynamic properties
with which this chapter began.
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Exaitipic I (LU I s:nq the rrnprrl U It , corfhcictit of tiuc ccli potcntiul

The standard cell potential of

PtH 2 (g) IHBr(aq )lAgBr(s) Ag(s)

was measured over a range of temperatures, and the data were fitted to the following
polynomial:

Ee /V = 0.07 13 1 -4.99 x 1(r 4 (T/K - 298) - 3.45 x 1r6(J/K 298)2

Evaluate the str'dard reaction Gibbs energy, enthalpy, and entropy at 298 K.

Mu thod The standard Gibbs energy of reaction is obtained by using eqn 44 after evaluating
E at 298 K. The standard entropy of reaction is obtained by using eqn 60, which involves
differentiating the polynomial with respect to 1 and then setting T 298 K. The reaction
enthalpy is obtained by combining the values of the standard Gibbs energy and entropy.

Answer At T = 298 K. E = ±0.07131 V. so

= -t'FE = -(1) x (96.485 kCmor') x (+0.07131 V)

= -6.880 kJmor'

The temperature coefficient of the cell potential is

clT 
= -4.99 x 1()-4 V K	 2(3.45 x 10 6)(T/K - 298) V K

At T = 29 K this expression evaluates to

dE 
-499x IO VK1

crr

So, from eqn 60, the reaction entropy is

= I x(9.64$5x 1()4 Cmol) x(_4.99X 10 VK')

= -48.2 JK 1 rno

It then follows that

ArG + 1rS

= -6.880 kJmoL 1 + (298 K) > (-0.0482 UK' no! ')

= -21.2 k.Jmol

Comment One difficulty with this procedure lies in the accurate measurement of small
temperature coefficients of cell potential. Nevertheless, it is another example of the striking
ability of thermodynamics to relate the apparently unrelated, in this case to relate electrical
measurements to thermal properties.

Self-test 10.1 1 Predict the standard potential of the Harned cell at 303 K from tables of

thermodynamic data.
[+0.2190 VI
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The thermodynamic properties Li
of ions in solution	 El

10.1 Thermodynamic functions
of formation

E the standard enthalpy of
formation of ions in
solution

Li the definition of standard
enthalpy and Gibbs energy
of formation of ions (1)

[ii the analysis of contributions
to A1G

Li the use of a thermodynamic
cycle

El the Born equation (4)
Li the standard entropy of a

hydrogen ion in water (6)
El the standard (partial molar)

entropies of other ions

10.2 Ion activities
El the activity of an ion in

solution (1)
El the activity coefficient 18)
Li the chemical potential of an

ion (10)
El mean activity coefficient

(13,16)
El total Gibbs energy of ions in

solution (18)
U Debye-Hückel theory
0 ionic atmosphere
U Debye-HUckel limiting law

(19)

ionic strength (20)
shielded Coulomb potential
(24)

Li Debyc length (24,33)
Li Poisson's equation (25)
Li Faraday constant (29)

extended Debye-kiickel law
(39)

Electrochemical cells

P electrochemical cell
Li electrode
Li electrolyte
Li electrode compartment
C salt bridge
LI galvanic cell
U electrolytic cell

10.3 Half-reactions and
electrodes

Li oxidation
Li reduction
Li redox reaction
Li reducing agent
LI oxidizing agent
Ii half-reaction
Li redox couple
El reaction quotient for a half-

reaction
El anode
LI cathode

10.4 Varieties of cells
U electrolyte concentration

cell

electrode concentration cell
liquid junction potential
cell notation
the convention for writing
the cell reaction
cell potential
zero-current cell potential
(cml)
the cell potential in terms
of the reaction Gibbs energy
(43)
standard cell potential (44)
Nernst equation for the cell
potential (45)
the potential of an
electrolyte concentration
cell (46) and
transmembrane potential
the relation between the
equiibrium constant for the
cell reaction and the
standard cell potential (47)

10.5 Standard potentials
IIJ standard hydrogen electrode

(SHE)
standard potential (Es)

Li the standard cell potential
in terms of the standard
potentials of the electrodes

Ii the graphical determination
of standard potential

Li the electrochemical
determination of activity
coefficients (52)

Applications of standard
potentials

10.6 The electrochemical series
LI the interpretation of the

relative sizes of standard
potentials

Li the electrochemical series

10.7 Solubility constants
Li solubility constant (54)
U the relation between

solubility constant and
solubility (55)

10.8 The measurement of p11
and pIt

U the variation of cell
potential with pH (57)

LI practical definition of pH
LI glass electrode
El the determination of PKa
Li the action of ion-selective

electrodes

10.9 Thermodynamic functions
from cell potential
measurements

Li the temperature coefficient
of cell potential (60)

Li the determination of
standard reaction entropy
and enthalpy (60,61)
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Exercises
10.1 (a) Calculate LSrH	 for the reaction Zn(s) + CuSO 4 (aq) -.	 10.7 (b) What molality of AI 2 (SO 4 ) 3 has the same ionic strength as

.ZnSO 4 (aq) + Cu(s) from the information in Table 2.6 in the Data	 0.500 molkg" Ca(N0)'(aq)?
section.	 10.8 (a) Express the mean activity coefficient of the ions in a
10.1 (b) Calculate A,11 0 for the reaction NaCI(aq)+ AgNO3 (aq) -.	 solution of CaCl 2 in terms of the activity coefficients of the individual
AgCI(s) + NaNO 3 (aq) from the information in Table 2.6 in the Data	 ions.
section.	 10.8 (b) Express the mean activity coefficient of the ions in a
10.2 (a) Calculate the molar solubility of mercury(ll) chloride at	 solution of Al 2 (SO4 ) 3 in terms of the activity coefficients of the
25°C from standard Gibbs energies of formation, 	 individual ions.

10.2 (b) Calculate the molar solubility-of lead(II) sulfide at 25°C
where the standard Gibbs energy of formation is -98.7 kJ mol'.

10.3 (a) Estimate the standard Gibbs energy of formation of F- (aq)
from the value for Cl(aq), taking the radius of f as 131 pm.

10.3 (b) Estimate the standard Gibbs energy of formation of
NO 3 (aq) from the value for Cl(aq), taking the radius of the nitrate
ion as 189 pm (its thermochemical radius).

10.4 (a) Relate the ionic strengths of (a) KCl, (b) FeCI 3 , and (c) CuSO4

solutions to their molalities, b.

10.4 (b) Relate the ionic strengths of (a) MgCl 2, (b) Al 2 (SO 4 ) 3 , and
(c) Fe2 (504 )3 solutions to their rnolalitics, b.

10.5 (a) Calculate the ionic strength of a solution that is
0.10 mol kg- ' in KCI(aq) and 0.20 molkg' in CuSO4(aq).

10.5 (b) Calculate the ionic strength of a solution that is
0.040 molkg in K 3 [Fe(CN) 6](aq), 0.030 molkg" in KCI(aq). and
0.050 mot kg- ' in NaBr(aq).

10.6 (a) Calculate the masses of (a) Ca(NO 3 ) 2 and, separately, (b)
NaCl to add to a 0.150 molkg" solution of KNO 3 (aq) containing
500 g of solvent to raise its ionic strength to 0.250.

10.6 (b) Calculate the masses of (a) KNO 3 and, separately, (b)
Ba(NO3 ) 3 to add to a 0.110 molkg' solution of KNO3(aq).
containing 500 g of solvent to raise its ionic strength to 1.00.

10.7 (a) What molality of CuSO4 has the same ionic strength as
1.00 mol kg' 1 KCI(aq)?

10.9 (a) Estimate the mean ionic activity coefficient for CaCl2
in a solution that is 0.010 molkg'' CaC)2 (aq) and
0.030 mol kg' NaF(aq).

10.9 (b) Estimate the mean ionic activity coefficient for NaCl
in a solution that is 0.020 molkg' NaCl(aq) and
0.035 molkg" Ca(NO3)2(aq).

10.10 (a) The mean activity coefficient in a
0.500 mo1kg LaCI 3 (3q) solution is 0.303 at 25°C. What is the
percentage error in the value predicted by the Debye-Hückel limiting
law?

10.10 (Ii) The mean activity coefficient iiq a
0.100 mollcg'' CaCl 2 (aq) solution is 0.524 at 25°C. What is the
percentage error in the value predicted by the Debye-HOckel limiting
law?

10.11(a) The mean activity coefficients of HBr in' three dilute
aqueous solutions at 25°C are 0.930 (at 5.0 mmolkg"), 0.907 (at
10.0 mmol kg"). and 0.879 (at 20.0 mmolkg'). Estimate the value
of B in the extended Debye-Huckel law.

10.11(b) The mean activity coefficients of KCI in three dilute
aqueous solutions at 25°C are, 0.927 (at 5.0 mrno1kg), 0.902 (at
10.0 mmol kg"), and 0.816 (at 50.0 mmol kg'). Estimate the value
of B in the extended Debyc-HUckel law.

10.12 (a) For CaF2 , K, = 3.9 x 10 - "at 25°C and the standard
Gibbs energy of formation of CaF 2 (5) is -1167 kJ mol. Calculate
the standard Gibbs-energy of formation of CaF2(aq).
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10.12 (b) For Pbt,, K = 1.4 x 10 at 25-C and the standard Gibbs
energy of formation of Ptd,(s) is 1 73.64 ki tool 1 . Calculate the
standard Gibbs energy of formation of PhI..(aq
10.13 (a) Consider a hydrogen electrode in aqueous HEft solution at
25 'C operating at 1.15 atm. Calculate the change in thecicctriidc
potential when the mobility of the acid is changed (ruin
5.11 niinol kg 1 to 20, 11) nuil kg 1 . Activity cocfficiunt are given in
Exercise 10.1 Ia.

10.13 (b) Consider a hydrogen electrode in aqueous HCI solution at
25 - C operating at ((15 kPa. Calculate the change in the clectrodc
potential when the mobility of the acid is changed from
5.0 mmol kg to 50 niol kg . Activity coefficients are given in
Table 10.5.

10.14 (a) Devise a cell in which the cell reaction is
Mn(s) -- Cl,(g) .-. MnCl,(aq) Give the half-reactions for the
electrodes and from the standard cell potential of 2.54 V deduce
the standard potential of the Mn? /Mn couple.
10.14 (b) Devise a	 cell	 in	 which	 the	 cell	 reaction	 is
Cd(s)	 Ni(OH) 3 (s) -. Cd(OH) 2 (s) + Ni(OH),(s). Give the half-reac-
tions for the electrodes.
10.15 (a) Write the cell reactions and electrode half -reactions for
the following cells:

(a)Zn)ZnSO4(aq)j)AgNO3(aq))Ag
(b)Cd)CdCI7(aq)j)HNO3(aq)1H2(g)1Pt
(c)Pt)K3 ( N) 6J(aq). K 4 [(CN) 6 (aq) j)CrCI 3 (aq))Cr

10.15 (b) Write the cell reactions and electrode half-reactions for
the following cells:

(a) Pt)C1 2 (g))HCl(aq))K 2 CrO 4 (aq))Ag,Cr04(s))Ag
(b) PtIFe3 1 (aq), Fe' aq))Sn 4 (aq). Sn' (aq))Pt
(c)Cu)Cu(aq)Mn7 (aq), H (aq))Mn02(s)Pt

10.16 (a) Devise cells in which the following are the reactions:
(a)Zn(s) •i- CuSO 4 (aq) - Zn SO4 (aq) -t Cu(s)
(b)2A9CI(s) + H 2 (g) - ---'. 2HCI(aq) - 2Ag(s)
(c) 21-1 2 (g) I- 02 (g) -. 21-1200)

10.16 (b) Devise cells in which the following are the reactions:
(a)2Na(s) + 21-100) ._._. 2NaOH(aq) -I H2(y)
(b) H,(g) + l,(g) -----* 2Hl(aq)
(c)F-lO (aq) + OH (aq) --i 21-1200)

10.17 (a) Use standard potentials to calculate the standard
potentials of the cells in Exercise 101Sa.
10.17 (b) Use standard potentials to calculate the standard
potentials of the cells in Exercise 10.15b.

10.18 (a) Use standard potentials to calculate the standard
potentials of the cells in Exercise 10.16a.

10.18 (Ii) Use standard potentials to calculate the standard
potentials of the cells in Exercise 10.16b,
10.19 (a) Calculate the standard Gibbs energies at 25"C of the
following reactions from the standard potential data in Table 103:

(a)2Na(s) 1- 21-1 2 00) . ----. 2Na011(aq) + H,(g)
(b) 2K(5) -I- 2H 7 00) - - - 2KOH(aq) + H,)g)

10.19 (b) Calculate the standard Gibbs energies at 25 C of the
following reactions from the standard potential data in Table 103:
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(a) K,S,0(aq) I 2Kb aq) .	 1,(5) .f 2K,SO4)aq)
(h) f'b(s)	 Zn( NO3 )l aq	 - -	 Pb(NO 3 ),(aq ) 4- Zn(s)

1020 (a) Me standard reaction Gibbs energy for
K,CrO 4 laq1 I- 2Ag(sl	 2FcCl3)aq)
AqCrO4 (s) i 2ieCl,(aq) • I 2KClaq)

is 62.5 kJ mill at 298 K. (a) Calculate the stdodard potential of
the corresponding galvanic cell and LbJ the standard potential of the
Ag,Cr0 4 /Aq. Cr0 couple.
10.20 (b) two half-cell reactions may be combined in such a way as
to form (a) a new half-cell reaction or (b) a complete cell reaction.
Illustrate both (a) and (It) by using the half-cell reactions listed below
and calculate E° for both the new hall-cell and complete cell
reaction.

('I 21-1 2 0(l) 4-2c -----. H,(g) ± 20H(aq) 	 E1= -0.828 V
(ii) Ag (aq) +c ---- Ag(s) 	 E? +0.799 V
10.21 (a) Calculate the standard potential of the couple
Aq ) S. 11,01A9, S' . O. H I from the following data:

Aq,S(s) I 2e	 -- -. 2Ag(s) .. S'(aq)	 F° = -0.69 V
0,(9) F 4H(aq) + 4c	 --2H2O(l)	 Ee = +1.23 V

1021 (b) Consider the cell Pt I H, (g. 
G )IICI( aq)(AgCI (s)(Ag, for

which the cell reaction is 2AgCI(s) 4- H(g) - 2Ag(s) + 2HCI(aq). At
25 C and a molality of HCI of 0.010 mnol kg E = +0,4658 V. (a)
Write the Nernst equation for the cell reaction. (b) Calculate A r G for
the cell reaction. (c) Assuming that the Debye-Hückel limiting law
holds at this concentration. calculate Ee(A(jCI,Ag).
10.22 (a) Use the Debye-Huekel limiting law and the Nernst
equation to estimate the potential of the cell Ag)AgBr(sl)KBr(aq.
11.050 not kg 1 )flCd(f0 ),(aqao.0 JO mol kg ))Cd at 25°C.
10.22 (b) Use the information in Table 10.7 to calculate the
standard potential of the cell A9AgNO 3 (aq)ijFe(NO 3 ),(aq)IFe and
the standard Gibbs energy and enthalpy of the cell reaction at 25CC.
Estimate the value of Ar(;4 at 35°C.
10.23 (a) Calculate the equilibrium constants of the following
reactions at 25 "C from standard potential data:

(a)Sn(s) i- Sri"' (aq)	 25021 (aq)

(b)Sn(s) + 2AgCI(s) =" SnC1 2 (aq) ± 2Ag(s)

10.23 (b) Calculate the equilibrium constants of the following
reactions at 25°C from standard potential data:

(a) Sn(s) + CuSO4 (aq)	 Cu(s) + SnSO4(aq)
)b) Cu ? (aq) . Cu(s) °' 2Cu lag)

10.24 (a) Use the standard potentials of the couples Aut/Au
I 1 1.69 VI, Air t /Au (i 1.40 V) and Fc31 /fe (+0.77 V) to
calculate F° and the equilibrium constant for the reaction
21c 2 (aq) 4. Au" (aq) v 2Fe-t+ (aq) F Au4(aq),
10.24 (b) Determine the standard potential of a cell in which the
reaction is Col l ' (aq) 4- 3Cl (aq) + 3Ag(s) -. 3AgCl(s) + Co(s) from
the standard potentials of the couples AgCl/Ag CC (-t-0.22 V),
Co"'/Co' ( . i 1 .1(1 VI, and Co" /Co (-0.2(1 V).
10.25 (a) The solubilities of AgCl and BaSO 4 in water are
1.34 x III 1 mill kg' and 9.51 x IO molkg' respectively at
25"('. Calculate their solubility constants. Is there any significant
difference when activity coefficients are ignored?
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10.25 (b) The solubilities of Agi and 6i 3 5 1 in water are
1.2x 10 mol kg and 1.6X 10 ' tool kg respectively, at
25°C. Calculate their solubility constants. Is there any significant
difference when activity coefficients are ignored?

10.26 (a) Derive an expression for the potential of an electrode for
which the half-reaction is the reduction of Cr 7 0 ions to Cr" ions in
acidic solution.

10.26 (b) Derive an expression for the potential of an electrode for
which the half-reaction is the reduction of MnO. ions to Mn' ions
in acidic solution.

10.27 (a) The zero-rurrcnt potential of the cell
Pt)H(g)IHCI(aq)IAgCl(s)Ag was .4-0.322 V at 25CC. What is the
pit of the electrolyte solution?

10.27 (h) the zero-current potential of the cell
PtH 1 (g)jlIl(aq)jAgl(s)jAg was 1.00 V at 251C. What is the pH of
the electrolyte solution?

10.28 (a) The solubility of AgBr is 2.6 ;imot kg -1 at 25°C. What is
the zero-current potential of the cell AgIAgBr(aq))AgBr(s))Ag at that
temperature?

10.28 (b) The solubility of Agi is 12 nmol kg at 25 *C. What is the
zero-current potential of the cell AgIAgl(aq)IA9l(5)IA9 at that
temperature?

10.29 (a) The standard potential of the cell AgIAgl(s)IAgl(aq)IAg is
0.9509 V at 25'C. Calculate (a) the solubility of AgI and (b) its

solubility constant.

10.29 (b) The standard potential of the cell Bi1Bi2S3(s)Bi7S3(aq)Bi
is +1)96 V at 25°C. Calculate (a) the solubility of Bi 2 S3 and (b) its
solubility constant.

Problems

(\1umcricI prob)em5

10.1 Devise	 a	 cell	 in	 which	 the	 overall	 reaction	 is
Pb(s) + Hg 2 SO 4 (s) -. PbSO 4 (s) + 20g(l). What is its potential
when the electrolyte is saturated with both salts at 25 'C? (the
solubility constants of H9 2 SO 4 and PbSO4 are 6.6 x 10 ' and
1.6x 108, respectively.)

10.2 Given that ArG4	 -212.7kimol	 for the reaction in the
Daniell cell at 25CC, and h(CuSO 4 ) = 1.0 x 1D 3 mol kg and
h(ZnSO4 ) = 3.0 x 10 -' mol kg , calculate (a) the ionic strengths
of the solutions, (6) the mean ionic activity coefficients in the
compartments, (c) the reaction quotient, (d) the standard cell
potential, and (c) the cell potential. (Take y r = -i - = y,  in the
respective compartments.)

10.3 Although the hydrogen electrode may be conceptually the
simplest electrode and is the basis for our reference state of electrical
potential in electrochemical systems, it is cumbersome to use.
Therefore, several substitutes for it have been devised. One of these
alternatives is the quinhydrone electrode (quinhydrone, 011H2.
is a complex of quinone, C & H 4 0? = 0, and hydroquinone,
C6H 4 01 H 2 = QH).	 Theelectrode	 half-reaction	 is
Q(aq) + 2H (ag) + 2c 0H2(aq), E = 1. 0.6994 V. If the cell
HgJHgCl 2 (s)IHCl(aq))Q . QH 7 Au is prepared, and the measured cell
potential is ±0.90 V, what is the pH of the HCI solution? Assume
that the Debye-Hückel limiting law is applicable.

10.4 A fuel cell develops an electric potential from the chemical
reaction between reagents supplied from an outside source. What is
the zero-current potential of a cell fuelled by (a) hydrogen and
oxygen, (6) the combustion of butane at 1.0 atm and 298 K?

10.5 Consider	 the	 cell,	 Zn(s)lZnC12(0.0050 molkgt)
11-19 2 C1 2 (s)ftl90). for which the cell reaction is l-'g 7 Cl(s) + Zn(s) -
2Hg(l) + 2C1 - (aq) + Zn 2 (aq).	 Given	 that	 E°(Zn24-. Zn)
-0.7628 V. Ee(Hg2Cl2.Hg) = + 0.2676 V, and that the measured

value of the cell potential is + 1.2272 V. (a) write the Nernst equation
for the cell. Determine (b) the standard cell potential, (c) AUG,
and K for the cell reaction, (d) the mean ionic activity and activity
coefficient of ZnCl 2 from the measured cell potential, and (e) the
mean ionic activity coefficient of ZnCl 2 from the Dcbye-HOckel
limiting law. (f) Given that (?IE13T) 1, = - 4.52 x iO - V K-1,

calculate AS and AH.
10.6 The zero-current potential of the cell
PtIH ? (g, p ))HCI(aq, b)IHgaCln(s))Hg(l) has been measured with
high precisiOn )GJ. Hills and D.J.G. Ives, J. Chem. Soc., 311 (1951))
with the following results at 25°C:
li/(mmolkg 1 )	 1.6077 3.0769 5.0403 7.6938 10.9474

E/V	 0.60080 0.56825 0.54366 0.52267 0.50532

Determine the standard potential of the cell and the mean activity
coefficient of HCI at these molalitics. (Make a least-squares fit of the
data to the best straight line.)

10.7 Careful measurements of the potential of the cell PtH2(9,p')
NaOH(aq,t).0l0O mol kg 1), NaCl(aq, 0.01125 mot kg)
IAgCl(s))Ag have been reported (C.P. Bezboruah, M.FtIF.C. Camoes,
A.K. Covington, and J.V. Dobson, J. Chem. Soc. Faraday Trans. I, 69,
949 (1973)). Among the data is the following information:

01°C 20,0	 25.0	 30.0
E/V	 1.04774 1.04864 1.04942

Calculate pX at these temperatures and the standard enthalpy and
entropy of the autoprotolysis of water at 25.0°C.

10.8 Measurements of the potentials of cells of the type
AgAgX(s)MX(b, ) MgjMX(h 2 ))AgX(s)Ag, where MHg denotes an
amalgam and the electrolyte is an alkali metal halide dissolved in
ethylene glycol, have been reported (U. Sen, I. Chem. Sac. Faraday
Trans. 1 69, 2006 (1973)) and some values for LiCI are given below.
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Estimate the activity coefficient at the concentration marked and
then use this value to calculate activity coefficients from the
measured cell potential at the other concentrations. Base your answer
on the following version of the extended Debye-Huckel law:

A/ 1"2
log Y, = - I - _H/ 111 

+ Li

with A = 1.461, 8 = 1.70, k	 0.20, and 1 = h/h e . For.
h2 =0.09141 moIkg:

h /(mol kg)	 0.0555 0.09141' 0.1652 0.2171 1.0411	 1.350
F/V	 -0.0220 0.0000 0.0263 0.0379 11.1156 01336

10.9 Suppose the extended Debye-Hückel law for a 1,1-electrolyte is
written in the simplified form logy.. _0.5()91u12 -t- LI, where Lisa
constant and! = h/h'. Show that a plot-of v against!, where

y = F -f 0.11113 log! - 0.0602i'

should give a straight line with intercept !' and slope -11.1 1113k.
Apply the technique to the following data (at 25C) on the cell
PtH2(g,p

b/(mmolkg)	 123.8	 25.63	 9.138	 5.619	 3.215
F/mV	 341.99 418.24 468.60 492.57 520.53

(a) Find the standard cell potential and the standard potential of the
AgCl/Ag, Cl - couple. (b) The zero-current cell potential was measured
as 352.4 mV when b = 100.0 molkg. What is the pH and the
mean ionic activity coefficient?	 -

10.10 The mean activity coefficients for aqueous solutions of NaCl at
25 C C are given below. Confirm tht they support the Debye-Hdckel
limiting law and that an improved fit is obtained with the extended
law.

h/(mmolkg')	 1.0	 2.0	 5.0	 10.0	 20.0
0.9649 0.9519 -0.9275 0.9024 0.8712

10.11 The standard potential of the AgCl/Ag,CL couple has been
measured very carefully over a range of temperature (R.G. Bates and
V.E. Bowers, J. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand. 53, 283 (1954)) and the results
were found to fit the expression
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10.13 The Sb(Sb 7 0 3 (s))0lI (ag) electrode is reversible with respect
to OH ions. Derive an expression for its potential in terms of (a) the
pOH and )b) the pH of the solution. (c) By how much does the
potential change when the molality of NaOH(aq) in the electrode
compartment is increased from 0.01)) mol kg to (1.050 mol kg at
25'C? Use the Dehye-Huckel limiting law to estimate any activity
coefficients required.

10.14 Superheavy elements are now of considerable interest.
Shortly before it was (falsely) believed that the first had been
discovered, an attempt was made to predict the chemical
properties of ununpentium (Uup, element 115, C.L. Keller,
C.W. Nestor, and B. Fricke, J. Phys. Chem. 78, 1945 (1974)).
In one part of the paper the standard enthalpy and entropy
of the reaction Uup(aq) -i-H 2 (cj) -' Uup(s) + H(aq)
were estimated from the following data: &5F/°(Uup)

	

1.5 eV,	 /(Uup)	 5.52 cV,	 hyd" 0 (Uup ag) = -3.22 eV,
S°(Uup.aq) = 11.34 meV/K',	 Se(UUP,S) =0.69 mcVK1.
Estimate the expected standard potential of the Uup/Uup couple.

Cf R'.it ))IlIlE'li)'.s

10.15 Show that the solubility. S, of a sparingly soluble 1: I salt is
related to its solubility constant by S -= K 2c i 172.5" .

 Suppose that a sparingly soluble salt MX has solubility
constant K and solubility S. Shpw that, in an ideal solution that is
of concentration C of a freely soluble salt NX, the solubility of MX is
changed to

5' = (C2 -- 4K2 )' -

and that S'K,/C when K% is small (in a sense to be specified).

10.17 Show that, if the ionic strength of a solution of the sparingly
soluble salt MX and tie freely soluble salt NX is dominated by the
concentration C of the latter, and if it is valid to use the Debye-
Hdckel limiting law, the solubility 5' in the mixed solution is given by

S.,

when K is small (in a sense to be specified).

Ew/V = 0.23659 - 4.8564 x ID 4 (o[c)	 10.18 Show that the freezing-point depression of a real solution in

- 3.4205 x 10 -1 (D1 , C) 2 + 5.869 x ID(O/'C') 	
which the solvent of molar mass ti has activity a, obeys

Calculate the standard Gibbs energy and enthalpy of formation of
Cl (aq) and its entropy at 2911 K.

10.12 Use the data below to confirm that the Debyt'-Huckt'I limiting
law correctly predicts the limiting values of the mean activity
coefficient of acetic acid by dcmonstrating that pK, wheir
K. = plotted against (ab)1 .2, where /ris the molality of the
acid and a its degree of ionization, should be a straight line.

dma,5 - M
d(AT) --	 K1

and usc the Ci Ohs- Duhcm equation to show that

il In ri-
ill ,\Tl -

where a is the solute activity and h5 is its molality. Use the Debyc-
l-tirt,.'i i,rrr,iinrr I,r,.r 	 to din,,, tha t the nr,r,,ti,' ,'n,'ffi,'ir.nr (,-i

h/(mmol kg) 00280 0.1114 02184 1.0283 2.414 	 5.911 5 	Problem 7.12) is given by	 - I - ! A'I with A	 2.303A and

	

0.5393 0.3277 0.2477 0.1238 0.0829 0.11540 	 / .
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Additional problems supplied by Cavrtren Gturrt

nd Charles Trapp
10.19 The list of standard potentials compiled by llratseh shows that
europium has the least negative reduction potential for the M
couple in strong acid (p11 = (1) of all the lanthanides (S.D. Brat\r-h, 1.

Phys. Chem Ref. Dora 18, t (1989)) ,lhj:i. /Fiir	 I "II \
while	 the	 next	 easiest	 to	 reduce	 is	 ytterbium,	 With
K° (Yb 1 /Th) --2.9 V. (a) Describe the criteria tot a reducing
agent that would deposit Lu metal from an acidic solution of Mt
lanthanide ions while leaving the other lanthanides in solution under
standard conditions (unit activities and fugacities, p11 -. 0). Is there
such a reagent in Table 10.7? (b) Now suppose the conditions are not
standard. What is the maximum value of the ratio u. /a, such
that Lu still deposits spontaneously (just barely) but Yb dues not?

1020 Larson studied the thermochemistry of vanadium (V) inns in
aqueous solution (J.W. Larson,). Client. Fog. Doto 40. 1276 11995)).
At neutral pH, the dominant species are H 2 VO 4 anti V4 0	 The
equilibrium	 constant	 for	 the	 reaction	 4H 1 VO 4 (ag) -
V4 0 (aq) + 4H 2 0(l)	 1Cwas determined to be 106.4 at 5C How is
vanadium distributed between these two species at 511 f and unit
ionic	 strength	 if	 the	 total	 vanadium	 concentration	 is
It) x 102 rnol kg i? Take the ionic strength to be l )(11) arid use
the following extended Debye-Huekel equation to estimate activity
coefficients where A = 0.5373 at 51CC.

log',' = -

10.21 (a) Derive a general relation for F/ip I, , for elect ri i-
chemical cells employing reactants in any state of matter. (h)
F. Cohen and K. Piepenbroek (1 pijysk. Chern. 1 67A, 366 tq33))
calculated	 the	 change	 in	 volume	 for	 the	 reaction

TICI)sl -r CNS (aq) -. TICNS(s) s Cl (aq) at 30C from density
data and obtained A,Y - -2666+0080 cm nioC* They also
measured	 the	 potential	 of	 the	 cell
Tb Hgi(TlCNSfs)KCNS:KCIiIlCl(s)jTl(lIg	 at temperatures up to
SOIl aiiii. their results are given in the following table.

1" mill	
1 

00	 250	 5181	 7511	 1110()	 1250	 15W
/ Z111V	 S Sn	 9,27	 998	 1lt.h9	 II 39	 12.11	 1182

from this rirfiirrnitiiin, obtain l i"/'/i',,t , at ltY'C and compare to the
value obtained from Art' )c) fit the data to a polynomial for F against
p. How constant is (('E/P1r), , ( ci) From the polynomial, estimate an
effective isothermal compressibility for the cell as a whole.

10.22 Because the hydrogen electrode is the fundamental reference
electrode, it is important to study the effect of pressure on cells
containing it. W.R. Hainsworth, H.J. Rowley, and D.A. Maclnnes )J. Am.

Client. Soc. 46, 1437 (1924)) investigated the influence of pressure on
hi' hydruqe'n/eatomt.l cell, PtH, (g, p)JHCI(0. t M)'Hg,Cl 2 (s) Hg(l),

up to pressures of 100(1 atm at 25 C with the following results, where
- F(p) - El I alto).

p/atiit	 11111	 III	 38	 51	 108	 210
AE/mV	 II	 29.5	 47	 St	 (it	 69
//atnt	 001	 430	 560 720 9(X)	 1020
AF 'mV	 71)	 57	 Rti	 91	 95	 98

(a) Derive an expression for AJ using the perfect gas law. Compare
the expression with the experimental results. (b) Fit the values of Al
and I CE/1 to a polynomial expression in p. )c) Obtain a theoretical
equation for these quantities using both the virial form of the van der
Waals	 equation	 and	 the	 empirical	 virial	 equation
/ I t 0.000537(p/atm) -I 3.5 x Ill (p/atm) 2 used by
Hainsworth Cf oi. Plot the experimental and theoreieal data for
this cell on Ific same graph. How well do they fit? )d) Calculate the
fuqacily of Fl from the cell potential data.



MicroProjects
.
 Part 1:

Prepared by M. Cady and C. A. Trapp

1.1 Equations of state for gases, liquids, and
solids
(a)What is the difference between the equation of state of a perfect
gas, that of a van der Waals gas, and the virial equation of state? Why
are there so many equations of state for the gas phase and why should
one equation be preferred over another?

(b)Derive the relation between the critical constants and the Dieterici
equation parameters. Show that Z = 2 2 and derive the reduced
form of the Dieterici equation of state. Compare the van der Waals and
Dieterici predictions of the critical, compression factor. Which is closer
to typical experimental values?

(c) How would the expansion coefficient and the isothermal
compressibility be used to establish an equation of state for a liquid
or solid? Write an approximate equation of state for liquid water at
ordinary temperatures and pressures. Calculate 1',,, for both H,0(l) and
H 2 0(g) at 5.0 bar and 75°C.

1.2 The second virial coefficient
The second virial coefficient of methane can be approximated by the
empirical equation B'(T) = a + bc''. where a	 - 0.1993 bar
(S 0.2002 bar- ', and c = (131 K 2 with 300 K < T < 600 K.

(a)What is the value of the Boyle temperature for methane?

(b) Compare the molar volume of methçe at 50 bar as predicted by
both the virial equation and the perfect gas equation at (i) 25°C, (a)
100°C.

(c) Derive an equation for the computation of each of the following
properties for methane: (i) icr at 25°C and 1(() bar, (ii) AS,,,, AR,,,, and
AG,,,,when the gas is compressed isothermally from I bar to 100 bar at.
25°C. Assume that B(T) = RTB'(T).

1.3 Supercritical fluid solvents
The solubility Sarameter, (S, is defined as (AU 0h /V)', where
A1J.,,,,,., is the cohesive energy of the solvent, the energy per mole
needed to increase the volume isothermally to an infinite value. Diethyl
ether, carbon tetrachloride, and dioxane have solubility parameter
ranges of 7-8. 8-9. and 10-11, respectively.

(a)Derive a practical equation for the computation of the isotherms for
the reduced internal energy change, AUr (Tr , 111 ) defined as

AU(T, V,) =	
Vr)Ur(Trrf

(b) Draw a graph of AU, against Pr for the isotherms T,	 I. 1.2. and
1.5 in the reduced pressure range for which 0.7 ° V - 2.

(c) Draw a graph of (S against p for the carbon dioxide isotherms
T, = I and 1.5 in the reduced pressure range for which I < 1', ' 1. In

what pressure range at Tr = I will carbon dioxide have solvent
properties similar to those of liquid carbon tetrachloride?

1.4 Solution calorimetry
When 1 .3584 g of sodium acetate trihydrate was mixed into 100.0 mL
of 0.200() M l-lCl(aq) at 25°C, the temperature of the calorimeter fell
hy 0.397°C. This cooling occurred on account of the reaction:

H 3 0(aq) + NaCH 3 CO 2 . 3H20

Na(aq) + CH 3 C000(aq) + 4I10(1)

Tbe heat capacity of the calorimeter is 91.0 .1K I and the heat
capacity density of the acid solution is 4.144 J K 1 mL 1 . Determine
the standard enthalpy of formation of the aqueous sodium cation. The
standard enthalpy of formation of sodium acetate trihydrate is

1604 kJ 0101

1.5 Sublimation and atomization enthalpies
The standard enthalpy of combustion of 7,8-benzoquinoline (benz) is
-6556±4 kJ mo!' for the pure solid at 25°C. The combustion
reaction is:

C 13 H 5 Ns) -- 0 . ( g) ----° 13CO 2 (g) + H . 0(l) 4 N2(g)

A restricted molecular flow apparatus has been ,sed to determine the
very small vapour pressures, p, of the solid by rncasuring solid mass loss,
Am, in measured time periods At, at a fixed temperature. Theoretical
analysis of the apparatus yields the relation

p/Torr = 17.4
(f(Mi/g) 	

\ 1/2

/cm2)(Lt/S))	 7)
where A is the surface area of the sample (A = 3.64 cm. 2 ). The
apparatus constants are f 8.99 and a = I. The table below contains
the experimental data.

(a) Determine the enthalpy of sublimation and the entropy of
sublimation for a vapour pressure of 1.00 Torr.

(b)Use the combustion and sublimation enthalpies, along with any other
necessary information, to calculatc an experimentally based atomiza-
tion enthalpy. SCF-CNDO computations yield a value of 11 533 ±
8 U mol . Do the experimental and theoretical values agree?

T/K	 293.10 298.20 303.13 308.23 313.17 318.24 323.15
Si/s	 2160(19200 180(X) 7140	 42(X)	 3600	 1800
Am/g 0(1481 0.0797 0.1275 0.0823 0.0801 0.1055 0.0877



Equilibrium
1.6 Low and high temperature heat capacity of
Ce 2 Si 2 07

1.8 Calorimetric determination of hydrogen
bond strengths

It is found that the molar heat capacity of -Ce 2 Si 2 0 7 at I bar in the	 The excess enthalpy of mixing data for 1-propanol and tripropylamine
range of temperatures 0-30 K is described by	 at 25°C is found to fit the expression

C,,(T) = a(T/K)(1 - eT2)

where a = 5.597 x 10 Jmol ' K 4 and b = 1701.8 K2 are
empirical parameters. In the high-temperature range, 500-900 K,
the molar heat capacity is described by

Cp ,m(T)/(Jmoi K) = 222.3716

+ 0.07679042(T/K) —3631 886(T/K) -2

No phase transition has been detected below 900 K.

(a)Draw graphs ofS,,,(T), Hm(T) - m() ' and G,(T) - Gm(0) in the
range 0 T 30 K.

(b) According to the law of Dulong and Petit, the high-temperature
heat capacity per mole of atoms of a crystalline material is 3R. How
does the classical prediction compare with the experimental?

1.7 The destruction of chlorofluorocarbon
stockpiles

Protocols have outlawed the use of certain CFC refrigerants. It has been
suggested that sodium oxalate, Na 2 (CO 2 ) 2 , at elevated temperatures
can be used to destroy existing CFC stockpiles. The mineralization of
freon-12, for example, is

CF2 CI 7 (9) + 2Na2(CO2)2(s)

-2NaF(s) 4- 2NaCI(s) 1- C(s) ± 4C07(g)

(a) Without performing a calculation, what is your expectation
concerning the spontaneity of the reaction? Why is the high
temperature required? Why should reaction mixtures not be heated
to temperatures much higher than 270rC?

(b) Use library, internet, or PC database resources to find thermo
-dynamic data which will make possible the calculation of A,G° (T).

Estimate the value of any thermodynamic property that cannot be
found. For ge1eral information about internet chemistry resources try
these URLs: http://www.acs.org/; http!//www.indiana.edu/cheniinf(i/.

 specific thermodynamic data try the NIST Chemistry Webbook:
lrttp:I/webbook.nist.gov/.

HE/(JrnoF) x,(1 Xi ) Ar (1 -

where A,/(J mol ') = —1131, 1355, —855, 1127 for r = 0, 1,2,3.
(a)Draw a graph of HE against x1 and compare the graph shape to that
expected for a solution in which HE = wx 1 x2 . What do the graphs
imply about intermolecular interaction energies?

(b) At 25°C and infinite dilution the excess enthalpy of mixing 1-
propanol in heptane is HE = +25.3 Id mo1, whereas for the mixing
of tripropylamine in heptane HE = + 121 JmoI'. Deduce the
strength of the alcohol-amine hydrogen bond. Assume that inter-
molecular structural reorganization enthalpies cancel for the cycle.

1.9 Vapour—liquid equilibrium
The compound rert-amyl methyl ether (TAME) has potential use as a
gasoline antiknock agent. The Redlich-Kister empirical equation for the
excess Gibbs energy of mixing of methanol (1) and TAME (2) is:

GE/R7 = x 1 x2	 A(1 - 2x,)'

where A = 1.4170, —0.05245, 0.1599, 01061 —0.09159 for
= 0, 1,4. The activity coefficients are given by

lny, =	 by2 =4(-1)A(x2)

where
f,,(xJ = ( I -. 2(n ± 1)x}(1 --

The vapour pressure and molar volume of pure TAME are 6.09 k.Pa and
3178 cn1 5 moI at 28815 K and those of methanol are 9.86 kPa

and 40.254 cm rnol.

(a) What is the thermodynamic Criterion for solution-vapour
equilibrium? What law relates vapour pressure to ideal solution
composition? How is this law modified so as to describe the vapour
pressure of real solutions?

(b)Draw a graph of hi) against x 1 Do the graphs reflect correct values
at infinite dilutions of either TAME or methanol?

(c) Draw a graph of G"(,% 1 '1. What does this graph reveal about the
Spontaneity of mixing? Does the curve have the shape expected for a
regular solution?

(d)Draw a graph of total vapour pressure, p = p + Pa, and also show
the curves for p(a ) and p(v 1 ), where y is the mole fraction in the
vapour. What is the vapour pressure and composition of the azeotrope?
What is the equilibrium pressure when • 	 027
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(c) Draw a graph of total vapour and partial vapour pressures. The
curves would be p(x1),p(x1), and p2 (x 1 ). What do these curves reveal
about deviations from ideality? Calculate the Henrys law constant for
both methanol and TAME.

(f) Estimate the vapour pressure of pure TAME at 288.15 K when
subjected to an applied pressure of 2.0 bar.

1.10 Solubility and miscibility of Cu/Pt) mixtures
The illustration below shows the AmI.G(X, T) for a mixture of copper
and lead.

(a)What does the graph reveal about the miscibility of copper and lead
and Ihe spontaneity of solution formation? What is the variance (F) at
(i) 1500 K, (ii) 1100 K?

(b)Suppose that at 1500 K a mixture of composition (i) xw, = 0. 1, (ii)
xpb = 0.7, is slowly cooled to 1100 K. What is the equilibrium
composition of the final mixture? Include an estimate of the relative
amounts of each phase.

(c) What i5 the solubility of (i) lead in copper, (ii) copper in lead at
1100K?

o -1
E

C

-3

	

-4!	 1	 1 I,	 1	 I

	0	 0.2	 0.4	 0.6	 0.8	 1.0
Xpb

1.11 The temperature—composition diagram for
the Ca/Si binary system
(a) Identify eutectics, congruent melting compounds, and incongruent
melting compounds that are shown in the calcium/silicon phase
diagram shown below.

0	 20	 40	 60	 80	 100
Ca	 100x	 Si

(b) If a 20 per cent by atom composition melt of silicon at 1500°C is
cooled to 1(1)0°C, what phases (and phase composition) would be at
equilibrium? Estimate the relative amounts of each phase.

(c) If CaSi 2 melts completely at 1040°C, what phases (and phase
composition and relative amounts) would be at equilibrium?

(d) Describe the equilibrium phases observed when an 80 per cent by
atom composition Si melt is cooled to 1030°C. What phases, and
relative amounts, would be at equilibrium at a temperature (i) slightly
higher than 1030°C, (ii) slightly lower than 1030°C? Draw a graph of
the mole percentages of both Si(s) and CaSi 2 (5) as a function of mole
percentage of melt that is freezing at 1030°C.

1.12 Aspects of ammonia production
Suppose that an iron catalyst at a particular plant produces ammonia in
the most cost-effective manner at 450°C when the pressure is such
that ArG for the reaction 1 N 2 (g) +H2 (g) -. NH3 (g) is equal to
-500 Jmol* What pressure is needed? Now suppose that a new
catalyst is developed that is most cost-effective at 400°C when the
pressure gives the same value of A rG. What pressure is needed when
the new catalyst is used? What are the advantages of the nw catalyst?
Asume that (a) all gases are perfect gases or that (b) all gases are van
der Waals gases. Isotherms of G(T,p) in the pressure range
1(X) aIm <p < 400 atm are needed to derive the answer. Do these
graphs confirm Le Chatelier's principle concerning the response of
equilibrium changes in temperature and pressure?

1.13 Silica reduction with graphite
Large quantities of silicon are made by reducing Si0 2 with carbon in are
furnaces at elevated temperatures. Many chemical species may be
present in these high-temperature Si0 2 1graphite mixtures, including
C(s), S10 7 0), Si02 (I), Si(s), Si(l), SiC(s), SiO(g). and C0(g). The table below
contains information about the temperature dependence of
G(T) - Hsg = a + bT for each of these species, and several others,
in the temperature range 1500-2500 K and at I bar, where
G(T) - is the Gibbs energy at temperature T relative to the
enthalpies of the pure constituent elements in their reference states at
the conventional temperature. Use these data alone to answer the
following questions. Assume perfect gas behaviour and ideal solutions
when necessary.

a/(kJmoI)	 b/(kJK moL1)
graphite	 34.38	 -0.04054
Si(s)	 44.281	 -0.06671
Si02 0) 	-757.039	 -0.18456
Si (g)	 484.667	 -0.20808
SiO(g)	 -41.075	 -0.28123

57.858	 -0.26856
S'02 ()	 -818.448	 -0.15281
SiC(s)	 2.521	 --0.09838
Si(l)	 96.980	 -0.09743
Si02 (g)	 -209.039	 -0.34203
C0(g)	 -54.581	 -0.26312

CO, (g)-302.873	 -0.32021

150(

c., '1300

0) 1100
0.
E

900
842

700
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(a)Calculate the normal melting point of silica and silicon. Make graphs
of the vapour pressures of each in the temperature range 1500-2500 K
and at a pressure of 1 bar.

(b)Draw an Ellinyham diagram for the smelting reduction of silica with
graphite in the temperature range 1500-2500 K and at a pressure of
1 bar. What does the diagram reveal about the evolution of carbon
dioxide during smelting?

(c) Determine the equilibrium purity of silicon made by reducing silica
with graphite at 2000 K and I bar. Assume that graphite is soluble in
the silicon but that SiO 2 and SIC are not. Also determine the equilibrium
partial pressures of SiO(g) and C0(g). Equilibria to consider include
5i02 (1) + C(graphite, s)	 SiO(g) + C0(g), SiO 2 (1)+212(graphite, s)
Si(l) + 2C0(g), and S'02( l ) + 3C(graphite,$) =± SiC(s) + 2C0(g).

1.14 p11-concentration curves for carbon dioxide
The ocean's ability to dissolve carbon is an important sink when
modelling the carbon cycle. Draw a graph of a, against pH for carbon
dioxide solutions in the pH range 0-14 where the fraction ; of species
J is defined as

[J]
a -

(total carbon]

(J]
- [Coll + [H 2CO3] + (HCOJ + [CO]

Assume that solutions are ideal.

(a)What are the major chemical species at the physiological pH of 7.4
and equilibrium?

(b) What is the maximum mass of ocean carbon dissolved as CO3
H 2 CO3 , HCO 3-, and CO if the ocean has an average p11 of 8, an
average temperature of 298 K, and a volume of 1.37 x 10 18 m3 7 The
partial pressure of atmospheric carbon dioxide is 3.3 x 10 atm.

1.15 Sulfuric acid solutions and lead
electrochemistry
A cell of the lead-acid battery may be represented as

Pb(s) PbSO 4 (s) [H 2 50 4 (aq)IPbO2 (s) IPbSO 4 (s) Pb(s)

where the aqueous solution is about 35 per cent by mass sulfuric acid.
The sulfuric acid molality, h, is related to the solution density, d, at 25°C
by the empirical equation:

b(H2 SO4 )/(mol kg) = a(d - d2)/(gcm3)

+ c(d - d25)2/(gcm)2

where d is the density of pure water at 25°C, a = 14.523, and
c	 25.031.

(a)Draw graphs of molality, mass percentage, and molar concentration
functions of density for densities in the range L0-l.4 gcm3.
(b) Write balanced equations for the half-reactions and the cell
reaction for the lead-acid battery. Determine E°, L rG, ,S°, and
r" for the cell reaction at 25°C. Estimate E°15°C). Calculate the

cell potential at 25°C when Q = 6.0 x

(c)The illustration below shows a simplified 'Pourbaix diagram' for the
redox chemistry of PbO 2 /PbSO4 /Pt, systems. The horizontal and slanted
lines of the diagram are equilibrium half-cell potentials when all
chemical species have unit activity. Vertical lines are non-redox
equilibria. Prove that the redox potential lines at 25°C are given by
E = E O -. (0.0592 V)iipH, where ii is the number of hydrogen ions
used in the half-reaction. Calculate E(PbO 2 /PbSO4 ) at pH values of 5
and 8. What is E(Pb504/Pb) at any pH7

fU

a
0
0.
C
0
C.)

cc
0a

pH

1.16 Weak acidity of 2-aminopyridinium chloride
The table below summarizes the zero current potentials observed for
the cell PdjH 7 (9 1 I bar)(BH(aq,b),B(aq,b)[AgCI(s)[Ag. Each measure-
ment is made at equirnolal concentrations of 2-aminopyridinium
chloride (BH) and 2-aminopyridine (B). The data are for 25°C and it is
found that E = 0.22251 V. Use the data to determine pK1 for the
acid at 25°C and the mean activity coefficient (y±) of BH as a function
of molality (6) and ionic strength (I). Use the extended Debyc-HOckel
equation for the mean activity coefficient in the form:

Al 1/2
-logy	

l+BpI2
where A = 0.5091 and B and k are parameters that depend upon the
ions. Draw a graph of the mean activity coefficient with
6 0.04 mcI kg - and 0< 1 0.1.

h/(molkg')	 0.01	 0.02	 0.03	 0.0.3	 0.05
E°(25-C)/V 0.74452 0.728 53 0.71928 0.71314 0.70809
bj(mol kg')	 0.06	 0.07	 0.08	 0.09	 0.10
E°(25°C)/V 0.70380 0.70059 0.69790 0.69571 0.69338

The table below summarizes pKa(T) for BH; add your value of
pK(25C) to those of the table. Determine the coefficients a 0, a,
and a1 such that the regression equation pK(T) = a0 +
a 1 /T/K) l- a-2 ln(T/K) gives the best least-squares fit of the data.
Draw graphs of G(T), A,H(T), and A1S(T) for the proton
transfer reaction.

01°C 5	 10	 15	 20	 25	 30	 35	 40
pK	 7177 7.060 6.949 6,841 7 	 6.640 6.543 6.449


